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For example, the action in one story takes place in "The Land of
Little Rain;" another deals with adventure on the high seas; another
is a good railroad story; others are splendid Western 8lories; and
some are mystery stories. All of them, however, are stories of vigorous adventure drawn true to life, which gives them the thrill that
all really good fiction should have.
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AROUND TRIP TO THE YEAR 2000.
CHAPTER I.
THE MAN AND THE HOUR.

Lumley stood on the deserted North River pier
and looked down into the . dark water. One
plunge ~ould end everything. Why not take it?
He shivered, drew his threadbare coat tightly
around him, and leaned against one of the piles.
Really that one plunge seemed the only thing on
earth for him to take, but-well, he hesitated.
The Undiscovered Country seemed fairer to
him at that moment than any he had so far been
able to map out.
He had friends there, and nowhere else. The
. question of food and raiment was not a vital one
in that fair land; nor could the bloodhounds of
the law track him beyond its confines, or hale
him from its bourne to suffer injustice at a
1Worldly bar.
.
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The Man and the Hour.

The hour was propitious. The gliding river
lig hts swam in penciled lines across Lumley's
/ sight, and the chuff, chu ff of · passing boats and
·the hoarse warnings of their sirens fell indistinctly on his ear s as he hesitated Ofi the brink. ·
For an instant he tottered there, and then with
one long, quivering gasp he towered to his fun
height, flung out his arms, and-dreyv bad~,.
It wasn't that he was afraid; no, no. I-fe waSI
a man ahead of his time, and to let that pinchingj
unappreciative era of 1900 suck him down in its
undertow would have gratified it too much.
On second thought, he would continue to live.
Others besides himse!f had been made the butti
of untoward circumstances, and yet had uitima tely found justice. He wouid bear with his
fate until some of his progressive ideas could
·take roQt and emanci'pate him. As he turned to
leave the pier a croaking laugh was borne to his
ears.
A little distance away he s;iw a figure silhou. etted in black against the shadows. Lumle~
stood still, and the figure advanced upon him.
"Why didn't you jump?" rattfed a dry, mono1q
onous voice"

The Man and the Hour.
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The little man-Lumley could see that he was
a hunchback-stopped and laughed again ~as he
put the question.
any
acknowledge your right to make
"I don't
.
.
in<il,uiries or comments," returned Lumley in
:frigid tones.
"No?" came from the other in unruffled tones.
!t'Do yoa -acknowledge my right, Mr. Even;on
Lumley, (o extend to you a helping hand in your
emergency?"
Lumley gave a start, and peered ·closely at the
man in front of him. Beyond a sµ10oth face,
·pointed nose and chin, and .big, round spectacles,
he could make nothing of his interlocutor.
"You seem to know me," said Lu.mley, "and
l)7et I can't remember where I ever inet you."
"This is our first meeting."
"Then how do you happen to know my name?"
Again came the dwarf's croaking laugh.
"I know all about you, and, as I say, I have
!followed you tO""night to make your acquaintance
and to prove myself a friend in your ·hour of
need. You are t)J.e man, Lumley, and this is the
hour!"
"Yes?" returned Lumley in a vague tone.

8
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"Most certainly. The toils of the law, my
friend, are drawing closely about you."
"Wh-what do you mean?"
"I mean that Kinch is upon your trail."
"Kinch ! Good heavens!" Lumley pressed his
hands together and cast a wild look behind, toward the river.
"And yon know about this?" he whispered,
turnfog on the hunchback once more.
"I know more than you can possibly imagine.
Come with me and I will show you how to foil
the detective. Refuse my aid and you will be
behind the bars before morning."
Cold chills swept through the attenuated frame
of the fugitive. His peril was undoubtedly great,
yet .he was not so completely overcome by it that
he yielded ready compliance to the mysterious
hunchback.
"Who are you," Lumley asked suspiciously,
"that you should attempt to save me?"
"I believe in your innocence, and it is an article of my faith that one philosopher should
help another whenever he can do so. Ha!" The
-Unknown turned and pointed toward the lighted
street at his back. "There is Kinch-he· " ")m-

"'
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ing now. Quick! You have only a moni.ent in
which to decide. Will you go with me?"
"Yes, yes," murmured Lumley. "I'll go anywhere and do anything to avoid that man!" ·
"Good'!"
The hunchback caught Lumley's arm · and
plunged with him into the darkness that ·lay on
their left. By a detour they reached the street
and sprang into a waiting carriage-.
"Hurry!" called the dwarf to the driver. "You
know where to go."
As they dashed away a hansom cab, that had
been waiting a block down the street, darted
after them. Lumley looked out through the lowered window in the upper half of the carriage
door.
"Kinch- is pursJ,ting !" he exclaimed, falling
back on the seat.
"Let him ccime," was the other's complacent
reply. "If we reach our destination ahead of
him, that is all I care."
"But I care. If he knows where I go I shall
be taken."
"You will not be taken if you do as I require.''"What am I to do?"

10
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"Wait, wait. Poss~ss your soul in patience."
Pr~sently the carriage halted.
Th.e hunchback, followed closely by Lumley, sprang out and
ran up the steps of a house. ·
A sharp "whoa!" and a grind of wheels came
from the curb as the hansom. dashed up behind
them.
"Stop!" commanded a voice, and a man leaped
to the walk from the two-wheeler.
"In with you, Luml:_y !" ordered the dwarf,
throwing open the door.
Lumley, breathless and all but spent, tumbled
into the house, and the dwarf closed and locked
the door behind them.
"Saved!" he exclaimed.
"At bay, you mean,'' panted Lumley. "How
long do you think it will tak$ Kinch to batter
down the door and capture me?'~
"Suppose he does batter down the door; he
won't get you if you follow my instrhctions. This
_way, if you please."
As the little man started up the stairs a servant appeared in the hall.
"I want half an hour, Chester," called the
dwarf over the banister.

The Man and the Hour.
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"I understand, sir," answered the servant.
Lumley observed that his companion had apparently covered every point of a comprehensive
plan. But there was no time for remarks or explanations.
In a few m'oments Lumley and the mysterio~s
dwarf were behind another locked door, and in a
eapacious and well lighted study.
"We have thirty minutes, Mr. Lumley," said
the little _m an, throwing aside a cloak which had
muffled his misshapen form. "Pray, sit down
and compose yourself."
"I can sit down," said Lumley, dropping on
a leather couch, "but it will be difficult to compose myself with that detective pounding at your
door."
"Oh, Chester will take care of° him."
"For half_ an hour perhaps. After that Kinch: . ·
will take care of me."
"Not if yo.u have the courage of my conv1c~ions."

"Will you please enlighten me?"
""'
The dwarf threw hiIY!self into a chair, lo.sing
himself in it apparently, and peering out at Lum1ey with bright, .snapping little eyes.

The
Man. and the Hour
.
.
-'.\\
'

~'

"You shall know all before very long. To
begin with, I am Doctor Kelpie--"
,
"Not Doctor Alonzo Kelpie, author of 'Time
and Space and 'rheir Limi~atio11s' ?"
"The . same," answered
the
learned doctor.
•
; '
i
'l'Are you familiar with my work?"
"L could repeat it backward.,,
"Ah! So much the better-so much the better,
..
1Mr. Everson Lumley. You are indeed the bright
(Particular star for which I have been searching
it he skies of chance. Furthermore, you yourself
are a delver after truth, and wrote that admirable
:folio, 'The Possibilities of the Subconscious
iEgo.' "
"So I did, Doctor Kelpie," returned Lumley,
iWith expanding chest and lifting head. "My life
iWOrk, sir.''
"A grand thesis," murmured Doctor Kelpie.
"'We are both in advance of our time."
"No doubt of it," returned Lumley, with feelI

~

ting.
"How far ahead of this age do you think you
stand, Lumley?"
"A hundred years, I should say," said Lumley,
after racking his brain for a few minutes.

The 'Man and the Hour.
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· "At least that," 'mused Doctor Kelpie, study·
ing his guest through pensive, half-closed eyes.
""'fhe world has always misused those whose
environment, Lumley. In
their
ideas outstripped
.
. '
;
the olden· days ' it was the rack and screw, the
stake and fagot; in our more modern times it is
scorn, or ridicule, or perhaps . a madhouse. I
wonder that you ever found a publisher for 'The
Possibilities of the Subconscious Ego' !"
'"I published it myself," admitted Lumley, the
bitte~ness of genius disprized hanging upon the
words. "Thirty-six copies were sold, and the
rest of an edition of one thousand copies I-12
circulated privately."
The -crooked form opposite leaned forward in
the oig chair:
"My dear friend, your light has been too
1
strong for the eyes of this age! The startling
brilliancy of your exploit has blinded your com·
peers! But courage! At least thirty-six copies
of that tremendously valuable work will be
cherished and preserved, and in the next century monuments will be erected to the memory
of its author. 'Time and Space and Their Limitations' was received in much the same fashion.
~

14
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Unlike your revolutionary ideas, however, some
of my theories I am able to demonstrate practically now. But do I cast my pearls before swine?
Do I demonstrate my knowledge for the benefit
of those who could not understand? No! But
to you, Lumley, to you--"
With the wav~ of one clawlike hand, the misshapen body sank back into the chair's ·depths.
"To me--" whispered Lumley eagerly.
Before Doctor Kelpie could answer; a crash
was heard from somewhere below. The alarming noise was followed by a s·c ampering of feet
on the stairs. Lumley sprang upright with a look
of wildest apprehension.
/
"Kinch!" he cried tremulously; "Kinch has
broken into .the house, he is coming after me
here!"
Doctor Kelpie aroused himself.
"Be calm," said he, in a soothing tone. "You
and I would be fools inde.ed, Lumley, if we could
not twist the fruit of our far-reaching discoveries
to our own advantage. This man Kinch has
dogged you half 'round the world, has he not?"
"He has!" palpitated Lumley, wiping the perspiration from his forehead. "A dozen times he

The Man and the Hour.
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has come within a hair's breadth of catching me;
but never, never have I been so hard pressed as
I am this minute."
Lumley cast about him the agonized look of a
drowning man.
"Have courage, my friend!" implored t4e doctor.
"Courage?" gasped Lumley. "How can I
have courage when Kinch is within a dozen feet
of me? You .don't know the man, Doctor Kelpie !"

,,

"I will tell you why you are to face this danger calmly," went on the doctor, with flashing
eyes. "Although your enemy is within a dozen
feet of you, Lumley, he will soon be a whole
century behind, and you will be safe."
The doctor got up and moved toward the study
door. There w·a s a _conviction in his words and a
~onfidence in his manner that affected Lumley
powerfully.
"You mean--" faltered Lumley, moistening
his dry lips with his tongue.
"I mean that Time, the all-powerful, shall
snatch you out of your enemy's clutches. 'Ne

16
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have thirty minutes' grace. Into one-third of
that time, or ten minutes, I can compress a hundred years. Pardon me a moment."
As Lumley sank back on the couch, the doctor passed to the door.

CHAPTER II.
THIRTY MINUTES' GRACE.

A fierce hand banged on the panels.
"Open," cried an authoritative voice without,
'" in the name of the law!"
"Who are you?" temporized the doctor.
"Jasper Kinch, detective. Everson Lumley is
in there, and I shall not leave until I take him
with me."
"If you will allow Mr. Lumley thirty minutes'
grace," said the doctor, "I will throw open the
door."
. "The house is guarded front and rear, and it
iWill be useless for him to attempt escape."
"So much the more reason why you should
give us the thirty minutes."
There followed a brief pause; then, to Lumley' s intense surprise, the detective answered :
c.: All right; but if you don't unlock this door in
thirty minutes I'll burst it open."
"There will be no occasion for violence. Siti

18
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down, Mr. Kinch, and make yourself comfortable."
Doctor Kelpie turned from the door.
".You can't trust Kinch," said .Lumley. ~'He's
a hard man, doctor, and he's artful."
"We shall make the most of our thirty minutes, my dear Lumley."
The doctor seated himself, took a watch from
his pocket, and held it open in his hand.
"Why is this man after you?" he proceeded.
"I am supposed to have broken into a bank,"·
answered Lumley, "and stolen fifty thousand dollars. A reward of ten thousand dollars ..has been
offered for my, capture, and Kinch is after it."
"I see. And you didn't break into the bankl
and take the money?"
'
"I'm afraid I did, doctor-subconsciously."
"Ah!"
"If you have read chapter two of my b@ok, you
:will understand how the subconscious ego may be
guilty of anything, . w~ile the real self is as innocent of guilt as a babe unborn."
"That's an idea worthy of the year two thousand, if there ever was one!" cried the doctor,
irubbing his hands. "I understand that, of

Thirty Minutes' Grace.
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·course, an~ had reasoned the matter out along
those lines long ago. How did it happen, Lumley?"
"I was engaged in a series of experiments with
a man who professed to be my friend-a criminologist and hypnotist named Osborne. Osborne
hypnotized my conscious self: and sent me to the
bank subconsciously, at the dead of night, with a
'drill and a jimmy.
"The robbery, as I saw in the papers, was sue:.
cessful, but I was seen by a watchman and left
iVarious clues behind me. I must have given the
money to Osborne, for when I came out of my
trance I was alone, and not only had the bank
money been taken from me, but my watch, a
priceless heirloom, was gone and my pockets
stripped."
"Alas, poor Lumley !" sighed the doctor. "I
tfeel for you, indeed I do."
"From that hour,'' continued Lumley in bitter
tones, "I have been systematically engaged in
Clodgii:g this man Kinch. Now I am penniless,
. forlorn, arrd at his mercy. Oh, why did I not
jump?"
Lumley buried his face in his hands.
I
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· "Fate 'reserved you· for another jump, Lum· ·
ley," said the doctor; "a jump across years that
will land you in a time where your particular
brand 'of philosophy · will be appreciated. You
dobbtless wondering how I was able to meet
you at the critical juncture by that North River
pier. "
"I wish you would tell me," returned Lumley,
looking up.
"I am a crystal-gazer," said the doctor, "but
I have developed the art until it is almost per-

a·re

fect.
"In that"-he laid one hand on a glass sphere
on the table- "I have seen your wanderings, day
by day and week by week, and in that, also, Jj
have followed the form of Kinch. To-night,
when I located the two of you making for the
ri ver, I realized that the time had come when, if
ever, you must be helped. Hence I laid my
plans."
" It was good of you, and I am sure I am grateful. "
·"Let it go at that, my dear fellow. v\T e are
now brought to the important point in our interview. You are already familiar with some of my

Thirty Minutes' Grace.
:views on Time ~nd Space, bt,.tt the most imp<:>rtant
of my ·discoveries has never been pu~li.s~ed."
"Why not?"
,
"I have not dared. Lumley, for such record,..
breaking thinkers· a-s you and I this matter-o.ffact age has only jails and madhouses."
"True, too true," ansyvered L~mley, with a
side glance at the study door:
"To _you, however," pursued Doctor Kelpie,
~'I may unbosom myself as to. a kindred soul.
Here is the crux of my idea: We cover space
in various ways by means of steam-cars, automo'."'
biles, and so on. Then why may we not cover
time-as we cover spa~e, ?"
"Why not, indeed?". asked Lumley, albeit a
trifle bewildered.
"I have invented, sir," said the doctor, boundillg out of his chair and pacing the room, "no
less a machine than a time co°:pe. You get into
it, I turn a lever and press a button, and i~ two
minutes you are off on a trip through the years at
lightning speed. Think of that!"
"Astounding!" exclaimed. Lumley.
"My coupe is a time compresso~, an annihila-:- itor. You embark in the year . n~neteen hundred;
)
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:you disembark in the year two thousand, and
~our trip has occupied ten minutes of ordinary:
rtime."
"Wonderful !"
"You know yourself, Lumley," the doctor went
on, "that time is elastic. How infinitely long is
an hour of sorrow, how infinitely short a corresponding perio_d of pleasure."
"Yes," said Lumley; "one minute of Kinch is
three hundred and sixty seconds long-_I can
swear to it."
Doctor Kelpie stepped to one side of the room,
arew aside a silken curtain, and opened a door.
"This way, Lumley,'' saie!l he.
Lumley got up and followed him into an apartment roofed and enclosed on three sides with
canvas. In the center of the room stoocl a - Well, it was the doctor's "time coupe." It resembled a time coupe, and nothing else undeli
heaven.
Still, in one sense, it was like the vehicle which
furnished ·part of its name. There was a door.
by which the body of the machine was entered,
and there was a .window in the · door.
Wheels there were none. Four terrestrial

Tk£rtj M£nutes' Grace.
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globes-uncanny, shimmering things-supported
ithe .framewt>rk
A silver band, round and many yards in cirtumf erence, was pivoted through its diameter
\
Ito the bottom of the coupe· and encircled it completely. This band was marked with the signs
pf the zodiac.
"Behold!" exclaimed the doctor, waving his
!hand toward the machine. "You enter the coupe
and I turn this switch to the figures '2000' "-he
[pushed at a small bar in the side of the coupe"and then press this button" ~he indicated a
[pUSh button beside the switch-"and in one minute the globes begin to whirl and the equatorial
circle to turn. · The years recede and, presto!
~ou reach the year two thousand and are but
!ten minutes older than you were when you
started."
Lumley stood entranced.
He opened his
mouth to speak, but words refused to come. The
(ioctor smiled and continued:
"Just what accomplishes this wonder work I
reserve t~e right to keep to myself; but I have
the honor to suggest, Lumley, that you take a
hundr ed-year trip in my . time coupe, leaving
"I
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!Kinch behind you in this humdrum year of grace
nineteen hundred."
''Will you accompany me, doctor?" Lumley
managed to articulate.
A shadow of disappointment swept across the
Cloctor' s face.
I'
"Sordid business chains me to these conventional times, Lumley, or nothing would please me
more. There is nothing to keep you, however;
in fact, everything points you onward. Will you
go?"
"Gladly."
"I thought you would. It isn't likely, my dear
1ellow, that you will care to come back to these
prosaic tim86 after tasting the delights of the
future--"
"Could I come back if I wanted to?"
"Most assuredly. rhe time coupe runs either
'f orward or backward. All that is necessary is to
set the indicator on the year desired and press
the button. The machine does the rest."
"I understand."
The doctor took a packet of papers from his
pocket.
"For the benefit of science, and as a persona!

Tkirty M£nutes' Grace.
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favor to me," he went on, "I wish you would investigate certain questions in that epoch to which
you are gomg. When your investigations are
completed, write out your report, put it in the
_coupe, turn the indicator to '1900,' and send back·
the answers. It is hardly possible1 I think, as I
said before, that you will care to return m person."
The doctor looked at his watch.
"Our period of gr_ace is nearly at an end. .It
is time you were traveling, Lumley."
Lumley caught the doctor's hand and pressed·
it cordially.
"I shall never forget your kindness to me,"
said he, with a good deal of emotion. "Good-by,
doctor."
"Farewell, Lumley. You are going, I am sure·,
where you will be appreciated."
Lum1ey replied that he hoped he was, then
opened the door, and got into the time coupe.
Through the window he watched while Doctor
Kelpie touched a spring in the wall of the building behind them.
Instantly the canvas roof and sides fell away,
l'evealing the stars above and the gleaming lights"'

·~
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of the city stretching away- below. There was
nothing overhead <save the cloudless vault of
heaven.
"Now," said the doctor, standing beside the
coupe, "before I launch you into the coming
years, "is there any little commiss~s I can attend to for you here? A last word · to relatives--"
"No," said Lumley decidedly
"Or friends?" ,
"I have no friend," murmured Lumley, "but
I

(YOU.
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The doctor wagged his head sadly.
"Your grave is the future, Lumley," he proceeded. ' When you f'end back the time coupe
with your written report, I shall destroy the machine-the fruit of thirty years' patient stu~y
and labor-and it will be impossible to build another. The veil of coming events
drop behind you, my friend, and you will disappear and
be as one dea<l."
"That is the way I wan~ it to be," returned
Lumley, not with any sorrow but rather with a
note of triumph in his voice. "Let everybody
1think I took that jump from the pier."
\

will
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"But Kinch knew I brought you here.
be impossible to deceive him."

It will

"That's so!" exclaimed Lumley, m sudden
trepidation. "I'm afraid, Doctor Kelpie, I'm getting you into trouble."
The doctor snapped his thin fingers.
"That for Kinch, and all the trouble he can
make me ! I promised to open my study dQor.
to him, but I did not promise.to produce you.
You can think of no last message you wish · to
leave, Lumley?"
"If your crystal-gazing ever gives you a picture of Osborne, the criminologist," said Lumley, with sudden thought, -"you might put Kincn
on his trail. My revenge would be complete · if,
I could once get that bloodhound of the law afteli
Osborne!"
"Something may be done," murmured the doctor; "at any ,r9-te, depend upon me to do anything
l can."
"To get away from that detective like this
gives me more happiness than I have known in
a long time! But," and here Lumleis compla~ency was suddenly shaken, "vou are sure thf

Thi"~~ Minute_~' Grace~

time coupe won't break down, or fail to do its
;work?"
"My word for that, my dear Lumley. See! I
press the button in that manner and in two minutes you will be en route for the years to come."
As the .button was pressed, a man sprang over
the ridge of canvas that lay along the parapet.
"I'm blessed if you ain't craz.y, the pair of
you," said he. "I've been on that fire-escape for
•
listening to all this fool~
the last fifteen minutes
ishness. Put a hundred years between us, will
you, Lumley? Rubbish !"
It was Kinch. He had shown the artful side
of his nature, and Lumley cowered in one corner
of the coupe seat and waited in agonized silence
.f or whatever was to happen.
Kinch started for the coup_e.
I

"Back!''. cried the doctor, stepping in front
of him.
"Out of my way!" ordered the detective. "I've
had eno~gh of this blooming nonsense."
With one hand he pushed the doctor roughly
from his path, hurled himsdf at the -time coupe,:
and flung open the .door.
-

'·
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"At last, ·Lumley, you're mine!'.' he shouted,
jumping into the machine. "Out with you! Out,
1 say 1~·
He laid hands on Lumley, and while they
struggled a whirring sound went up, the coupe
buzzing like a _great bee. Simultaneously the
zodiacal .. band began to thrash the air, girdling
the coupe with a ring of fire.
Varicolored lights . flashed before the eyes of.
the two in the machine. Uncanny sounds echoed
in their ears, sensations never before experienced afflicted their nerves, and their brains
whirled.
Throwing his hands to his head, Kinch reeled
and dropped down in the seat beside Lumley.
Yes, they were. really off-off for the year of
grace two thousand-but instead of leaving
_Kinch behind, Lumley was taking him along.

F'.

CHAPTER III.
A

LOST

PASSENGER.

How describe events that crowded thi~kly past
the windows of the time coupe? Even Lumley's
subconscious pen, dipped in wildest imagination
and writing on enchanted parchment, would have
failed in the attempt.
Flash succeeded flash with all the quivering
celerity of a biograph picture; each flash a night
and day, and thirty-six thousand five hundred
flashes had to be compressed into ten minutes of
ordinary time. That meant three thou.sand six
hundred and fifty flashes a minute-more than
sixty a second.
~ But enough of cold figures. Wars, bloodshed,
the piping times of peace, famine, pestilence,
shot .J>aSt the time coupe, marked by the flashes,
with longer marks for the cycles of the whirling ring and the turning of the terrestrial
globes.
Armies flashed into being and flashed into de-
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feat; navie s darte d acros s the screen, hurle d
,
themselves again st each other in billows of.
smoke, and faded from the persp ective ; fires
overw helme d cities, plagu es decim ated nation s,
the mao of the world was chang ed a:nd chang ed
- again ; volcanoes tossed aloft their dusty spume,
erasin g man and his work s in one lightn ing _glareof horro r; tidal waves subm erged count ries; empires crum bled; republics were born; earth
heaved and tremb led in the throe s of conflict, and
in the migh ty diapa son only here and there was
the brief rest that indica ted peace.
And Luml ey and Kinch were they who saw
these thing s, gapin g throu gh the windo ws of,
the time coupe with starin g eyes. Three minutes of the spectacle were suffic,:ient for Kinch.
He caugh t his breat h, recov ered himse lf, and
turne d firmly to the matte r in hand. He had
drunk some thing that was playi ng havoc with
his head, of that .he was positive.
"You can't shake me, Lumley,'.' he cried, starting up . . "Com e; you'v e got to get 9ut of _this."
"I'm going clear throu gh to my destin ation, '"
averr ed Lumley.
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"You bet you are, and ydur destination is the
fockup. Are you coming?"
. "No!"
Again was there a struggle, Kinch trying to
pull Lumley to his feet and force him through
the door.
Lumley fought tooth and nail. He would not
stop ·short of twenty hundred; that was where
he belonged and where he would go.
Fiercer and _fiercer grew the struggle, and
.finally Lumley's threadbare coat gave way beneath the detective's grip. Kinch tumbled backward through the open door of the coupe, shrieking and clutching wildly to save himself.
In vain. He was swallowed up in the cloud
of events that rolled by, and Lumley was a dozen
years away before he could fairly realize that
his enemy had dropped out.
"No more than five minutes have passed,"
thought Lumley; "Kinch is probably somewhere
around nineteen hundred and fifty. My good
star is rising-~ feel it in my bones."
It must nC?t be supposed that the · time coupe
was progressing in any manner except forward
and through the years. It was still on the ram-
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parts of Doctor Kelpie's h-0use, since it was not
necessary for the machine to move through space
in order to execute a forward movement through
time.
Prom this it will appear that the accident which
befell the detective was not necessarily fatal in
its results.
A fall from an express-train speeding at the
rate of a hundred miles in ten minutes would
have ended in annihilation; but a drop from a
time coupe passing through a hundred years in
the same length of time meant merely a collision
with events·-a jolt against time-and was more
unsettling to the nerves than to the physical organism.
Deing a philosopher, Lumley was bright
enough to argue this matter to its true conclus10n.
Kinch was not dead; he was alive and a generation behind. So there was nothing in the
situation to throw a particle of gloom over the
exultant Lumley, or to make his grand hegira
toward the Blessed Times anything but a holiday
excursion.
In a minute or two he was again viewing the
---.. . .
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whirl of happenings. History shot by him in
all its phases and there was one thing that began
to impress him.
The blood-and-thunder characteristics of the
first frv:e minutes were growing perceptlbly less.
The atmosphere was clearing, the calm_s recurred
~ith greater frequency, and at last there was
nothing but serenity.
Throug~ placid flashes of day and night
whizzed marvelous things that spurned the earth
like mighty birds. Ah! Flying machines; not
dirigible balloons, but veritable air-ships.
Then Lumley knew he must be close to twenty
hundred. Had not all the imaginative pennya-liners of his own era united in proclaiming the
successful flying machine a particular trademark
of the year 2000 ?·
Barely had this deduction drifted through his
consciousness when the buzzing of the time coupe
was abruptly checked, the- glow died out of the
equatorial ring, the varicolored lights faded, and
the time coupe and its passengei:_ were cast up on
the brilliant beach of the Twenty-first Century.
Lumley drew a long breath and looked out
thrbugh the window.
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It was broad day, and he could see that Doctor Kelpie's house had aged terribly, and was
now little more than a ruin.
The coupe, of course, _,.was still on the rooflike
projection. A few yards to the right of the machine sat a young fellow in flannel shirt and
trousers, wearing a bicycle-cap and smoking a
corncob pipe. ·
This individual, so distressingly like the individuals Lumley had left b ehind, had a scratch
block on his knee, and was scribbling rapidly with
the stub of a pepcil. Lumley rubbed his eyes, and
a chill of disappointment swept him from head to
foot.
Had there been a mistake, after all? Was he
still back in 1900, and were the experiences of
the last ten minutes an illusion and nothing
more?
He looked down on the roof, below. tqe door
through which Kinch had tumbled five minutes
before. No, Kinch was not there.
He looked upward. The air was alive with
carting ships, and the city-what he. could see of
it-seemed vastly changed .
•
There wq,s no doubt that he had been projected
0
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forward through time. · But what did that young
man, incontestably of the period •1900, have to
do with the 'p icture?
Obviously the only way to find out was by making inquiries; Getting ·up from the seat, Lumley stepped out on the roof.
The noise he made aroused the young man in
the flannel suit. Jumping to his feet, the latter
whirled around and started toward Lumley with
·a smile arid an outstretched hand.
"Welcome, Mr. Everson Lumley !" he cried.
"Welcome to the year of grace two thousand,
i.A. D."
The warmth no less than the familiarity of
the greeting took Lumley somewhat aback. He
suffered his hand to be grasped, and gazed at
the young man mutely.
. "What 13ort of a trip did you have?" went ori
the other genially. "Pleasant, I hope."
"Very pleasant/' answered Lumley. "I think
you have the advantage of me a little."
"Possibly. For the last six months our colony
have been expecting you to get out of that contraption, and one of us has been at hand, night
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and day, ready to greet.you.and make .you feel a.t
home."
With the young man's every word the mystery
.,
grew.
"Tell me .again, please," sa'id Lumley; "is this
the ·year two thousand?"
The young man laughed.
"Oh, you haven't made any mistake! This is
morning of a bright June d~y in the year two
thousand. I didn't want to get here until midsummer, but there was something wrong with the
powder I took and I landed in January. Br-r-r,
but it was cold."
'_'This is New York, isn't it?"
"Sure thing. I tell . you, Lumley, the town is
a whopper."
"I suppose so." Lumley rubbed his head and
eyed the young man for a moment. " Your name

is--"
"Jim Mortimer, or just 'Mort,' as the gang a-lways called me. Used to be a newspaper rep,0rter
back in nineteen hundred, but all the pencil pushers were making good things out of these ''way
ahead' stories, so I thought I'd try my hand.
Ran down a little old professor with a pow.---

-

-
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der-- By the way, was the man who helped
you take your flight through time a professor?"
"N-n-no," .returned the confused Lumley;
"he was a doctor."
_"That's it!''. ch!rruped the delighted Mort, slipping his tablet and pencil into his pocket. "If
it isn't a doctor, it's bound to be a professor. Gig
Lindley's man ·was a doctor. Gig's another of
the nin~teeri hundred tribe-Chicago man, you
know, but he had to cofne to New York when
he took his little plunge into the Unknown. But
I say, Lumley, your doctor had spectacles, eh?"
"Yes."
"And a hooked nose and chin-regular hawk
beak?"
"Something like that."
'"That's the way with 'em all; tio matter which
route they come, it's a professor or a doctor that
:klrnishes the ticket. What's your speci::lty ?"
"I don't understand."
"Don't be afraid; I sha'n't steal the idea. Are
your imaginings · Utopian or practical? Pessimistic, optimistic, single tax, socioa.1 equality, or
;what? I'm a Utopian myself."
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"I am devoted to the id.e a of the subconscious
ego," said Lumley, recovering gradually.
"That's a new one, by jinks ! Do you intend to
wake up in nineteen hundred and find it a dream,
or how are you going to get back?"
"I don't intend to get back."
"l\{y, my!'.' Jim Mortimer's eyes opened wide.
"Intend to stay' right here?"
"That's my' intention."
"You'11 change your. mind, I think, after the
book's written and you're next to the blooming
state of things they have now."
"How did you know my name was Lumley,
1Mr. Mortimer?"
"Cut out the 'mister,' Lumley,'' r~turned Mort;
"we're anything· but formal over in the colony.
There's your program-we read it and knew
!YOU were coming."
Mort pointed to the side of th~ coupe. Lum~ey followed his finger, and saw a card bearing
this inscription: .,
MR.

EVERSON LUMLEY,

Due to Reach the Year 2000
Some Time in June.

HThe doctor must have done that!" exclaimed
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Lumley. "But I didn't see him when he put it
there."
"Oh, these doctors and these·professors!" murmured Mort. "They're wonderful fellows. They
hatch up the theories and we demonstrate 'em.
But, Lumley, tell me this: Were th~ great
American people,..., buying these twenty hundred
things as liberally when you left as they were before-up to the time I started?"
"I don't know, Mortimer. That's a point that
never interested me."
"Shades of Bellamy! Aren't you going to
write a book, man ?"
"I don't know, but I think not."
"What did you come here for?"
"Why, to-to-" Lumley hesitated. He
was about to say, "to get away from Kinch," but
thought that wouldn't do. "I was ahead of my
time," he finally added, "and thought I would
catch up with my proper environment."
"You're refreshing, Lumley," Mort chuckled;
"on my soul, you are. A regular rara avis; the
boys at the colony will appreciate you."
"Colony? What colony?"
, "Nat~rally you don't know. I'll have to ex-

--
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plain a few things to ·you, I see, although I shall
be cutting in on old Tiburos Ny Twenty-six, who
is the Explainer Ge~eral to all new arrivals, and
who--"
"What a peculiar name!"
"It means much, but you'll find out all about it
before long. Tiburos will come hunting for you
in due course; he has put us all through our.
paces. You'll have to pump him for fair, and
. fall in love with his daughter--"
Lumley gave a jump.
"Fall in love with his daughter?" he gasped.
"Sure. How can you expect to write a book
and not have any heart interest in it, eh? There,
I forgot l You're not going to write a book.
You upset all traditions, Lumley, and I'm afraid
you'll play havoc with the scheme of things.
"Every chap in the colony has had his little
round with old Tib, and each of us has fallen in
love with one of Tib's lovely daughters. It gives
sentiment to a lot of dry statistics, and, bless you,
the girls don't mind."
"You were going to. tell me about the colony,"
suggested Lumley.
"So I was, so I was. Lumley, how many fe)..
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lows do you think have left nineteen hundred
and drifted over here for pleasure and profit?"
"I haven't any idea."
"Nineteen, sir. With the man due to arnv!!
this afternoon, we'll be a round score."
"Is there another one coming?"
"I should say so. There'll.be a crowd at that
event. It comes off at four o'clock, and I'll see
that you have a ticket."
"I'm the nineteenth member, am I?"
"That's it. We're the great and growing order ·
of the Nineteen Hundreders, Rai!J;bow Chasers,
Knights of the Double-X Dope, and so on. You
must know us to appreciate us, Lumley."
"I shall do my best to become acquainted."
"That's right, my boy-!" Mort clapped Lumley on the back in a hearty manner. "Suppose
we fly over to the colony, have a bite with the
gang, and then, all in a bunch, descend on the
Peristylum and attend the wake?"
"Wake?"
Mort laughed.
"That's Rip's word for it, Lumley-Tom Ripley, you know, but we call him Rip because he's
another that slept in. When a fell ow gets here
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from nineteen hundred he usually wakes up, see?.
Hence the wake. Oh, gee!"
"What's the matter?"

"It just struck me that I told the muglug he
needn't come after me, as I intended to walk
back. I put my iron umbrella inside. Had you
just as soon walk, Lumley?"
"Just as soon, Mortimer. What's a muglug?" .
"Old Tib'll tell you. This way."
'
Jim Mortimer knocked the as~es out of his
cob pipe and put it in his pocket; then Ied Luml~y through the door 'int~ the doctor's study. ·
The study was bare, and nothing was to be seen
anywhere that even remotely suggested Doctor.
iKelpie and his times.
"Beastly old ruin," grumbled Mort; "it was
only left here on your account, Lumley."
"On my account?"
"Exactly. Succeeding generations couldn't 1
tear it down when you were due to arrive in
June, two thousand."
Lumley ·h ad a sudden thought.
"The time coupe!" he exclaimed, halting.
• ::'WiJI it be safe?"
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"You mean the machin.e that brought . y9u
here?"
"Yes."
"Don't worry.
out for it."

The house muglug will look

How weirdly their footsteps echoed through
rooms and along the ,uncarpeted
the still, bare
.
stairs I- Lumley recalled how, such a short time
.,.before, he had been pursued into · the front door
and had sat, limp and nerveless, in the doctor's
study, Kinch pounding for admittance.
Such a short time 4hef ore! It was ten minutes
to him, but a hundred years to every one else outside of the Nineteen Hundred colony.
I

When they got to the front door a heavy, metallic tread sounded jn a room off at the right'.
The next moment a door was thrown open, and
an image, seven feet tall, apparently constructe d
of steel_and heavily shod with brass, stepped into
view and handed the iron umbrella to Mort.
"All right, muggy," said Mort, taking the umbrella; "don't let any o~e interfere with the
thingumbob on the roof.'~
The_!mage nodded, and Lumley shudd~red

as
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his· eyes met the stony ' stare it turned in his direction.
"What in the world is that?" gasped Lumley,
when he. and Mort were out of the house:
"It's the house muglug I was telling you
about," replied Mort.
"What makes it move?"
"Old Tib will tell you; I would if I could, my
boy, but Tiburos Ny Twenty-six is a jealous old
codger, and no telling what he'd do if I cut him
out of any of his pet explanations. Now for
the colony."
Before they could leave, there was a clanging
ru_sh behind them and Lumley fel~ himself caught
as in a vise and lifted high in the air. A yell
of fear escaped .Lumley. The muglug had him,
and was holding him suspended over its head.
The face of the metal monster was devoid of expression-horribl y vacuous-and it was holding
Lumley on high' with an ease and a manifestly
murderous intent that were alike mechanical.
He squirmed and struggled, but the hands
clamped to his sides were not to be released.
"Here, here!" cried Mort savagely, posting
himself in front of the muglug and swinging the
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iron umbrella. • "Let him down, or I'll take your
number and report it to Head Center. What's
the matter with you, anyhow? It looks like the
repair-shop for you, the way you're acting. Easy
with him, now !"
The panic-stricken Lumley had given over his
struggles. The automaton. could have none of
the five senses, and yet it seemed to hear and to
understand; perhaps it could see, also, and was
cowed by the hostile manner of Jim Mortimer.
Slowly Lumley was lowered and released, immediately staggering to the wall and supporting
himself there while lie stared at the muglug with
frenzied eyes. With measured step the demoniacal figure approached Mc;>rt and rapped one
metal fi.nger against a disk in the lapel of his
coat.
"Oh, that's your game, is it?" grow1ed Mort.
"You mugs never lose a chance to look out for
the Air Trust, do you? Well, he has only just
arrived, and we haven't had a chance to equip
him properly. That matter will be attended to.
Go about your business, now, or I'll have you
taken apart- to see what m.a kes you act so."
The muglug turned with military precision and
-··-
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began walking the length of the hall like a sentinel.
"That's one of the delights we're all liable to
experience, Lumley, in this progressive age," observed Mort. "If a thought goes wrong at Head
Center -a muglug is apt to slip a cog."
\
As Lumley recovered from his sh_ock, his bewilderment grew.
"Thought?" he mumbled; "Head , Center?"
'~Exactly," answered Mort, "but I can't go into
the matter, now. You'll hear all about it before
long. It's a wonderfu! i11dustrial epoch, these
times of twenty hundred. The longer you're here
the more you'll wish you'd stayed away."
They descended the old steps, arid were about
to s~art along the thoroug·hfare, when, with startling abruptness, forms rushed at them from all
sides.
"He hasn't a butto'n !" went up a cry. "He
hasn't a button! Capture him r"
In a twinkling Lumley once more found himself a prisoner, but this time it was not muglugs
who had hold of him.
"Confound it!" exclaimed Lumley, "these Air.
;Trust people make me tired."

.

CHAPTER IV.
THE NINETEEN HUNDRED COLONY.

"Button!" cried Lumley, fighting desperately.
'What button are you talking about?"
"Take him away I Take him away!" cried the
men.
"Here, here, here!" exclaimed Mortimer,
charging through the crowd. "Break away, will
you? Of coun;e he hasn't got a button. vVhy,
he only arrived half an hour ago."
Mort seemed to be known to the men, and
they drew off in a body. Lumley had a chance
to view them, and was _not so greatly agitated
that he allowed the chance to pass.
Not one of them was over five feet six in
height, and they were all slender, beardless, and
effeminate. They wore absurdly small hats tied
under the chin with a colored ribbon.
Their coats wei:.e short and tricked out in gold
lace and finery; wide · trousers covered their
nether limbs, terminating at the knee and resem\

bling bloomers.
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White stockings
Their shins were bare.
showed just above the tops of the shoes.
"Immigration from ·nineteen hundred is increasing," tittered the leader, drawing a fan
from his pocket and using it languidly. "Two
in one day! I think this beats the recor~. Mr.
Mortimer."
"Oh, the colony is growing, Mr. Chi," an'
swered Mort.
"Is this Lumley, the ·long· expected?"
"You've struck it.''
"I'm sorry we handled him so roughly."
"Don't mention it. I guess he didn't suffer
much."
"Put a meter on him as soon as you can."
"We'll look out for him."
"Going to the Peristylum this afternoon?"
"Naturally," Mort called back, as he and Lumley walked away; "the whole colony will have to
-..
be on hand to welcome the -coming guest."
When well on their way Mort added to Lumley:
"That fellow has got about as much sense as a
muglug."
"Who is he ?"
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"He's Tabukal Chi Four, and is captain of that
.Trust squad."
"Tabukal Chi Four," mu.rmured Lumley.
'" That's another awkwafd' name."
"Nomenclature. has been reduced to a system
in these times, Lumley. The system has its advantages, though, as you will discover when
old Tiburos explains.'-'
"What's a Trust squad, Mortimer?"
"Those chaps work for the Air Trust. They're
t
spotters, and are 9ut looking for fellows who
have left off tJ!eir meters."
"Air Trust?"
"Yes. A combination has secured control of
the atmosphere, and no man is allowed to breathe
without a meter. The Trust had a meeting in
May, and boosted the price of oxygen fifty cents
a thousand feet."
"Has it come to this?" gasped Lumley. "Are
human beings taxed for the very ozone that goes
into their lungs?"
"Why l'_lOt ?" was the grim response. "Even
in nineteen .hundred various trusts controlled!
other articles that went to sustain life. The Air
Trust is a natural outgrowth of the principle.
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Oh, you'll be in love with the year two thousand,
Lumley!"
"Have you had a meter put on you?" asked
Lumley, after a moment of silence.
"Sure. Here it is." Mortimer turned partly
and touched a small round disk thrust through
the buttonhole in the lapel of his coat. "A citizen found without it twice has it taken away from
him."
"Then wha~ happens?"
"The Trust sends a squad to turn off the air."
"And the delinquent dies?"
"Well, yes. These year two .thousand people
are pretty ingenious, but they haven't yet invented a way of living without oxygen. That's
one of the few things they haven't discovered.
Happy are the muglugs, Lumley . . They eat not,
neither do they breathe, and yet they manage to
get along. Press closer, my boy. Don't get out
'f rom under the umbrella."
"Why not?"
"People in ~ir-ships are proverbially careless
and drop things."
"That's criminal!" flared Lumley.
"Of course it is, but what can you do?"
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Somehow Lumley wasn't so happy as when he
'first arrived.
"That muglug will take good care of the time
coupe, won't he?" he inquired anxiously.
"Don't ·worry about that, my dear fellow. If
a muglug is ever remiss in his duty, the Head
Center gets into trouble."
"Head Center?"
"Yes, that's the-- But here, no more interrogatio n points. Old Tib will take you in hand
before long, and then you'll learn all you want
to know about this delightful period. Use your
eyes, Lumley, and don't ask any questions. I'll
be oversteppi ng the bounds of my authority if I
answer."
Lumley used his eyes, as directed. The streets
were not what he expected, and the houses were
impossible things, all gingerbrea d work and picturesque effect. He couldn't 1magme any one
Jiving in them.
There were no horses, no wagons, no carri<1 ges, no automobiles, no stores, no shoppers,
and only here and there a languid resident wearing the little hat and bloomers of the time.
.Silence brooded over the thoroug-h fare-sil
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Jenee l)roken only by the clanging tread of many
muglugs, passing, repassing, and going about
their business with mute and steady assertiveness.
"I know what you're thinking," said Mort
finally. "This is the age of Stoughton Bottles,
Lumley. The muglugs typify it. The people are
victims of their own ingenuity, and have invented
themselves into a vast community of dummies."
· "Coming from the hustling era of nineteen
hundred,'' suggested Lumley, "possibly we are
not qualified to judge."
"Possibly not. Anyhow, better fifty years of
our times than a cycle of these. That's my private opinion publicly expressed. But here we
are. Please take note of our colony building.
Does it remind you of a century ago?"
It certainly did. The structure was a great
frame . building, surrounded with deep porches
and set back in a yard blossoming with flowers.
It was like an oasis in the desert, and Lumley's
heart leaped at sight of it.
"This is where I took my powder and woke
out of my trance," explained Mort. "Ruthless
hands ~ould have demolished the building as an-

-- -..
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tiquat ed and unsigh tly, but the colony rose as
one man and asked to live in it and enjoy life.
So it was spared to us. Listen ! The boys are
at it."
They halted a mome nt on the porch, and ai
burst of strong and convivial voices was borne to
them:
"For we are jolly good fellows,
We are jolly good fellows,
We are jolly good fellows,
Which nobody can deny!"
I

"They 're Bohem ians," laugh ed Mort, ~'every
last one of them. "
The Bohem ians we.re at table, and Mort arid
Lumle y were vociferously greete d as they came
in; then Lumle y was introd uced by his companion to Gig Lindley, Ripley, and fifteen others , and
. places were made for them at the board.
"Hav e you sworn Lumley, Mort? " LindleYi
asked.
"It isn't necess ary," answe red Mortimer.
"He's no't going to write a book."
The annou nceme nt caused a sensat ion.
"Not going to write a book !" shoute d Ripley.
"Then why under heave n is he here? "
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"He was in advance of his time," replied Mor~
•
timer, "so he made an effort to catch up and get
where he belonged."
A burst of laughter greeted this announcement.'
"After mature and earnest reflection," chimed
in another, "does he think he belongs here?"
"He hasn't had time for mature reflection,"
,observed Lindley. "Put that question to him
after he has been here long enough to get in
touch with his environment."
"And after old Tib has put him through a'
course of sprouts," supplemented Ripley. .
"What sort of oath does a man have to take if
he intends writing a book?" Lumley inquired.
· "He must swear to keep away from the facts,"
replied Ripley, in sepulchral tones.
"These times are a cultivated taste," said Lindley, rising and addres.s.ing himself particularly to
Lumley. alt has taken a hundred. years to edu-.
cate the people up to them, so how can we expect readers of our day and age to have any sympathy with such institutions? We must suppress
the hard facts, gentlemen, and tint '·ottr theories
:with the rosy hues of imagination. If you can
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spare me, I will now repair to my den and com. pose chapter thirty of my philosophical romance.
I have much to ask you, Mr._Lumley, for I am
already two months from my native epoch and
hungry for news; but I will not bore you with
questions until you have had an opportunity to
recuperate and familiarize yourself with your.
surroundings."
"Don't forget the Peristylum at four," spoke
up Mortimer.
"Who has the tickets?"
"Ripley. By the way, Rip"-and here Mortimer turned to Ripley-"don't forget an extra
ticket for friend Lumley. He's going with us,
you know."
"I've got an extra ticket," said Ripley, "so
we'll have no trouble in fixing Lumley out."
"How do we go?" asked Lindley.
,.

"Fly. We'll take the Meteor, and start at
three-thirty."
"I don't like that Meteor muglug," grumbled
Ripley. "It's a little bit rusty, and doesn't an.swer Head €enter quick enough."
"Well•. we'll take the muglug off the Sea Gull/'-
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said Mortimer. "It's in good order and can run·
the Meteor like a top."
"All right," returned Ripley.
"I'll be on hand in plenty of time," said 'Lindley, and went on.
One by one the others followed .- until only ·
Mortimer and Lumley were left.
There was nothing about the food, or the visible appurtenances of the house, or the gay fellows Lum1ey had just · met, to show that they
were a part and parcel of the year 2000.
Mortimer seemed to read -Lumley's thoughts.
"We're a little piece of nineteen hundred, Lumley," said he, ''projected forward into two thousand. We're marooned, as it were, on an island
of time. A happy-go-lucky lot, but short-sighted,
wofully short-sightedt
"In what way are you short-sighted?"
"All we wanted to do, back there in nineteen
hundred, was to get here. 'Forward, turn forward, oh, time in your flight!' was the burden of
our cry. We wanted to make a strike with a book
that would sell a million copies, more or less, but
_not a soul of us, Lumley, gave a thought as .to
how we vvere going to get back to nineteen hun-.
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_dred with our copy. So here we are, cast away
at the antipodes, with eighteen choice, epoch-making books."
Mortimer shook his head sadly.
"We try not to think of that phase of the question, Lumley," he added.
Lumley was thinking of it, in his own case, and
thinking very hard. Still, he was not~ easily
frightened .
If, after mature deliberation, he decided to
use the time coupe and return whence he came,
he would be fifty years the other side of Kinch,
and that worthv could no longer both~r him.
,T here was something in that.
"I can't understand ," said Lumley, "how you
and your friends were expecting me. You say
you have only been here six months, Mortimer,
and the machine in which I came must have covered those six months in three seconds of ordinary time. Now, how could you and your
friends- -"
Mortimer waved his hand deprecatin gly.
"Our brains will be in a tangle," he returned,
"if we get to fooling with .the different combinations of time. fo1f-fice to say, howe er, while your,
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coupe was dashing at breakneck speed through
the years, the house on which it stands was aging
in a most leisurely way. Time passed rapidly for
you: but not for the house, nor for us during the
period we have been here--"
Mortimer was interrupted b:y a snarling buzz
that echoed sharply through the room. He
jumped up at once.
"What is. it?" inquired Lumley, startled.
"The thought transmitter,'' answered Mortimer.
Passing to one side of the room, he pressed
t wice on a silver knob that projected from the
wall.
"It's Mortimer thinking," he called out, his
face toward the knob. "Who's that?"
"Tiburos Ny Twenty-six,'' came the answer,
so clear and distinct that Lumley was able to
hear it: "I just got a transmit from headquarters that Lumley, the long expected, has arrived."
"Right you are, Mr. Ny," answered Mortimer.
"He dropped in according to schedule."
"Good! The Unknown will wake up in the
lPeristylum at four, and to-morrow morning I
iWill begin explanations to the 'two of them."

6o
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"Thus economizing language a_n d killing two
birds with one stone, eh?"
"Don't be flippant, Mortimer; and, meanwhile,
don't demor.alize Lumley with any of your foolishness. . ,H e'll appreciate our times . better if I
am left to attend _to his education unhampered."
"We'll give you: full swing, Mr. Ny," and Mortimer winked at Lumley.
"See that you do. Good-by."
- There followed another snarling buzz.
"You see, old man," said Mortimer, turning
away, "it's just as I told you. The Explainer
General wants to ride hjs own hobby and won't
brook interference."
The transmitter buzzed again, and again Mortimer whirJed <!-nd struck the silver knob twice.
"Mortimer, nineteen hundred colony," he
called.
"Office of the Air Trust. Just got a transmit
from Tabukal Chi Four, Beat Numb.er Eight,
that Lumley is wandering around without a
meter. Don't you know that this is in direct violation of Ordinance one hundred and twen y ?"
"Sure.

But give a newcomer a chance :> ad-
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just himself to the ·new order of things, can't
you ? You Air Trust fellows are a punk lot!"
"Don't get gay with me; I won't have it. I'm
about sending a button, adjuste d to average lung
capacity, by pneuma tic tube. Put it on Lumley,
and if it doesn't fit .notify and we'll send a man
to make alteratio ns. There it goes!"
Lumley heard a noise at the other side of the
room. Turnin g in that direction, he saw a basket
suspended under the mouth of a tube.
The noise had been made by a small object
dropping from the tube into the receptacle. Mortimer went to the basket, took out the button, and
slipped it into the lapel ef Lu~1ley ' s coat.
"It's a mortga ge on a man' s. life, that's what
it is," growled Mortim er, "but we have to stand

for it."
He bent his ear to the meter and listened.
"It's workin g all right," he added, "so I guess
it's a fit. Come up on the roof, Lumley, while I
change the Sea Gull muglug to the Meteor ."
Mortim er filled his pipe.
"Do you smoke? There's an extra pipe in the
rack."
Lumley took a pipe, filled

n out

of a tobacco-
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jar on the mantel, and then went up on· the roof
with Mortimer.
"There's the home perch," continued Mortimer, waving his hand toward a trestlework on
which reposed two air-ships. "The Meteor roosts
on this side and the Sea Gull on the other. The
Gull is the better machine, but it has a capacity
of only six, aside from the muglug. The Meteor
is good for twenty."
He raised his voice.
"This way, muglugs !" he called. "I want the
two of you."
There were two long boxes under the trestlework. At Mortimer's command, the lids popped
open, and two steel men rose into view, the cloths
that had covered them dropping off.
Stepping out of their boxes, the muglugs folded
the cloths neatly, carefully laid them in the cases,
closed the covers, and advanced to where' Mortimer was standing.
A copper plate on the breast of one bore the
stamped letters "S. G.," and underneath, "Property of the Muglug Trust, Limited . . In case of
rdusal to work, notify Head Center.'
A plate on the other muglug bore the single

•
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initial "M.," and a legend identical with that onthe other plate.
"The Sea Gull mug will run the Meteor this
afternoon ," went on Mortime r.
At this the Meteor muglug gave vent to a
spitting snarl, and backed in front of his machine.
As the Sea Gull operator tried to pass to board
the Meteor, the Meteo,r operator barred its way.
The Sea Gull muglug stopped irresolute ly and
looked toward Mortime r.
"Mutiny , eh?" shouted Mortime r, springin g
toward the obstrepe rous muglug. "Back to your
box, One ~undred and Six! Back, I tell you!"
But One Hundred and Six wouldn't get back.
'
Instead, it gave_vent to another of its fierce cries,
caught Mortime r up in its meta:I arms, and
started for the edge of the roof.
Luri-iley was astounded. This was his second
experien ce with muglug malevolence, and Mortimer's peril impresse d him even more than his own
had done.
The newspap er man struggle d and fought, but
he was held in a grip from which he could not
escape.

•
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_Hea<l Center, and· the muglug s turned on their
masters, there'd be a slaying of the innocents that .
would startle Christendom.''.
"I wish I knew more about this Head Center
business," murmu red Lumley .
"Old Tib will go · over all that ~ith you. I
don't know the fine points of this muglug game
myself, but I underst and the whole system .is
founded upon some suggest ion or other contained in a book that has been handed down
from our own times. But we'll proceed to forget the. little unpleas antness . I'm much obliged
to you for handing the mug that rap just at the
time I needed; it most. I suppose the -M uglug
Trust will kick, up a bit of a row, but if they get
too obstrep erous we'll lodge· a compla int against
Head Center. "
Mortim er stooped down, gathere d in his pipe
and examin ed it solicitously.
"I wouldn 't have anythin g happen to this briar
for a farm," said he. "The way the people of
these tlmes do their smokin g-and their eating,
too, for that matter -is one of the biggest: jokes
of the age." Mortim er chuckled. "But you'll
find out about that when Tib gets hold of you."
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The n01se occasioned by the trouble on the
. roof had brought the rest of the colony boiling
· out of the skylight.
"How can you expect a fellow to write," grumbled Lindley, "when you're making a· noise like a
boiler-factory right over his head?"
"vVho cares about your old romance, anyway?" snorted Mortimer. "If Lumley hadn't.
smashed in the head of Number One Hundred
and Six and dropped him on the roof, I'd now be
lying in the street with a broken neck."
He went on to explain what had happened.
"Thupder !" scowled Ripley. "That infernal
contraption has been out of order for a week.
It struck at me the other day, while we were out
for a little fly, and I came within one of kicking
it overboard. We got One Hundred and Six second-hand, if I remember."
"I don't go much on these muglugs, anyway,
old or new," said Lindley. "Cross 'em at all and
they always show fight. What time is it getting
to be?"
He looked at his watch.
"Three o'clock," he added, "anq the air is full
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of machines making for the Peristylum. If we
fellows, . we'd better start now."
a front seat,
want
'
.
"Are. you · all ready?" asked Mortimer.
A chorus of affirmatives answered the question.
"Then get ab0ard.~'
. One by orie they filed ~ a flight of movable
steps ,to the Meteor; then the muglug pulled a
crank, and they rose and darted away.

·"

' ·,

CHAPTER

v.

THE LAST IMM-IGRANT.

The fly to the Peri tylum was a most remarkable exp_erience for Lqmley. The great wings of
the Meteor f~nned the air as noiselessly as those
of a bird, .and wafted them onward at a prodigious rate.
The muglug attended to everything connected
with the operating of the craft, so that the passengers had ample leisure to gossip and look
about them.
It was a perfect day. The rays of the sun
were tempered by a balmy breeze, and Natur~
was at her best.
Traversing the air, so Lumley thought, seemed
the very poetry of motion. He leaned back comfortably in his seat, on the starboard side of the
Meteor, and watched the ships sailing below, .
·
above, and on either side.
"There goes the great Tihijus Ny Two," aaid
(jig Lindley.
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"Sailing along with his nose m the air, as
usual," grunted Ripley.
"Look, Lumley," said Mortimer, pointing;
"there flies a man whose income is a million a
day."
Lumley followed his friend's
a gold-plated. machine breasting
maculate pinions of white silk.
charge had diamond eyes, and
silver filigree work.

finger, and saw
the air with imThe muglug in
was overlaid in

The lord of the craft sat amidships, lear:ing
back in an easy chair, sheltered from the sun Ly
a canopy of blue silk, his hands crossed over fas
capacious stomach. The name of the machine
was penciled in jet across the stern, "Plutocrat."
''What is he?" inquired Lumley.
"He's chief boss of the Air Trust," replied
Mortimer. "A while ago he gave five millions
to found a home for consumptives."
"And then," put in Ripley, "boosted the price
of air fifty cents a thousand, so that those who
have good lungs could pay for a home for those
who haven't. A man with a great big heart."
"Not an air-ship can be launched without pay-

---
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ing the old codger one hundred dollars for use
of the empyrean," observed Lindley.
"He's the principal stockhold~r in the Universal Tube Company," spoke up Jode McWilliams, who was doing a romance of one hundred
. and twenty thousand words on the single tax
idea. /
"What's the Universal Tube?" inquired Lumley.
"See old Tib for that, my boy," answered Mortimer.
"Bother old Tib !" exclaimed Ripley. "It's a
shame to keep a fellow like Lumley guessing for
a whole day and
, night. The Universal Tube,
.Lumley, pierces the earth from crus.t to crust,
through its diameter."
"Merciful powers!" expl~ded Lumley. "Have
the engineers of to-day really accomplished such
a herculean work?"
"Yes, verily," said Mortimer. "Mug lugs performed the labor, and friend Tibijus owris must
of the muglug stock."
"He's. also interested in the Century Trance
~musement Company;"' voTunteered McWi11:1.ams.
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""What's that?" came quite naturally from
Lumley.
"It's a combination controlling the Peristylum
and all the nineteen hundred malconten ts who
.sleep into this· age. Every one of us woke up
under the fostering care of the Amusemen t Company."
"Under the eyes of a thousand or more people,'' said Lindley.
'Who paid five bones each for the privilege
of witnessing the performan ce/' struck in Mortimer. "There wasn't quite such a numerous
gathering to witness my a.dvent, however, for I
tlidn't come to in the Peristylum , like the rest of
you fellows."
"Nor did I," observed Lumley.
I taken there?" ·

"Why wasn't

"Bless you, old man, the Amusemen t Company
was afraid to juggle with your machine. They
weren't used .to having immigrant s arrive in that
way."
"Here 'we are, fellows," said MdWilliam s, l_eaning over the side of th~ Meteor a,nd looking
downward .
,,.

I
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Lumley also took a peep below just as the airship began circling preparatory to seeking a
roost.
The circular top of an immense building was
directly beneath. The center - of . the roof was
pierced with a large opening, and between this
opening and the edge of the roof were a vast
number of trestles similar to those on the colony
house.
Many of the trestles were occupied, and it was
a few minutes before the muglug could maneuver
so as to alight in a cleared spot. Finally this
was accomplished, and Mortimer, Lumley, and
the rest joined the throng pouring down the broad
stairs into the Peristylum.
A descent of a hundred steps brought Mortimer's party to the muglug who took the tickets.
Ripley counted nineteen into . the waiting steel
palm, and they defiled into a huge, circular room.
In the center of the floor there was a round
platform about the height of an ordinary theater
stage. A stone slab rested on the platform, its
upper surface covered with a cloth which showed
the outlines of a rigid form beneath.
In spite of the fact that the Peristylum \V.H$
)
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filling rapidly, the nineteen from the cclony were
able to ..secure front seats.
"That's the last immigrant, up there under the ·
tarpaulin," whisp8red Mortimer, nudging Lumley in the side. "I wonder what he looks like?"
"Don't speculate, whatever you do/' warned
Ripley, from Lumley's left. "It's bad form, you
know; besides, you wouldn't come within a mile
of the mark."
After Lumley had eyed the covered form for
a space, he allowed his ga<ze to rove about the
auditorium. He thereupon discovered that the
general attention was about equally divided .between the form on the slab and himself.
But this did not shake him in the least. His
mind was busy with a problem, and finally he
presented Mortimer with another question.
"Don't ladies come to the Peristylum, Mortimer?"
"Sure."
"I don't see any."
"Yes, .you do."
"Where?"
"Why, there's one at the end of the row on
my right.''
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"Is that one of the ladies ?"
"Yes."
"But she wears the same clothing as the men!"
"They ·all do. Bloomers oo.d little hats are
the general .habit."
'
.
"And do the ladies/ wear coats?"
"To be sure."
"How can you distinguish between women and
men?"
"Well, it takes a trained eye to tell the difference in the outside ~ir, but in a place like this
men remove their hats, while ladies wear theirs.
See?"
"I do now. Aren't · there any such things as
fashions any more?"
~

"Fashions in clothes have gone out of fashion.
There's one style for everybody. It's a saying
now that--"
"Hist!" whispered Ripley. "The performance
is about to begin."
A man-at any rate, he was hatless, and Lumley thought he was a man-materialized from
somewhere and mounted a short flight of steps to
.the top of the platfor.m. He raised one hand au-
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thoritatively, and, when a measure of qu~et prevailed, began to speak.
"Kind people," said he, lifting his thin voice
as high as possible, "on behalf of the Amusement
Company I am requested to say a few words
concerning the event you are about to witness.
"Before you, on this stone slab, lies the last
of tlie immigrants. Unlike other immigrants
whom this company has exploited, this sleeper has
not come direct from nineteen hundred, but, as I
am credibly informed, took a stop-over at nineteen hundred and fifty, and so reaches us from
the confines of a half-century.
"Who he is we do not know, so on our lists
he lias been· catalogued as the Unknown. Upon
him a very interesting experiment has been performed.
, "As you are aware, powders, p~tions, and
what-not were used by the nineteen hundred immigrants to . induce that lethargy, or state of
coma, which was to carry them over the years;
'but this man was hypnotized. The trance was
the work of one who, as fate has willed, is alive
at this day to speak the magic word whic~ will
a rouse the sleepet.

.
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''Let us pause for an instant to glance back
•
1 '·,'tover the fifty years during which this human
' '
. 1' !
being has been in his ageless trance. And let me
say that I use the term 'ageless' advisedly; for
-r
)
the hypnotist assures me that the kind ·of trance
into whic!h he threw this man is a guaran.tee
against the influence of time upon his person.
"To resume, at the time this individual close~
his eyes in unconsciousness the first earth was
thrown, with golden shovels, from the two
mouths of that great bore known as the Universal Tube. (Applause.) Both in New York
and 'in China obsolete wireless telegraphy an-.
nounced the given minute, and the President of
this Republic and the President o~ China. and
Japan wielded the implements that inaugurated
the mighty work. (More applause.)
"Human laborers were engaged upon the task
which, for twenty-five years, dragged ~n the ful1filment. Then came the muglugs, the primitive
muglugs, faulty mechanisms at the first, which
took up the vvork and pursued it night ·and day '
with mechanical steadiness. As the muglugs_
were improved, they replaced their· antiqtiated
· namesakes, and the Tube progressed to its com.~
'

.
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pletion till last year, when it was thrown open
to traffic. (Tumultuous applause.)
"It was about the middle of the last century,
too, that the method of taking nourishment was
revolutionized.
The chewing of food was
eschewed, and--"
Lindley led a chorus of groans that went up
from the colony.
"And," proceeded the speaker, pulling himself
together and glaring toward the nineteen hundred contingent, "the obnoxious habit of smoking tobacco was done away with completely,
save in those isolated cases where the unpleasant
customs of nineteen hundred have drifted intQ
our midst."
"Now will you be good!" muttered Mort.
"'Have drifted into our midst!' " snickered
Ripley. "I wish he'd drift into the midst of oblivion and stop interrupting proceedings."
"Oh, hum!" yawned McWilliams; "if he don't
run down pretty soon I'm going to ask the ticket
mug for a check and hustle for the roof with my
pipe."
"Dry up!" growled Mort. "All this ancient
!history is new to Lumley, if it isn't to us."

..
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"It was m nineteen hundred and sixty-two,"
pursued the speaker, waving a hand toward the
form on the slab, "while this man slept, in profoundest ignorance of the great event, that means
were found for regulating the weather. Before
that time, the helpless people were obliged to take
the weather as it. came, and the earth was alternately baked by drought or roaring with equally
disastrous floods; but now you all know what a
wise regulation of this matter has done for the
people of our own favored era.
"In nineteen hundred and fifty, my friends,
there was no Head Center-conseque ntly no mug..:
fogs. The power of Thought, to radiate in all
airections from a giv.en point and .aid the industries by energizing thousands upon thousands of
steel puppets, had not been worked out in all its
_itre:r;nendous significance. For the most part, the
idea was still lying dormant between the covers
of that ancient and memorable book-one of the
greatest, if not the greatest, gifts bestowed upon
the Present by the Past."
"Let's ·an go up on the roof and smoke," whispered Lindley. "-From the way that old duck is
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wading in, I'll gamble he's wound up for an
hour."
"And what good is he doing Lumley?" growled!
.
McWilliams. "He doesn't explain anythingold Tib wouldn't stand for that a minute-and
everything he says only harrows Lumley all up
without doing him any good."
"Stick it out," urged Mortimer. "If we leave
our seats, we'll lose 'em. This is the last thing
of the kind that's going to happen, and I want
Lumley to get a good look at it."
Th~ members of the colony sank back in their
chairs, and the- man on the platform continued:
"Along about nineteen hundred and fifty, also,
air-ships made their feeble, but in the main success ful, fli ghts; and twenty-five years after this
individual beside me begai:i to sleep Air was first
cornered and soon thereafter monopolized.
(Groans, and such a wild demonstration of ~nger
that the orator made haste t • subside.) "This will conolude my part of the entertainment. It is now two minutes of four, and I will
request Tibunal Ny Four Hundred and Thirtyfour to come forward and awaken the sleeper."
An int ense hush settled over the throng in the

8o
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_Peristylum as an aged man, supported on each
side by two others, made his way slowly to the
"'
front and 1~1ounted the platform.
Mr. Four Hundred and Thirty-four was ex
ceedingly feeble, but he commanded the close and
admiring attention of all as he braceg himself
at the side of the slab and stretched his trembling
hands over the · shrouded head of the sleeper.
"Awake!" he cried, clawing the air with his
long fingers.
"A wake, I command you to
awake!"
A moment of silence, then a stirring under the
cloth, next an uprising, a casting aside of _the
covering, and the Unknown sat erect on the slab.
He rubbed his eyes, yawned, looked about him
for an instant, and finally shouted:
"Lumley! Is there. an Everson Lumley anywhere in this crowd?"
Lumley had himself s~t like one entranced
from the instant he caught sight of the· sleeper's
face. But suddenly his .wits returned to him.
"Kinch!" he whooped. "Kinch!"
· Another moment and he had bounded out of
his chair and dashed for the stairway leading to
the roof of the Peristylum. The detective saw
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him, and was off the slaQ and on the platform
in a flash.
"There h~ goes! Stop him I Stop him!"
Lumley, however, had gained the stairs, and
was leaping up the hundred steps like a frightened deer.
Down to the floor sprang Kinch and shot after
the fugitive, fighting his way through the disorder that reigned in every part of the auditorium.

1

.
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CHAPTER VI.
:F'I,IGHT AND

DELIVERANC~.

Irony of fate! . If star~ rµle human destiny~ ·
what a combination they _!!mst have got into to
bring about a meetin~ like that between wretched
Lumley and persistent Kinch.
Side-tracked at 1950, and then picking up the
interrupted thread of his forward movement by
means of a hypnotist, and arriving, per trance,
in 2000 only a few hours behind the man he was
pursuing! This was Jasper Kinch' s proud showing, a record never surpassed by any other man
in any other police _department under the sun.
Lumley had not time . to reason about the case,
or to deduce possible causes that had led to the
dread effect. He was confronted with the alternative. of flight or capture, and he ' chose to take
to his heels.
Half-way up the stairs he paused for a backward gl~nce. Kinch was hot on his trail, and
mounting three steps at a time.
~ Setting his teeth and straining every muscle
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to the uttermost, Lumley continued to .climb witn
accelerated speed. Kinch had dogged him over
half the globe and through a century of time,
and Lumley would not be ,taken now, he would
not!
Like a madman, Lumley burst out on the roof
gf the Peristylum and stood an instant in the center of the ring of flying machines, the miserable
objecti"ve for every muglug eye in the encircling
cordon.

•

Where was the Meteor, where, where? Oh,
harig the Meteor-a ny port in a storm!
The nearest air..:ship wa'8 five yards of{ Lumley jumped for it, jumped up the steps leading to
it, and jumped inside.
The instant he was aboard, Kinch plunged over
the top of the staircase, took in the situation with
a swift, comprehensive glance, and dq,shed forward.
"Get out of that, Lumley!" he roared. "Time
and space are nothing · to me, and I'll have you
as sure as fate. Surrender !"
Lumley gave no heed to the words.
"An:ywhere," he cried to the muglug in charge

.

-
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of the ship; "anywhere, and see how quick you
can"get me there." .
Muglugs knew but one thing, unless the
thought-,waves got mixed, and that was to be diligent in carrying out commanqs. It made no difference by whom commands were given, master
or thief, orders were orders-that was the written guarantee furnished with every muglug sent
out from the factory.
This particular muglug clanged to its .work
with great ardor, automatic but none the less genuine. It pulled the lever for such purpose made
and provided, the wings beat the air, and the
ship was off and away at one wild swoop-.
By then, Kinch had once more adjusted himself to the turn of events. He was not fam iliar
with flying machines, but he saw and heard what
Lumley had done, and acted likewise with the
craft. that. lay nearest him.
Fate continued ironical. Lumley had taken
possession of the crack flier Shooting Star, a ship
that had won second prize in the great free-forall flying-match the year before, New York to
Washington and back, encircling the dome oi
the Capitol.
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Kinch had borrow ed the Comet, anothe r pacemaker. But the Comet had captur ed first prize
in the race in which the Shooti ng Star had come
in second.
It was a grand sight, that flight and pursui t,
with the people boiling out of the Peristy lum,
scramb ling into their machines, rising and trailing along in a flock.
But there was no keepin g up with the speed
of the Shooti ng Star and the Comet, so the great
mass of machin es fluttere d along in the backg round.
"Faste r, faster! " urged Lumley, erect in the
stern of his craft and measu ring with frighte ned
eyes the distanc e that separa ted the Shooti ng
Star from the Comet.
The Comet was gainin g! The pinions of the
Star creaked, shivered, and fought for SUJ:\remacy, but the Comet was one too many for her.
Unless someth ing was done, some master ful
move in the form of a checkm ate consum mated,
Kinch would have him. But what could he dowhat?

-

Lumle y looked about him. They were not fly-

-
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ing high, and at that moment were almost over.
the North River.
Ah! Lumley had. a thought that was truly
Napoleonic.
":r'urn her!" he shrieked to the muglug.
lide with the other machine! Ram her !"

"ColIt

It was not for the muglug to question.
was there to obey even if it broke its neck.

In a trice the turning movement began, the
ship sweeping about majestically and pointing
straight for th~ Comet.

Kinch, well toward the bow, saw what was
commg. He thrashed his arms about him and
shouted hoarse commands' to the Comet muglug.
Then the Comet herself began to turn, but before she was fairly about, the Shooting Star
caught her broadside on, pushed a sharp beak
into her vitals and then backed away. ·
Wounded to the death, the Comet yet attempted to sustain herself aloft. It was impos,, sible, however, and she dropped with listless pinions, blotted from the sky, her muglug going by
the board and Kinch hanging to her as she disappeared in the very middle of the stream below.
J
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The Shooting Star had not come off unscathed,
and labored heavily to keep afloat. The muglug
headed her shoreward, and she drooped along,
with a heavy list to port.
. Lumley was obliged to cling to the sid~ to keep
from falling out. Presently he fooked down and
found that they were pas.s ing over a hruse at
less than a ·dozen f.eet from the roof.
Having no mind to take further chan~es in a
disabled air-ship, he crawled over the bulwarks,
lowered himsel.f and let go.
The shock of alighting was of little consequence, and when he had regaihed his balance, he
watched the Shooting Star flutter off in one direction, and the distant app.roach of the rest of
· the straggling fliers in the other ..
The fateful midair encounter had consumed
but a few moments of time, and the craft trailing along in the rear had not oome close enough
for their pas.-senger-s to see Lumley execute his
drop from the Star to the rooftop. Therefore,
he reasoned, if he took himself at one~ out of
sight he would be safe.
Roof tops were called into frequent use by
bous-e-dwellers of the year 2000, and means for
JI~~
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ys adereac hing and leav ing them wer e alwa
ing the
quate. Lum ley had no difficulty in find
, and
stai rs that led dow nwa rd into the domicile
lost not a mom ent in descending.
home.
He was now for the first time in a typi cal
not to
of the period, and was grea tly surp rise d
tain s,
find him self surr oun ded by spla shin g foun
imp res:
palms, flowers, statu es, pain ting s of the
vato rs,
sionist school, dum bwa iters , pass enge r-ele
and so on.
idor
The stai rs from the roof gav e upo n a corr
and laid
in no wise elaborate. The floor was tiled
with a strip of rubb er mat ting .
righ t,
At inte rval s, open ings led off on left and
alon g,
pres uma bly into rooms. As !1e walked
, and
Lum ley noticed two grat ings set in the wall
halt ed to in spect them.
was
One was labeled "Co ld Air. " Und erne ath
Wh en
the prin ted requ est: "Do n't Was te!
than
thro ugh usin g turn off. Any thin g less
for the
free zing wea ther ten doll ars per M
Hea ted Ter m."
ds :
Ove r the second grat ing wer e the wor
ture s
w'Hot Air. " And belo w: "Tro pica l tem pera
care full y!"
'five doll ars per ll}Onth, flat rate . Use
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Lumley was delighted. The novel appliel:nces
filled his mind and he forgot about Kinch, forgot even that he was an intruder, and flitted
blithely down the hall on the lookout for ?-nything
else that was new and strange.
His curiosity was gratified suddenly and in a
most unpleasant manner. When near the end
of the corridor he felt a spring give way under
the~rubber matting beneath his feet.
Instantly a panel opened in the ceiling, and a
hideous carved head shot out and began screechmg:
"Robber.s ! Robbers! Robbers!"
Lumley pressed against the wall m dire disIIl!Y as three particularly savage-looking muglugs rushed into the hall and started for him.
Another moment and he would have been
grabbed, perhaps slain; but deliverance appeared
in the shape of a person who ran from one of
the rooms and commanded the muglugs to hold
their hands and keep back.
The steel men lined up shoulder to shoulder
and allowed the newcomer to pass and take up a
position in front of -Lumley.
She was a woman, L umley was certain of that.

.flig ht and Deli vera nce.
Her hair was long , braided, and coiled closely on
top of her head in suc_h a way that the ends of
the braid s stuck upw ard from the cent er of the
coiffure.
' The effect upon Lum ley's 1900 ideas was not
plefs ing; and the outre effect was heig hten ed by
two red ribbo n bows attac hed to the tips of the
braid s.
Then , too, the lady wore glasses. They were
not the ordin ary glass es with whic h Lum ley was
fami liar, but little, oblong cryst allin e boxes, supporte d in some man ner at the temples by a golden
fram ewo rE
She wore a blouse whic h certa inly resembled a
'kimono, but was as certa inly noth ing of that sort.
The univ ersal bloomers were prese nt, and Lum
ley hesit ated to drop his eyes furth er, half- fearing to find the bare shins affec ted by the males.
His alarm was unfo unde d, howe ver, for the
lady wore silken hose, taste fully clocked, and red
·slippers.
She was not beautiful,_ in the 1900 sense o
the word . Far from it.
Her hair was carro ty in color, her face sallo
and peaked, and her form ang-ular. Her
.

.
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bared to the elbow, would have been called
scrawny by a person less gallant than Lumley,
and were loaded with encircling bands .of precious metal, set with flashing gems.
She carried a book-a worn, ancient-looking
volume wherein . one finger was separating the
leaves to mark her place.
It _required several moments for the tremulous
Lumley to. make these observations. And while
he was regarding the lady, the lady was regarding him.

"Do you speak English?" asked the lady
calmly.
"Certainly, madam," replied Lumley.
"Your clothes tell · me that you are of the
nineteen hundred period."
"'So I am."
"Then you are either Lumley, the long expected, or the Unknown."
A twinge- of trepidation swept through Lumley at this mention of Kinch. _ All the details connected with the awakening in the : Peristylum
flashed through his mind in harrowing review,
"I am Lumley, madam,' 1 said he at l;:i st.

·~ -.-
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"This ts an unanti cipated pleasu re," went on
the lady, beaming.
'
'
So it_was to Lumley, who was trying to imagine what sort of jails and courts of justice they
had in those times, and whethe r a hundre d years
wouldn 't outlaw a supposed theft of fifty thousand dollars.
"Than k you," he murmu red.
"How did you come?" she went on.
"I-I droppe d in. .That is," he hasten ed to
add, "I fell upon your roof from a flying machine."
"Dear, dear," said the lady compassionately.
"Were you hurt?"
"Not at all. With your permis sion I will now
depart for the colony."
"No, Lumley, _no," she returne d. "Fathe r is
expect ing you, and you droppe d in on us most
opportunely. I am very, very sorry you steppe
on the burgla r-al_a rm, _and I shall never cease t
be thankf ul that I .was close enough to protec
you from the muglu gs."
"You say your father is expect ing me?"
She nodded.
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· "Didn't you g~t the transmit he thought off .
some time ago?"
"I did receive a messag-€ !" exclaimed Lumley.
"Tell me, please, who is your father?"
"Tiburos Ny J:'wenty-six, Explainer General
'
to the Immigrants."
"yVhat a wonder that I should fall on your
roof!" .
"This age is full of wonders, Lumley, as you
will not be long in discovering."
"Yes, yes," murmured Lumley, and blushed as
he thought that this lady herself was one of the
wonders.
,
"Perhap,s you have alr~ady heard of me?" The
voice was intended to be amiable, and the accompanying smile winning. "I am Miss Tibijul."
The eyes back of the crystalline boxes rolled
upward languishingly, ahd the ribbons on the
bobbing braids swept Lumley' s face.
An impression rarr ·'t hrough him that -chilled
him to the bone. He recalled something Mort
had said about making love to one of Tiburos'
daughters. This seemed to be a set policy with
the colonists of 1900, in order to weave a certain
amount of "heart interest" into their various
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books. Did Miss Tibijul suppose that he had
climbed into the time coupe and come to that
period to-"Madam," said Lumley hastily, stepping back,
'" I am not writing a book!"
Miss Tibijul clasped her hands ecstatically , ad,v ancing as he retreated.
"Oh, I was afraid you were, Lumley!" she
murmured . "So many novelists have been coming from nineteen hundred to write us up that it
is a positive pleasure to meet one who has no
aims in that direction. What brought you, if I
may ask?"
She beamed at him, fairly radiating sentiment
from the crystalline boxes.
"Madam, I - I - - " Lumley faltered, and his
voice failed him.
How could he tell her that he had been chased
out of. his own times by a detective, hounding
him for a crime committed subconscio usly? H e
had already laid ..himself under ban of the law
as promulgat ed in the year 2000, and with the
jails of two centuries yawning to receive him,
which way was he to turn?
Thoughts of his gathering perils took his mind
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from Miss Tibijul. The diversion could scarcely
be called an improvement, although, for a short
space, Lumley was busy with wild speculations
and hopeless expedients.
"It-it was not some love-affair that drove you
to these times, was it, Lumley?" came the quivering voice of Miss Tibijul.
"Love-affair?"
heavens, no!"

gasped

Lumley.

"Good

The lady brightened.
"I hardly thought it could be," she purred, "yet!
it would be pleasant to meet some one who, out
of patience with the kind of sentim'e nt in vogue
in those old days, should take a forward flight
to see how we handle affairs of the heart in these
advanced times. We have improved on the ancient method, Lumley, as we have improved on
everything else con--"

At that instant the raucous buzz which Lumley had heard twice before in the colony-house,
broke on their ears.
"Pardon me," said the lady, turning to the wall
and jabbing twice at a silver knob. "Tibijul
Ny Three Hundred and Thirty-three," she called.
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"Wha t a name for a woma n!" thoug ht Lumley.
"Noti ce Numb er Eight een Thou sand Nine
Hund red and Seventy-one, from Law and Orde r
Head quart ers," came a sonor ous voice. throu gh
the transm itter. "Lu_mley, fue long eKpected, and
the Unkn own, b.Q!h proscribed. On pain of arrest, fine, and impri sonment they must be appre qended where ver found and yielded up to the
autho rities .
"Crim e, larcen y of the air-sh ips Comet and
Shoo ting Star, crimi nal recklessness in flying ,
and wanto n destru ction of the Comet and serious
injury to the Star. Also demolition of one sevenfoot mugl ug of the second class. Unkn own fell
in river and not recovered. Shoo ting Star limped
back to Peris tylum witho ut Lumley. Rewa rd of
one thous and dollar s offere d by the Mugl ug
Trust , two thous and five hund red dollar s by
owne r of Comet, and. five hund red dollar s by
owne r of Star. Take heedf ul attent ion and fail
not in perfo rman ce of duty. "
The trans mitte r buzzed into silence, leaving
Lumley in ri. state of collapse.

CHAPTER VII.
THE POWER OF FAME.

Proscribed in I goo and 2000 ! How relentlessly the Nemesis of la w will follow a man !
If there was anything that relieved the situation at all, it was the fact that Kinch was also a
fugitive. His pursuit of Lumley would now be
rendered extremely difficult, if not impossible.
Of course Kinch was not at the bottom of the
river. He was a man of infinite resource, and
not to be trapped in that way.
The question that concerned Lumley just then
had to do with the possibility of escape from his
present quarters. But the three muglugs were
still in the hall, and in order to get back on the
roof he would have to pass them.
A moment's reflection convinced Lumley that
the risk was too great. All that remained for
him was to yield.
"I can't say that I am very much surprised,
Mr. Lumley,'' said Miss Tibijul, turning from the ·
transmitte1 .·
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"I am the victim of circumstances, madam,"
murmured Lumley.
"I don't care a snap about that," said the lady,
shaking her bristling braids.
"You-you will give me up?"
.,
"I give you fip? Never !" She stepped closer
to him and smiled coquettishly as she whispered:
"The stars foretold this, Ltiml~y. I shall protect you from your enemies-even from my
father, if it is necessary."
Lumley was - astonished, quite as much at the
lady's manner as at her w6rds.
"How can you protect me?" he asked.
"You are perfectly safe under this roof until
my father comes. After he comes, if he should
prove unreasonable, I will devise some other
plan."
"You will be breaking the law."
"Law!" The aggressive braids bobbed scorn!ully. "I don't care a pin for the law.when your
safety is concerned, Lumley. Come! Let us go
into the news-room."
Lumley was not entirely reassured. Miss Tibi. jul's manner perplexed him and occasioned a
:vague uneasiness.

.
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She was all smiles-tender, coquettish, and
everything the irreproachable Lumley would not
have had them. Ha.d he dropped from one rlanger into another?
As he turned to follow Miss Tibijul to the
news-room, a venerable gentleman stepped suddenly through a doorway close at hand and confronted them.
"Father!" screamed Miss Tibijul.
"Enough of this!" cried the old gentleman
sternly, handing his iron umbrella to one of the
muglugs, and, with ominous deliberation, proceeding t untie the ribbons that secured his hat.
"Daughter, your readiness to overstep th.e law
fills me with amazement."
"Have you heard-do you know--" faltered
the daughter.
"I have heard everything, and know everything. In fact, I rushed up-stairs when the alarm
sounded and remained unannounced in that room
for the purpose of hearing what explanation this
misguided man would have to offer."
"Spare him, father, for my sake!" wailed Miss
Tibijul.
"Tears, prayers, entreaties will not turn me
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from my duty! This man must not think that
he ·can come here fron.i the brawling times of
nineteen hundred and set our laws at naught. Retire t6 your apartments, my child, while I summon the authorities."
"No, no, father !' 1 . wailed Miss Tibijul; "you
shall not !"
"We'll see about that."
"His explanation--"
"Bah! I am an artist m explanations-have
made them my life business, as you well know-and this fellow is a bungler. Why, he has not
even the merit of being plausible. Will you go,
daughter?"

.

"Not until you promise to spare him!"
Tiburos Ny Twenty-six turned to one of the
muglugs.
"Conduct my daughter to her apartments," said
he, "and see that she remains there."
The weeping lady was led away. When the
sounds of her wailing had died out of the corridor, Tiburos struck the transmitter twice.
"Law and Order Headquarters!" he called.
The respom c was instantly given.
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"This is the La "Y .CJ.nd Order Headq~a,r~ers,'f
were the w·o rds that dropped from the transmitter.
"Tiburos Ny Twenty-six begs to repor.t that he ·
has captured, and now holds subject to your com- ,
)
mand, the person of Everson Lumley."
"Good! I'll send for him at once."
"I'm sorry for you, Lumley," said Tiburos, \
"but duty is duty."
" I understand your position, sir,'' said Lumley
•
fain tly.
"I was in the Peristylum when you fled with'.
the Unknown in hot pursuit. Why did you flee,
L umley?"
Tiburos Ny Twenty-six was a stern man, and
just at that moment his manner was uncomprom1smg. Lumley's hea~t · was in his . throat. He
saw now that it wo~ld have been better, much
better, if he had not allowed panic to seize him
in the Peristylum. He should have remained,
'faced Kinch, and recited the circumstances surrounding that 1900 escapade wherein Osborne
had enacted the knave's part. In that age of
advanced thought his explanation might not have
been scoffed at. He could ·give the expla~ation
-

•• r

~
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now, howe ver. Tibu ros had open ed the way
· it-a nd, perh aps, he woul d be believed.
"Sir ," falte red Lum ley, "tha f man on the slab
-the . one called the Unk now n-is an enem y of'
mine. He is a dete ctiv e--"
"Det ectiv e?" and Tibu ros lifte d his brow: ·.
"Yes ;" cont inue d Lum ley desperat~ly, "he has
been purs uing me relentlessly. Not cont ent with
houn ding me thro ugh the year nine teen hund red,
he has followed me even to these times. It was
"
like hip1," said ~mley bitte rly, "it was like him!
"I suppose, u obse rved the Expl aine r Gene ralt
·" inasm uch as you are so fran k in stati ng the case,
that you did not comm it the crirpe ?"
"I di_9, comm it it."
"Ah J" The lifte d brow s of Tibu ros strai ghtened into a frow n.
"But I was not respo nsibl e!" cried Lum ley. "I
was victi mize d by a scour;idrel who ?sed my o:wn
disco verie s to cau~e my un_d oing . Sir, I have
give n a grea t deal of thou ght to the subc onsc ious
ego, and I have disco vered truth s whic h, when
h
appli ed pra-ctically, can do muc h good or muc
harm in the worl d."
Then the whole mise rable story came oei ; 1.nd

ro3

Lumley, hanging wretchedly upon every shifting
expression in Tmuros' face, waited for a look
which he could interpret as a merciful leaning
toward his side of the question.
Had the human mind, in that year 2000, adiyanced to the point where Lumley's theories
could be properly understo?d? Or had Lumley, when he sat in Doctor Kelpie's study and
calculated that he was a hundred years in advance of his time, fallen short in the estimate?
Finishing his explanation, Lumley waited,
'fearful,_ apprehensive, and wondering what his
fate was to be.
Tiburos had listened with intense interest, and
when he finally understood just how Lumley had
b~en the victim of his subconscious self, he
swooped down on the book which his daughter
had dropped, and which was still lying on the
floor.
His excitement was
violently.

~o

great that he trembled

'.' Can it be possible?" he kept muttering to himself. "Can it be possible?"
Holding the ragged volume in his hand, he
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faced Lumle y and continued, his voice shakin g
with emoti on:
"I am .a collector of old books, sir, and this one,
which my daugh ter was readin g for the dozen th
tim~, is the most treasu red volume in my collection. The principles of subconscious phenomena,
which this work so ably elucidates, made possible
the first muglu g and broug ht about the chang e
in our indust rial operat ions which has crown ed
our times with the glory o~ mirac ulous achievement.
"Sir, this book is entitle d 'The P0ssibilities of
the Subconscious Ego.' Are you the Evers on
Lumley who wrote it?" ·
The years are powerless to wipe out a truly
. great deed. And thus did Lumle y's 1900 achievement pursu e him with all its saving power.
"I am the autho r of the work, " he answe red
with becoming dignit y.
"Accept, I pray you, the right hand of fellowship. It is an honor to greet a man who has
done so much for human ity."
While they were shakin g hands , the thump of
an alight ing air-sh ip could be heard on the roof.
"Have no fears, friend Lumle y," said Tiburo s.

~~---
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"Your world-wide fame is your security. Ah,
if I had but known that you were the Everson
Lumley of the Subconscious Ego! Why, the
Muglug Trust has raised a statue to you in the
Pleasure Gardens! Have no fears, sir, I beg of
you. A word of explanation will change you
from a ,proscribed man into an honored guest
of the city."
The Law and Order men, six in number, and
accompanied by an official eight-foot muglug of
the first class, charged down the stairs from the
roof and hurried along the corridor. They were
met by Tiburos, explanations were made, and the
bostile authorities were straightway transfo!'med
into admiring friends.
If Lumley had demolished the Peristylum and
wrecked every air-ship in the metropolis, his
great work on the subconscious ego would have
insured him forgiveness and immunity from legal
complications. When the officers had returned to the roof and
taken flight, Tiburos caught his guest affectionately by the arm.
"It is late,'~ he said. "Come to the triclinium,
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Lumley. It is time lo absorb our evening repast.
While we are thus engaged I will begin my def erred 'explanatio ns."
Luml~y inoved like one in a dream. At last,
after the lapse of a hundred years, it really looked
as though he was going to be appreciate d.

CRAFTER VIII.
THE :EXPLAINER AT WORK.

The triclinium, or dining~room, in the house
of Tiburos, was a unique institution. It was a
small, square apartment with tiled floor, and marble walls and ceiling.
Everything about it was severely plain, no attempt having been made at decoration. There
were no windows, only one entrance-way, and absolutely no furnishings aside from three ·luxurious chairs placed triangularly in the center .o f
the floor.
Set into the tiles, close to the three chairs, was
a bronze grating. The. experiences of the afternoon had prepared Lumley to do justice to a
hearty ~eal, and the outlook, to say the least, was
discour~ging.

· •"Inform Miss Tibiju1," said Tiburos to one 0£
the muglugs, "that Everson Lumley and I await
her presence in the triclinium."
The automaton departed.
"How will the muglug deliver the messag,e, Ti. .
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buros ?" inquired Lumley. "These pupp_ets are
nut able to speak intelligibly, so far as I have discovered."
"No, they are not able to talk," · answ~red Tiburos, reclining easily .in his chair. "On the
whole, it is well that this is so. They make bet~
ter servitors because of it, and they are powerless to plot with each other, and so, perhaps, interfere with the thought-waves from Head Center. The triclinium muglug will merely present
himself to my daughter and make a gestun.~ in
this direction. That will be sufficient-as you
see."
At that moment Miss Tibijul fluttered into the
room.
"Daughter," said Tjburos, rising, "it gives me
great plea's ure to tell you that our guest is no
longer under ban of the Law and Order Headquarters, but has been honored with the freedom
of the city. Strange as it may appear, he is none
other than the Everson Lumley who gave us that
wonderful work on 'The Possibilities of the Subconscious Ego.' " ·

A delighted chirp .escaped Miss Tibiju.l. Fling-
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ing herself toward Lumley she clasped him by
both hands.
"This," she breathed, ecstatically, "is unexpected. happiness! Just to think, father,'' and she
turned upon the complacent Tiburos, "that we are
able to entertain a man who evolved all those remarkable theories, and wrote them down a hundred years ago! Why," and here she turned to
Lumley once more, "!'have read and reread that
grand book of yours until I can recite whole
passag~s of it. Chapter Two forms the basis of
a text-book on Applied Psychology which has a
place in every school in the nation."
With a last reverent shake of Lumley's hands
Miss Tibijul released them; but she still stood before him and continued to speak in a highly complimentary vein. Only her father's announcement that the great Lumley was hungry caused
the enraptured lady to withdraw · to her own
chair.
Through their crystalline boxes Miss Tibijul's
eyes spoke volumes, giving Lumley a chill whenever he encountered them. A premonition of
calamity, destined to reach him from Miss Tibijul's direction, was growing in his mind.
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As soon as they were seated, Tiburos clapped
his hands. At this signal, a panel shot upward
.through the floor in the doorway and shut them
in the triclinium.
"What is there about our mode of life, friend
Lumley," . said Tiburos, settling himself at his
ease, "which most impresses you, and which you
would like to have explained?"
Lumley cast a glance about him. Just then he
would have liked an explanation as to where the
meal was coming 'from, but was too well bred to
put the question.
Something else suggested itself. He knew
that dusk had fallen outside, but ~ithin the house
the broad light of day was everywhere.
"How do you illuminate your dwellings, Mr.
Tiburos ?" he asked.
. "The glow is furnished by the Compressed
Sunshine Company, and is delivered at the house
daily in hermetically seale'd cans. The can containing the night's supply is connected with a
tube system which reaches every room."
"The glow comes up through that grating?"
"Yes, together with other vapors used in the
itriclinium. AnY. of the subdued effects from twi-
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light to the glare of high noon are constantl y on tap."
"Wonde rful!"
"It must be wonderf ul to you. In your da'y,
Lumley, electricit y was the best iMuminant 0£
which you could boast; but how inconven ient its
use and how feeble the result as compare d with
the light at our command ! We get the bright
rays direct from Old Sol himself, condense and
\
compress them and put them into cans. A can
costing five cents, · delivered, will light this entire
house from sunset to sunrise."
"How inexpens ive!" exclaime d Lumley.
"Thq,t's one of the ·beauties. of it," returned
·T iburos; "neverth eless, Sunshine stock is on~ of
the best paying investme nts of the present day.
I'll take you ·to the factory some time, for it is
really a most interestin g place. Muglugs · do the
work, and the sunbeam s are canned regularly
from seven in the morning to six at night.~'
"But in stormy weather? How can you put
up sunshine when there isn't any?"
Tiburos smiled the indulgen t smile of the perfect explaine r.
"My dear fellow, we have no stormy days. All

,
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our days are fair and abound with sun. Naturally we have to have some wet weather, but gentle showers are turned on during the night whenever needed."
"Do you mean to tell me that you are able to
regulate this matter?"
"Certainly . We have a very good Weather
!Bureau, which gives us just what we want, and
at the very time we want it."
Lumley collapsed into the recesses of his chair.
"Tell him what the assistant weatherma n did
last year, father," said Miss Tibijul.
"Oh, yes," laughed Tiburos. "We can laugh
over the incident now, but it was anything but -a
laughing matter then. A new assistant was hired
to help the weatherma n last year, Lumley, and
was inducted into office on the very morning the
President was due to fly over from Washingto n
on a little visit.
"A huge air-ship procession winged out to
meet his excellency, and while felicitations were
being exchanged , the new man in the weather
office juggled the rain plug into the wrong place
on the chart, and-well, say! Inside of a minute
the h~avens were flooded.
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"The downfall only lasted a short time, for the
head of the bureau leaped to the chart and turned
on the fair weather, but everybody in the procession, from the President down, was soaked."
Lumley joined in the merriment. .
''Who is at the head of the Sunshine Trust?"
he inquired, after a few moments.
"The Honorable Tibfan Cin Eighty-two."
"Goodness!" exclaimed Lumley. "I must say
I don't admire the unwieldy nomenclature m
vogue these times."
"No? My dear sir, that is because you are
not familiar with the system. There are one
billion people in the United States and her colonies, and no two of them have the same name.
Think of that, you who come from a time filled
with its thousands of Browns, and Joneses, and
Robinsons. And if our population should grow
to ten times what it is now, every single individual would still have his own_particular designation."
"Most remarkable!"
"But that isn't all, Lumley. Fron. every citizen's name we learn his age, or her age, as the

"
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case may be; also his native place. This is beautif~l in itself, but it is also of prime importance
to the government ..
"You see, every citizen pays a head tax . in
proportion to his years. The head tax begins
··when the citizen attains his majority, at which
time it is one dollar a year. Every five years it
increases a dollar, so t~at at twenty-six the citizen pays two dollars ra year, at thirty-one three
dollars, and so on up to the forty-first year, when
one dollar_ is taken off the tax every five years
until there is no tax left for the citizen to pay
in his old age. Thus you will see the importance
to the government of knowing the age of every
citizen.."
"It must be an intricate system."
"On the contrary it is very simple. All the
figures from naught up -to nine are represented
by certain consonants. For instance, naught is
one by T, two by N, three by
represented by
M, and so on.
"Now, take my name, 'Tiburos.' T represents·
the nunieral 'one,' 'b' represents 'nine,' 'r' stands
for 'four,' and 's' for a cipher-which gives the
date 'ninete~n hundred antj forty,' the year in

s:
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which I was bor n. So wit h my dau
ght er's nam e,
Tib ijul . Tra nsl ate d, it giv es the
ye ar- -" •
"Fa the r!" cam e sha rply fro m the
lady. "M r.
Lnm ley isn 't inte res ted in my age
."
.Tib uro s gav e a whi msi cal gla nce
at Lum ley .
"Of · cou rse not , of cou rse not. In
this sys tem
of nom enc latu re, Lum ley , vowels
hav e no significance, and are mer ely use d to join
the con son ant s
eup hon iou sly tog eth er."
"W hat does the 'Ny ' rep res ent ?''
ask ed Lum ley.
"Ne w Yo rk, my nat ive city ."
"An d the num ber 'tw ent y-s ix'? "
"Th ose figu res convey the info rma
tion tha t I
was the thir tee nth ma n bor n in the
yea r nin etee n
hun dre d and fort y. All birt hs are
officially recor ded and all nam es are officially
giv en. "
"It' s qui te a sys tem ,'' said Lum ley
, "bu t the
old met hod had one adv ant age ."
"W hat was tha t?"
"W hy, fro m a per son 's full nam e
we could. tell
the sex .".
"W e are able to do the sam e by
our s~rstem,
Lumley.".
"Ho w? "

...
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n a,re even, wo m"B y the .bi rth num ber s. Me
e.,p od d-a lw ay s odd."
"I do n't un der sta nd ."
r, six, eig ht, and
· "T he 'even num ber s, two, fou
the ma les ; the odd
so on up, are res erv ed for
so for th, bel ong to
tmmbers, one, thr ee, five, and
uld tra nsl ate 'Ti buthe gen tle r sex. So you wo
y: 'Th e thi rte ent h
ros Ny Tw ent y-s ix, ' in thi s wa
rk in the yea r ninemale citizen bo rn in Ne w Yo
irig six ty yea rs of
teen hu nd red and for ty. Be
d tax .' Likewise,
age he has ou tgr ow n the hea
and Th irty -th ree '
'Ti bij ul Ny Th ree Hu nd red
and sixty-seventh
would mectn the one hu nd red
the ye ar -- "
{ emale bo rn in Ne w Yo rk in
ss Tib iju l, agi ta·
"I tell you ," int err up ted Mi
"M r. Lu ml ey doe sn'
tin g the agg res siv e bra ids ,
some oth er topi
car e for tha t. Pro cee d to
fat her ."
eno ugh for t
"I thi nk we hav e had topics
e you had
nig ht, " sai d Tib uro s. "H av
"
eno ugh supper, Mr . Lu ml ey?
look.
Lu ml ey ans we red wit h a bla nk
e we
"S up per ?" he echoed. "H av
per ?"
, pro per ly
"C ert ain ly. Th e sup per vap ors
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odorized, have been comi ng throu gh the grati ng,
and we have been unconsciously abso rbing them
durin g our conv ersat ion."
,.
"Wh at. have I had for supp er?" asked the
.
,;
amazed Lumley.
·
l
"You liave parta ken of cold roast beef; mash ed
potatoes, toast, and tea. If you would like a
cigar , Miss Tibij ul will be excused and .r will
have the nicotine vapo r turne d on."
"No, thank you," said Lumley. "If I have
had all you say, I must have had a grea t plenty.
We'l l dispense with the cigar ."
"Ver y good ." Tibu ros drew a watc h from his
pocket. "It is now goin g on eight , and I think
we- -"
He was inter rupte d by a startl ed cry from
L umley. Then , to the amaz emen t of the Explain er Gene ral and his daug hter, Luml ey hurle d
hims elf forw ard and snatc hed the watc h out of
his host' s hand .
'

-

---

<
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CH APT ER IX.
LUM LEY 'S HEIR LOO M.

Lum ley acte d like a man demented.
ed
"At last, " he cried, "at last !" and danc
hand .
wildly abou t the room, the wat ch in his
now
"Sir ," said the perp lexe d Tibu~os, "it
at is
seems that it is you r turn to explain. Wh
,t he mea ning of this ?"
ley.
"Th is is my wat ch-m ine! " decl ared Lum
s!"
"Yo urs? Wh y, I have had it for ten year
ley
"I can' t help that . It has been in the Lum
the 'size
\family for thre e gen erat ions . Loo k at
wer en't
of it! The nine teen hun dred watc hes
half so larg e."
ros,
"Co me into the new s-ro om, " said Tibu
root o
'" whi le we ·m ake an atte mpt to get at the
adde d,
this mys tery . Be calm, dau ghte r," he
y agi·
turn ing to Mis s Tibi jul, who was violentl
not in
tate d. "I am sure frie nd Lum ley does
tend to be disc ourt eous ."
''1 beg you r pard on, sir," said Lum kv,

H e£rloom.

denly realizing what he had done; "but I think I
can prove to you that this watch is my property."
"If you can do that, I shall certainly relinquish
my right to the timepiece. But, come! If we remain too long in the triclinium we shall absorb
more supper than is good for us."
Tiburos clapped his hands once more. The
panel at the door slid. downward, and Tiburos
waved his daughter and his guest toward the
other apartment, following them as they· passed
through.
"This is the news-room," the master of the
house explained when they presently found themselves in a comfortably appointed apartment. "It
is here that we come to learn the latest transmits
about the doings of the great world. But of that,
more anon. Just now the affair of the watch
claims our att~ntion.
"In this connection, friend Lumley, I wish to
state that watches of every sort a.re out of .date.
Whenever we wish to know the time we usually
get a transmit from the Time Department.
"I was carrying that watch because it was presented to me by a friend, and because I am fond
tJi antiques-not for any real benefit that I de-
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Lum ley,
rive d from its use. Plea se explain, Mr.
why you thin k it belongs t'o you ."
side
"Se e ther e," said Lumley, poin ting to one
initials 'E.
of the wor n gold case, "the re are the
gra ndL.'- Eve rso n Lum ley -the nam e of my
fath er!"
the
"Ind eed ! How did you hap pen to lose
wat ch? "
"It was stolen from me. "
ghte r,
"Sto ien !" exclaimed Tib uro s and his dau
looking at each othe r.
ember
·"Ev en so," wen t on Lumley. "Yo u rem
orne hypmy stor y, sir; how a villain nam ed Osb
ban k robnotized me and mad e me commit that
bery in a subconscious ho ur- -"
money
"Ah , yes," inte rrup ted Tib uros . "Th e
your
you secured at the bank, toge ther with
e taken
wat ch and othe r pers ona l prop erty , wer
So thal
from you by 'your trea che rou s frie nd.
was the wat ch? ''
, Mr.
"It was. By whom was it give n to you
Tib uro s ?"
frie n
"By Tib ilus Ny For ty-e ight , a boyhood
been i
He lived at too fate a peri od to hav e
Lum l
plicated in the thef t of the timepiece,

I2I

He wasn't born until nineteen hur1dred and fifty,
and you were robbed in nineteen hundred." .
"In eighteen hundred and ninety-nine," qualified Lumley. "Perhaps some of your friend's
ancestors--"
"No, I think not. Tibilus comes of good stock.
I don't know what his family name was prior to
nineteen hundred and twenty-five, when the great
cognomonic revolution took place, but I am very
sure he can read his title clear ·so far as this
matter is concerned."
"It may be in his power to help me clear my;
name," said Lumley, with intense earnestness.
"Possibly. Suppose I get him on the transmitter and find out what he knows?"
"1 wish you would, Mr. Tiburos."

Tiburos went over to the transmitter an<J
touched it twice.
"Tibilus Ny Forty-eight," he called.
In a moment an answer came.
"This is Tibilus Ny Forty-eight. Who's thinking?"
Greetingi, old
"Tiburos Ny Twenty-six.
friend."
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"Greetings. That was a deuce of a time they
had at the Pei·istylum, wasn't it?"
"I should say so. Were you there?"
"Of course. I never let a chance go by to be
present and offet _my con_dolences to these fools
from nineteen hundred."
"There, there, neighbor! You shouldn't call
a progressive man a fool, you know."

.

"I believe in telling the truth. A man could
own himself in _nineteen hundred; now, in the
year two thousand, the _plutocrats own the earth,
with its population thrown in. But you wait. I'll
get a whack at this money power one of these
days, and then I'll make things hum."
Tiburos . laughed good-naturedly.
"We'll get to arguing again. if we're not careful, and I didn't call you up for that, friend
Tibilus.''
"What can I do for you, Tl.burns?"
"What was yuu.r paternal name before the
revolutiooT'
'.' Er-r-r-let me se-e. That's a peculiar request,
Tiburqs, and I don't lmow that I can tell you offhand. Urn-m-oh, yes, I've got it-Osborne."
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Lumley gave a jump, Miss Tibijul looked uncomfortable, and Tiburos was evidently perturbed.
"Do you remember that watch you gave me
about ten years ago, Tibilus ?" Tiburos proceeded.
"Yes, I remember it."
''Where did you get hold of the watch?"
"Why? What do you want to know that for?'"
"Well, you see, Everson Lumley is here--"
"Ah!"
"And he thinks the watch belongs to him."
"So do I."
"If you thought that, Tibilus, why did you give
it to me?"
"I didn't find out that Lumley had the best
right to it until two years ago, when I was looking_over some of my great-grandfathe r's papers.
Naturally I couldn't tell t~at the ~umley we were
expecting was the same Lumley who had a valid
claim on that watch, so I didn't want to stir
things up."
"What did your great-grandfathe r have to say
on the subject?"
"A good deal, and I don't ·want to think abou1l
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it through the transmi tter. Bring Lumley over
here, can't you?"
"To-nig ht?"
"Right away."
"All right."
The transmi tter went out of use with the usual
buzz.
"Now," cried Lumley, "I'm going to be vindicated, I'm sure of it."
"I hope so, Lumley ," said Tiburos heartily.
"Daugh ter, would you like to go with us to call
on friend Tibilus ?"
"Ever so ~uch," answere d Miss Tibijul, with
what was intended to be a languis~ing look at
Lumley.
"Then get on your coat and hat and join us on
the roof. We shall take the Aurora ."
Miss Tibijul hurried joyfully to her apartment
to prepare for th~ trip. Tiburos , with a very
grave face, turned to Lumley as soon as they
were alone.
"Tibilu s," said he, "is a fine man, and one of
the stronge st and most persiste nt thinker s of the
age. Indeed, I know of no one in these days who
can compar e with him in depth and power of in·
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tellect. It is a melancholy fact, however, that
his superb mentality has taken an odd and dangerous twist." Tiburos shook his head sadly.
"It is wondrous strange," he mourned, "how
genius can go so far afield."
"In what way?" questioned Lumley.
"You followed his transmit, a few moments
ago?"
"Yes. It was a robust voice and had a goodly
sound."
"His thoughts," frowned Tiburos, "are altogether too robust for his own good. Naturally,
since I a his life-long friend, he expresses himself to me fearlessly and freely-and this, mind
you, in spite of the fact that he knows me to be a
stanch upholder of the present social order. Can
you imagine, Lumley," and Tiburos spread out
his hands impressively, "how any one, viewing
the gigant~c strides we have made by coupling
thought to action through divergent subconscious
rays, could wish to break down the existing order
of things? And yet-and yet friend Tibilus
comes perilously near to thinking along those
lines."
"That's what I like," enthused Lumley. "It's

r~6
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the one who
the ind epe nde nt thin ker , Tib uro s,
ices and trad idar es to bre ak awa y fro m pre jud
gre ate st deb t!
tions, to who m Pro gre ss owe s the
villified in his
He is the one mo st sco rne d and
pro ble m and
ow n age , but ·tim e wo rks out the
rew ard !"
brin gs his the orie s the ir ulti ma te
ld uph old
"An d you, Eve rso n Lum ley , wou
g the pre sen t
·rib ilus in his ma d idea s con cer nin
it is an ord er
ind ust rial ord er? Wh y, ma n,
any oth er per whi ch you did mo re to fou nd tha n
son und er hea ven !"
. "In ord er
"Th at ma y be true ," said Lum ley
are so goo d
to accomplish tha t wit h whi ch you
to stri ke out a
as to cre dit me, my tho ugh ts had
ugh t ridi cul e
line whi ch lost me my frie nds , bro
· the con niv anc
· and sco rn, and , finally; thro ugh
me a fug itiv
of the sco und rell y Osb orn e, ma de
ld up has fau lts
If the sys tem I hav e helped to bui
nker~ like Ti bi
the n, by all mea ns, let fea rles s thi
p stri kin g."
. lus aim lust y blows at it, and kee
wil d pro tes
Tib uro s, tos sin g his han ds in
ut to tell t
tur ned a.way. 'Ju st as he was abo
his own ,
mu glu g to brin g bis gue st's hat and
tran sm itte r buz zed its war nin g.
tran smi t w
As ill luck wo uld hav e it, the
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fr m Head Center, and 3.nnounited the coming of
an official on important business. A frown of
disappointment crossed the face of Tiburos as
he turned to Lumley.
"I am very sorry, Lumley, that it will be impossible for me to go with you to s~e Tibilus,,.,
said he. "This interview with the official from
Head Center is something ( cannot postpone,
and it is likely to keep me for some time. My
daughter, however, is acquainted witn Tibi1us,
and will introduce you."
Tiburos accompanied his guest and his daughter to the roof, where . the Aurora was moored.
"If you have any valuables, Lumley," continued Tiburos, "it would be well to leave them
with me. There was a bulletin yesterday to the
effect that air pirates had been seen hovering
over the town."
"Air pirates?" echoed Lumley.
"Yes; they are freebooters who have all space
for their operations, and are known to be particularly daring. Their machine~ are longL. low, and
rakish, and have black wings. They are particularly speedy, and while the auth~rities are continually on the lookout for them, they are hard
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to catch. Night is their favorite time for committing depredations. I hardly think, however,
that you will be bothered. Have the muglug fly
low, daughter. Good-by."
Lumley returned the watch to Tiburos for
safe-keeping·, and then assisted Miss Tibijul to
mount to the deck of the Aurora. As soon as
they were comfortably seated, the lady gave the
order that sent them winging into the moonlit
void.

CHAPTE R X.
THE BUCCANEE RS OF SPACE.

Flying by day had its own particular charms,
but they were not to be compared with the delights of -flying by night. Still, for Lumley, the
excursion was not without its drawbacks.
His hopes were centered in Tibilus Ny Fortyeight. If this man, a descendan t of the 1900 Osborne who had wrought such havoc with Lumley's peace of mind, could furnish proof of Lumley's innocence in the matter of that bank robbery, poetLc justice would have been done.
Then, if Lumley tired of appreciatio n and
yearned for the old days, he could get into the
time coupe and go back to 1900 with his proof
·in his pocket. Thus could he baffie Kinch and
set himself right with the people of his own era.
In the bow of the Aurora an eye of compressed
sunlight shot its unwinking gaze far into the
shadows, illuminatin g the airy path that lay
ahead. Other lights could be seen darting on all
sides, like huge fireflies, and now and then a burst
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of music reache d the ears of the two in the Aurora.
''This is the hour, dear Lumle y," came the
voice of Miss Tibiju l, "when lovers take ship and
sail throug h space.
,
. "
sigh.
deep
a
in
faded
The words
Lumle y did not object to the remar k, but why
did she "dear " him, and what sort of emotio n
throbb ed behind that sigh? He wishe d the mug1ug would. hurry and get them to the house of
Tibilus.
"Whe n we first met," cooed Miss Tibiju l, "I
:remember asking you if you had come to these
progre ssl.ve times to seek forget fulnes s for some
disast rous affair of the hear t--"
Lumle y stirred impati ently.
"And you assure d me," pursu ed Miss Tibiju l,
"that this was not the case. I asked you also, if
I remem ber, wheth er a desire to see how the year
two thousa nd deals with sentim ent might not
have had somet hing to do with your flight
throug h the comin g years. I do not recall what
answe r you gave me."
"Nor can I," said Lumle y, with a sinkin g heart,
"but I w ill !"? v now. Miss Tibiju l, that I am a
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philosopher. That ought to settle the questi on of
sentim ent so far as I am conce rned."
"Philo sophe rs are of many kinds, Lumle y,'" returned Miss Tibiju l, "and philosophies have been
known to chang e when the glare of day gives
place to moon light and the stars."
Lumle y cough ed in an embar rassed way and
wished that somet hing might happe n to draw his
compa nion from her presen t theme . Failin g
this, he made a half-h earted attem pt himse lf to
accomplish the desire d end.
"At a rough guess, Miss Tibij ul," said he, with
an assum ption of sudde n intere st, "how many
flying machi nes do you think· there are in New
York? "
"I have not the figures in mind, Lumle y," replied Miss Tibiju l, "but as soon as we arrive at
our destin ation we will send a transm it to. the
Burea u of Statis tics. Court ship and- -"
"I wonde r, too," broke in Lumle_Y precipi~ately,
''how many muglu gs are at presen t engag ed in
carryi ng out the indust rial policies of the City
of New York? "
"The numb er varies . Every minut e a muglu g
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comes from the factory, and every two or three
minutes aµother is consigned to the junk-heap.
As I was saying--"
"Tell me something about the nineteen hundred colony," begged Lumley.
"I am interested in only one member of the
colony," said Miss Tibijul softly, and with a significance that could scarcely be called veiled, "and
so you will have to excuse me from answering
that question. Courtship," she added-and Lumley resigned himself to hearing her out-"is all
very _different in our day, Lumley! from wha~ it
was in yours."
"Yes?" returned Lumley faintly.
"Indeed it is," went on the lady. "Then men
did the wooing and the proposing. A woman
might lose her heart, but false pride prevented
her from speaking to the object of her affections,
and too often that object went off and mar r ied
some other girl. Think of the broken-hearted
woman, dear Lumley, who was thus made a victim of foolish convention. If a woman cares for
a man, and desires his hand in marriage, she does
not now hesitate to say so."
Lumley was shivering. He wanted to say
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something, and even tried to, but no sotind came
when his lips frameq the words.
Whither was Miss Tibijul trending? Lumley's misgivings made a coward of him.
"I haven't known you very long, Lumley,"
purred Miss· Tibijul, "but I have long cherished
an ideal, and it may be supposed that I would
recognize that ideal the instant he came along.
When I rushed out of the room a few hours ago
and saved you from the muglugs, I saw then
that I-that you--"
She faltered and came to an abrupt pause.
Lumley groaned and brushed one hand across
his damp forehead. If the Aurora had been
nearer the earth he would have risked a leap over
the bulwatks.
"Did you sigh, Lumley?" whispered Miss Tibijul.
Lumley made some incoherent reply.
"Everson," went on Miss Tibijul, " I feel as
though I must tell you what is on my mind. Do
you think you could ever care--"
Miss Tibijul got that far wh ~n rescue came
unexpectedly for Lumley. A hoarse voice hailed
them fr om the dark:
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What air-ship is that?"

"The Explainer General's ship Aurora," returned Miss Tibijul. "What machine is that?"
"The Vulture," was the fierce response, "with
skull and crossbones at the peak. Lay to; or we'll
hurl a thunderbolt into you from our electric
gun!"
"Mercy, mercy!" wailed Miss Tibijul. "The
buccaneers! The buccaneers!"
Lumley's gratitude knew no bounds. Had the
pirates arrived a · minute later they would have
been too late to save him !
"Stop the ship!" he called to the muglug.
Instantly the Aurora began slowing down until
her broad wings were beating the air just_enough
to keep her afloat. The other craft loomed darkly
overhead, a blot of shadow against a background
of stars.
Her hull was at right angles to the Aurora's,
and about ten feet above. Throbbing m every
part, the two ships poised · themselves in these
positions.
Forms leaned over the side of the Vulture, and
a rope ladder was thrown, hanging so that h1
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cleared the deck of the Aurora. Speedily
a man climbed out of the pirate-machi ne and'
lowered .himself to the craft beneath.
"What!" cried the pirate, quick to detect the
sex of Lumley's companion; "only a woman, a
muglug, and a rainbow chaser. The buccaneers
of, the air are gallant enough to spare women,
not poor enough to rob muglugs, and sufficiently
wise to steal rainbow chas~rs and hold them for
ransom. Aloft with you, my gay immigrant!"
,barely

"It's Lumley, Everson Lumley," wailed _Miss
Tibijul 1 throwing herself on her knees in front
of the pirate. "Have mercy!"
"I'm a stranger to mercy," answered the pirate
with a hoarse laugh; "before I turned buccaneer
I was an officer of the Air Trust. Don't talk to
me of mercy. Up with you, Lumley! Law and
Order craft ~re swarming all around us, and
time is scarce !"
"Listen !" implored the distracted Miss Tibijul; "Lumley first laid down the principles of the
subconscious ego--"
"I don't care a picayune!"
"But he's the guest of the city!"

-
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"Then the more ransom we should get for him.
Ha! Methink yonder flies a police-machine? It
is, by Heaven! Climb, Lumley, climb, or. 1'11 cut
you down."
The command was useless, for Lumley was
already climbing. He feared the police-machine
would arrive in time to thwart his abductors, and
he welcomed any fate that prevented a continuation of his ride on the Aurora with Miss Tibijul.
Up the rope ladder he went as swiftly as feet
and hands could carry hin_,1, the pirate ascending
close at his heels. Before Lumley could get over
the side a pencil of light was turned on the Vulture from the police-flier.

"Ahoy!" roared an authoritative voice. "What
<flying machine is that?"
There was a quick stir aboard the Vulture.
The next instant she darted off into the thick of
the night, leaving the police officer's-question unanswered.
A hand grabbed Lumley by the collar and
Jerked him over the rail of the buccaneer.
"Ah, ha, my festive fugitive," hissed a famil-
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iar voice in _h is ear. "Get away from me now, if
you· can!"
Luri1ley froze .with horror. Paralyzed in mind
and body, he lay_ rigid and · helpless on the deck
of the outlaw craft, staring upward with glassy
eyes ipto the face of- Jasper Kinch!

CHAPTER XI.
THE WEEPING PHILOSOPI-IF;l.

Like all detectives worth reading about, Kinch
was a master hand at disguises. A tuft of alien
whiskers on Kinch's chin, a <lap of grease-paint
here and there, a wig-and his own mother would
have passed him by .
. Nor did he always need such make-shifts. At
times a mere haughty expression had been known
to disguise him beyond identification; or a limp
in his otherwise brisk gait J1ad proved so effective that the entire New York police department,
era 1900., had been kept guessing for a week.
Furthermore, he had several times defied nature by being in two places at the same identic~l
moment. How he did it, he would not explain.
His one study was crime. Outside of that he
knew nothing.
Once he was beguiled into asserting that the
sun moved round the earth. His trained powersof observation had c~nvinced him of it, and he
had the courage of his convictions.
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In his New York office he had a collection of
one hundred thousand footprints of criminals,
ranging from the fossilized tread of a fratricide
of the Stone Age to the delicate pedal impression
of a dilettante poisoner of 1900. Others looked
for degeneration in the palm of the hand, or the
lines of the face; Kinch sought for it in the sole
of the foot.
Possibly he was wrong in this. But the burden _o f proof lay with the doubter, for in the
course of a long career Kinch had yet to meet
:with a single failure.
To put him on a case invariably meant a solution of the mystery and the cc(pt.ure of the criminal. That was why he had been assigned to the
work of running Lumley to earth.
Sever.al times crimes had been committed and
it:he criminals themselves were in the dq.rk until
IK.inch had captured them and convinced _them of
their culpability. There was no escaping the deductive powers of his comprehensiv e mind.
Next to capture itself, Lumley feared Kinch'.
· might argue him out of his belief in the subconscious ego, and that would' subvert the whole
theory of his defense in the bank case.

The Weepz"ug· Plz£losoplter.

And now to have the ubiquitous Kinch waylay and capture him ~hile en route to the house ©f
Tibilus, where all the ins and outs of that hypnotic safe cracking were to be laid bare-this was
the last fell stroke of fortune.
For some time all was excitement on board the
air pirate. The police-machine was in hot pursuit, and for an hour or more the chase was nip
and tuck, with chances in favor of the pirate be.- ·
ing nipped.
There were no lights aboard the Vulture,
and she was making inland at top speed. At last,
· with skilful maneuvering, she evaded the official
flier and lost herself in the mysterious vastness
of the night.
Gradually the captured fugitive regained the
use of his faculties. When the Vulture was safe
from pursuit, a can of sunlight was opened, and
in the glow Lumley was able to note with more
distinctness the face and form of his captor.
Kinch was clean shaven, having sacrificed his
mustache to the exigencies of the hour. His
small hat was black, as were also the ribbons that
held ·it to his head; ·coat and bloomers were likeiWise of the same somber color.
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As a man of the period, he was not so impressive as he might have been. But, of course, necessity knows no law.
While defeat might have made him irascible,
under the genial influence of success his good nature expanded . He smiled, actually smiled, and
bent over and touched his prisoner 's shoulder.
"It's all in a lifetime, Lumley. You've given
me quite a run of it, but here we are at last, at
the end of the trail. Brace up. I don't harbor .
any ill feelings."
Lumley lifted himself to a sitting posture.
· "What. business has a detective got to turn
pirate?" he asked.
" You're responsible for it."

"I ?"
"Certain ly. If you hadn't run off with the
Shooting Star, I wouldn't have stolen the Comet.
I admire the way you got out of that fix, but it
outlawed the two of us. When a man's proscribed, it makes little difference what he does in
order to keep his liberty. So I joined the buccaneers, but it was with the lawful intention of get•t ing you."
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"You knew the charges against me had been
withdraw n?"
"Yes."
"And that I was staying with the Explaine r
[General?"
"I knew all about you, Lumley. The Vulture
has been dodging around the Explaine r General's house all evening in order to give me a
chance at you. I didn't anticipat e having such an
easy time."
"How did you. get out of the river?"
"The submarin e brigands came to my rescue."
"Submar ine brigands ?"
"That's right. Outlaws of the year two thousand are all banded together. Those who rendezvous in the coral caves of the ocean are in
the same brotherh ood with those who flit through
space. Jupiter!" Kinch rubbed his hands delightedly. "What a field there is fo; detective
work in these days.!"
"I don't understa nd yet how you got out of the
river."
"No? Well, I don't mind letting my tongue
wag now that the race is all over but paying the
bets. When I sank in the river, I collided with
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the submarine hundred-to n clipper Shark. Being
a stranger, the Shark took me in; not figuratively, but literally. An arm reached out, pulled
me through a hole, and when I came to we were
fi fty fathoms deep, off Sandy Hook.
"I explained my predicame nt to the skipper 0£
the Shark, and he swore m.e into the brotherhoo d.
As the ocean did not suit me, we made for an
island where I was trans£ erred to the Vulture.
"During the short time we have been separated, Lumley, I have gained a vast store of
knowledge. I must ~ake off my hat to the lawbreakers of this progressiv e era. They're certainly 'way ahead of the 'dips' and strong-arm
men .of our own age. Crimin~l pursuits ~ave
been worked out with a fineness of d~tail never
dreamed of by the crooks back where we came
from. But then the field has broadened immensely. There's plunder to , be taken everywhere, on the earth, under it and over it. And
wherever there's plunder, there'll be ways de- .
vised for getting at it."
·"If you're ever able to air )iOUr experience in
the police departmen t of our native times," said
;Lumley bitterly, "I c~n imagine how they ~ill be
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condoned and the criminal part ignored. But tell
me, Mr. Kinch, how ni.uch better are you than a
thief? You have borne your full part in the nefarious exploits of these buccaneers , and even
though you have not shared their spoil, yet yot~
·are one of them."
Kinch found something amusing in th1.s.
Throwing back his head he laughed loudly.
"No man can be brought to book for a crim~
before it is committed , Lumley,'' said he, as soo.1
as his mirth allowed him breath enough to con.tinue. When we return to the year nineteen hun.dred, all that I have done in this age will be a
dead letter so far as our own laws are concerned.
Understan d? But really," and the detective'
voice took on an earnest tone as he proceeded, "if
I was compelled to stay in these times I don't see
how I could be anything else but a buccaneer.
There's a corner in everything ; and no matter
whether you're eating, sleeping, or moving
around, there's a trust bobbing up at every turn
and taking its toll of everything you do. If I belonged in this era... let me tell you that I'd cut my
way out of this network of monopoly and be free,
no matter what the cost.
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"The trouble with most of the people who live
now,"- Kinch went on, warming to his subject, "is
that they have lost their nerve. Nine-tenths of
them have become muglugs-living puppets who
jump every time a trust flashes a thought-wave at
them. The only real men are the buccaneers and
the other outlaws. They have the courage to
rebel against a condition of affairs that is intolerable to any one who has not been monopolized
into a mere dummy. Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ought not to be taxed."
It was odd to hear Kinch t~lking in this way.
Lumley was silent for a moment. Then he
asked:
"Where did you drop off the time coupe? In
nineteen hundred and fifty?"
. "Autumn of nineteen hundred and fifty. I lost
a few hours there looking up a hypnotist; but it
was time well spent."
"Where are we going now?"
"To a rendezvous in the mountains."
"What do you intend to do with me, Kinch?"
"The captain of the Vulture is a very accommodating fellow, and to-morrow night we're going to hover over that old house of Doctor Kel-
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grap pie's and hoo k on to the time coupe with
k we
plin g irons. If we'r e succe~sful, as I thin
e and
shal l be, we'll take the coupe to a safe plac
. 'l
then you and I will get inside and go back
ley;
"To nine teen hun dred ?" m·u rmu red Lum
with a sink ing hear t.
this
"Su re. I coul dn't do anyt~ing with you in
day and age. "
.
.
'
thin king
been
had
ley
Lum
rs
hou
ral
seve
For
ent in
that a 1900 fish was sadl y out of its elem
fanc ied
the wat ers of, the year 2000 . He had
goin g back him self , but not with Kin ch.
inBef ore any furt her conv ersa tion could be
'
ted~
dulg ed in, the look-out at the peak shou
"Po rt ahea d, cap' n !"
reIt was the home port , to whi ch the Vult1:1re
one 0£
trea ted in times of stre ss. This was not
the capthos e times, but it was the inte ntio n of
another,
tain to drop off his pass eng ers and go on
. cn1i se in the dire ctio n of Chicago. ·
Com ing aft, he mad e kno wn his plan s.
us,"·
"Yo u'll be perf ectl y secu re at the rend ezvo
liarJJ
he added~ "Ol d Tibm uj Chi Sixt een is pecu
but relia ble. "
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"Who is Tibmuj Chi Sixteen?" asked Kinch.
"He preenipted the cave .along back in the sixties, when he retired from the world to indulge
· in unrestrained grief. He's known as th~ weeping philosopher."
"What does he weep about?"
"Well, he's an inventor and there's nothing
more to invent. Between you and me and ·the
gate-post, though," added the captain, "I think
he's doing something he wants to hide from the
iw orld. , Ah, here we are. Just alight and go in
;with your prisoner, Kinch, and say I sent you."
The Vulture had circled around the summit
of a mountain, and finally alighted on the mountainside, close to a ragged: pi!!ike opening. Kinch
put a pq.ir of 1900 handcuffs on Lumley, and
then took his arm and helped him over the side
· of the ship to the uneven ground.
"You won't forget our work to-morrow night,
captain?" he called.
"No, sir," was the brisk response.
me, !):inch."

"Count on

vV"hile prisoner and captor stood watching, the
!Vulture raised herself aloft and winged away to
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the westward. Kinch turned at once and led
Lumley into the open mouth of the cavern.
For some distance they groped their way
through the blank darkness, and suddenly came
out most unexpected ly under the stars again. A
circular space lay before them, lighted from the
center by a primitive torch thrust into the earth.
At one side stoo? a huge machine w~ich resembled a piece of artillery- a mortar, all but
obsolete even as early as 1900. But it was a
mortar of Brobdingn agian proportion s.
Near the mortar was a framework like a der.rick; and under the framework was an object
of elliptical shape, as large as a small house.
"Here's where the weeping philosophe r seeks
to divei.·t his mind from his troubles, I suppose,"
remarked the detective, his keen mind at once
grasping the situation.
"What is tha t thing under the derrick?" inquired Lumley.
"A projectile for that other thing, which is a
cannon. Ah, here comes the philosophe r him-

self."
From the distance they heard a wail of grief;
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the wail grew in volume until a form, patriarchal
in aspect, materialized in ·the glare of the torch.
Without doubt, this was the man they were seekmg.
He was clad in what might have been the twenty hundred equivalent for sackcloth. And into a
large handkerchief he was shedding copious tears
-an Alexander bemoaning the fact that there •
were no more worlds f57r inventive genius· to conquer.
Kinch advanced upon him, never once releasing his hol(i on Lumley's arm. Hearing their approach, the philosopher halted and looked up, a
dull light in his humid eyes.
"Are you Tibmuj Chi Sixteen?" inquired
Kinch as pleasantly as pos~ible.
"It's three hundred miles to New York," was
the irrelevant answer.
"Is this the rendezvous of the air pirates ?"
- persisted Kinch.
"I've got the range; yes, str, I've got the
range."
"We were sent here by the captain of the V ul-

ture."
."The gun is loaded with havocite. Each grain
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will carry the projectile a mile, and there are
three hundred grains in the charge."
"We are to remain here until the Vulture returns."
,...
"No, sir, I did not invent the havocite, nor the
gun, nor the projectile. I have merely combined
the three."
/
"May we make ourselves at home?" ·
"There is nothing to invent these days. Inventors have invented themselves out of business. I am the last of the tribe. Woe is me!"
"If you are busy, don't let us disturb you."
"Destruction? Yes! As I figure it, the projectile, if filled with havocite, would destroy half
of New York. It would be a grand reveni?e, and
one of these days I am determined to take it."
"The man is mad," Kinch whispered to Lumley. "We must humor him."
Presently the philosopher came close to his
visitors.
"Would ~ou like to see the projectile? I am
sure it will interest y{ou."
''We don't mind," returned Kinch amiably.
Tibmuj Chi Sixteen picked up a ladder from
the ground and leaned it against the projectile.
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"Ascend," he said, with a wave of his hand
toward the ladder. "Look over the missile thoroughly. I court investiga tion, I do, indeed."
Still anxious to please, Kinch sent Lumley up
the ladder ahead of him. In a few moments
Lumley was at the upper point of the great projectile.
"Throw back the cap," instructe d the philosoph.e r; "it is hinged, and you will find the interior
of the shell most instructi ve."
Kinch was somewha t in , doubt regardin g
·f urther procedur e; but while he was hesita.t ing,
Lumley threw back the cap and vanished over
the rim of the opening.
"Here, Lumley, that won't do!" called Kinch,
and went after him.
The interior of the shell was quite roomy, and
supplied with two chairs and a table. · An iron
ladder led into it.
Kinch made his observatio.ns by striking an
ordinary 1900 match. Like all first-class detectives, he carried his matches in a water-pr oof
case, conseque ntly his bath in the river had not
in ju r ed them .
...,

\-
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'"Exper ience tells me that this is no place for
us to tarry," remark ed Kinch, a~ the match flickered out betwee n his fingers. "Come, Lumley.
Up we go."
As the detective started to remou nt the ladder,
the circula r patch of starry sky above was·
abrupt ly shut off, the cap having droppe d with a
clatter and the sugges tive "snap" of a closing
lock.
"Trapp ed," cried Kinch, recoiling from the
foot of the ladder ; "trapp ed, by Heave n!"
"Liste n!" gasped Lumle y. "I really think that
weepin g philosopher is-yes , he is-he' s laughing!"
They leaned agains t the inner wall of the projectile and straine d their ears. What Lumle y
had said was true; the philoso pher was indulg ing
in a prolon ged fit of merrim ent.
Sudden ly the sounds of mirth ceased, and they
heard the philoso pher's voice- very faint, for a
wall of steel interve ned betwee n the listene rs and
the voice.
"Pardo n me, gentlem en, but that's the first
time I have laughe d since the early sixties. I am
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not an inventor, but ·a combiner, and this is the
age of combinations. Tell them, when you reach
New York, that this is the last shot in my locker.
Have no fear. Arrangements have been made
for your reception .at the other end. of the line.
Now for the combination!" ,

/

CHAPTER XII.
THE CANNON-BALL SPECIAL.

"Foiled!" muttered . the detective through his
!teeth.
"Fooled, I should call it," returned Lumley.
"It all amounts to the same thing; but we were
worse than fools: we were idiots."
Impelled by a sudden thought, Kinch pushed
up the iron ladder through the dark and tried to
open the cap. It would not yield, but he had not
expected it would, and so he was not disappointed.
With his ·clenched fist he struck the interior
of the conical lid again and again. Although he
accompanied the blows with fierce demands on
the philosopher to open the proje~tile, no attention was vouchsafed him.
.
'
In a few moments he descended the ladder and
scratched another match.
The faint gleam
showed them a quarter-pound can of condensed
sunshine on the table, and Kinch dropped the
match and unscrewed the cover.
/
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Light rushed out and filled the steel room.
Dropping into a chair, the detective remarked
resigned~y:

"Well, Lumley, all we can do is to take things
easy and let that ma cl.man work his will."
"Do you think he intends to fire us from the
gun?"
"I haven't a doubt of_it. _We shall have rapid
transit on a new plan." He smiled grimly as he
spoke.
"Then you might at least take these off my
wrists;' said Lumley, stretching out his manacled
hands. "The last few minutes of 1ife I shouldi
like to pass · as comfortably as possible."
"The request is reasonable., " said Kinch, after
a moment's thought.
Taking a small key from his pocket, he unlocked the handcuffs and they fell clanging to the
floor. The projectile was filled in solid with steel
at its lower point, which gave them a level surface on which to stand .
"Hear that!" exclaimed Kinch as Lumley took:
the chair opposite.
A rattle of chains reached their ears from
MTithout.

.
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"The y're grap pling us," ventu red -Lmnley.
"Tib muj could n't do this _alone. He must have
helpe rs."
"It's imma terial whet her he has helpers or
not," answ ered Kinc h gloomily; "it's the end that
conc erns me, and not parti cular ly the means.
,Y ou're responsible for this, Lum ley."
"How so?"
n~
"If, you had realiz ed when you were beate
back there in nineteen hund red, and given your .self up like any beate n man ough t to do, this
woul dn't have happ ened -it couldn't have happene d."
Kinc h's fatal reasoning· was getti ng in its
work, even in that hour. Lum ley opened his
mout h to reply, but at that precise insta nt the
proje ctile bega n to quiver and rise in the air.
"Now you unde rstan d what the derri ck is for,"
said the detective; "it lifts the shell into the open
mout h of the gun."
_The fram ewor k creak ed unde r its heav y load.
In a little while the proje ctile came to a stand still and then was slowly lowered.
Dow n they went, down, down, halti ng finally
iWith a sligh t jar.
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"We are now on the three hundred grains
of havocite," resumed Kinch, faking melancholy
satisfaction in detailing the successive steps that
made up the philosopher's combination.
Soon there was more rattle of the chains, anda-thump, thump, thump overhead.
"\rV ?,dding us in," a_~ounced Kinch, "so the
shell will get the full force of the ha vocite. Now
for th~ · shock. I strongly suspect, Lumley, that
that shock will prove the finish of us. Do you
play Seven Up?"
-"No."
"If you did, and we had the cards, we might
ease up the tension with a game."
As Kinch ceased speaking a slight shock was
fe~t. Lumley endeavored to rise from his chair,
but could not-a thousand-pound weight seemed
holding him to the steel floor.
The projectile had an inclination of thirty-three
and one-third degrees, and a mighty roar filled
the ears of the two inside.
"We're off!" cried, the detective. "Jupiter,
but that was an easy start! I wonder how the
old idiot managed it?"
"The projectile is describing a parabola l"
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Lumle y shoute d back. "We'r e on the upwar d
curve. Look out when she turns! It's begin ning
now, I-loo k out! Hold yours elf!"
\/Vhile Lumle y was speaki ng, the shell took the
down ward curve of. the arc, chang ing ends so
rapidl y that Kinch was hurled into the, cap. The
ta.ble fell bottom ·up on the detective, the chairs
fell on the table, and Lumle y on the chairs . .
"Kinc h," scream ed Lumle y, "are you alive? "
The only answe r was the deafen ing rush of
air past the elliptical outer surfac e of the huge
missile. Even at that mome nt a hope, a selfish
hope, beat high in Lumle y's breast .
Perha ps Kinch was dead. If he was, and if
Lumle y should surviv e that wonde rful fligh t-Even as Lumle y's . brain was busy with the
thoug ht, they struck somet hing. There was a
rippin g crash, a sudde n cessat ion of speed; a rebound in an opposite direct ion, then anoth er
chang ing of ends, a strong er shock -and the shell
and its passen gers had arrive d.
Arrive d! Wher e?
The table was again right side up on the steel
!floor, with the chairs on either side. Lumle y sa
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in one 0f the cha irs, but how he got ther
e he did

not know.
On top of the tabl e lay Kinch, still and
silent,
and beside him lay the handcuffs. The
-proximitYi
of the detective to the man acle s was a
silent bun
none the less pow erfu l invi tatio n for
Lumley to
do something.
He.accepted the invi tatio n, and in a seco
nd had
the cuffs on M;r. Kin ch's wrists. Bar ely
was this
accomplished whe n the cap was thro wn
back.
The can of ligh t had been crushed, but was
st!ll
effective, and in the glar e Lumley saw
a hea d
aga inst the ring of oute r dark ness .
"He llo! " calied Lumley.
"He llo, you rsel f l" retu rned the man who
was
look ing in. "Do you know you have
wrecked
one of the tank s belo ngin g to the compres
sed-air
plan t?n
../
"Ho w did it hap pen ?" asked ·Lumley.
.
"Yo ur iron car dropped into it. If it
had n't
been for that compressed air you 'd hav
e been
sma shed into a cocked hat. "
"W her e is the proj ecti le now ? In the
airtank ?"
"No , it rebounded~ turn ed end for end,
and

is.
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now sticking up in the grounds outside the company's office."
Kinch bestirred himself at that moment and
opened his eyes.
"Where are we?" he inquired in a bewildered
tone.
"New York," replied the man aloft.
"Who are you?"
"A police officer."
"Then come down here and take this man,"
said Lumley. " He's the Unknown, in disguise;
a proscribed man, officer, and there's a big reward out for him."
"I know all about the Unknown," said the
officer, "but who are you?"
"Everson Lumley."
An exclamation escaped the officer.
"Every boat in the air squadron has been detailed t<? look. fo r you," said he. "It was reported
that you had been sequestered by pirates."
"That was- the case," returned Lumley, "but
I escaped."
Ten minirtes later Kinch and Lumley were sail·
ing down-town on a regular service flier .
. Kinch was in charge of the officer and an as-
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sistant muglug of the first class, and his destination was the prison-house. The muglug sat beside the prisoner and held him firmly with one
of its steel arms. The officer had perched alongside Lumley, and was soon unmasking a battery
of questions.
"\Vere you really captured by pirates?" .
"Yes," answered Lumley. "The Explainer
General's daughter and my ~elf were flying toward the house of Tibilus Ny Forty-eight when
our air-ship was halted by a buccaneer. This
man," and Lumley indicated Kinch, "was aboard .
the pirate craft."
"There you go, Lumley,'' flashed Kinch. "I
suppose they'll shoot holes in me with an electric
gun for that. But don't you care. Get even, by
all means."
"If the prisoner says another word,'' said the
officer to the muglug, "take him by the throat."
Kinch s.ubsided.
"What happened to you while you were in the
hands of the pirates?" continued the officer.
"We landed at a rendezvous of the outlaws, in
the mountains,'' replied Lumley, "and were met
by a very peculiar person called Tibmuj Chi Six-

•
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teen. He lured us into a projectile, loaded the
projectile into a gun and shot us back to New
York. He must have been crazy: He asked us
to tell you, when we arrived, that it was the last
shot in his locker."
"The old imbecile !" muttered the officer.
"Criminal carelessness of that sort ought to be
properly discouraged. Tibmuj Chi Sixteen might
have strung a whole fleet of air-ships on that
projectile, say no!hing of what might have happened to you if you had not hit that compressedair tank. Miss Tibijul is very much alarmed
.
j
about you, Lumley. I presume I had better set
yoy down on the Explain.er General's roof--"
"Not there!" impfored Lumley. "Take me to
the house of_Tibilus Ny Forty-eight. ·I have an
appointment with him and am late in keeping it."
The officer smiled grimly, and nodded.
For · .several minutes Kinch had been
. on tlie
point of saying something. He now started -to
speak, · but at the first word two steel hands
clanked to his throat.
"Don't be rough with him," .begged Lumley.
"If all we hear about him is true," observed
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the officer, with a gesture toward the muglug, "he
certainly has been rough enough with you." ·
"What do they do with buccaneers when they
catch them?" queried Lumley.
"They die sudden1y," was the brief response.
Lumley shivered. He was glad to be rid of
Kinch, but wQ!lld much rather have had the detective!..'; fate reach him in s.orile other way.

-CHAPT ER XIII.
TWO STARTLIN G TRANSMI TS.

Dawn was breaking when Lumley left the
service-flier on the roof of the house of Tibilus.
He touched a button at the roof door, and heard
his summons echo through the house.
Through a thought- transmit ter beside the
push-but ton came a voice demandi ng to know the
caller's name and business. Lumley gave the
informat ion, the door flew open, and a transmit
bade him enter.
A mtiglug met him just across the threshold
and conducted him down-sta irs to a room where
Tibilus was waiting. Tibilus, Lumley discerned
at a glance, was different from all the o~r people of the period .whom he had so far encountered.
He wa·s a large man, with a massive head,
square jaws, and deeply sunk but brilliant eyes.
He looked what he undoubte dly was-a giant in
an age of pygmies.
In order that he might not keep his calleli
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waiting, Tibilus had slipped into a loose robe
and a pair of slip_pers. Advancing upon Lumley,
he gave him a hearty grip· of .the hand and led
him to a seat.
"It affords me great pleasure, sir," said he, "to
greet a real man from a practical and' glorio?s
period of human affairs. But tell me, what sort
. of a how-d'ye-do was that you had last night?
Transmits were buzzing all over town, as well ·as
to the four quarters of the earth. 'Lumley gone!'
'The great Lumley carried off by air bandits I'
Zounds, you never heard of such a time! Before
you do a thing, Lumley, tell me all ·about- it;"
In the presence of this intellectually great man~
Lumley was inspired with a degree of confidence
in himself which he had not felt since that unfortunate bank robbery. He told of the night's
events in detail, and Tibilus . listened ~ith profound attention.
"In any other age, Lumley," observed Tibilus,
, wherr the recital _was finished, "such a storYi
would brand .y ou as a second Munchausen. But
this is the era of subconsciousness, muglugs, airships, and so on, so anything is possible. There
· is no such word in the language of the present!
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day as 'improbable.' Mind you, I don't say that
tliis is a good thing. Subconsciousness, in the
hands of a privileged few, has been the curse of
...
the time--"
Lumley sprang to his feet.
"The curse of the time?" he cried:
"There, now, don't get excited," smiled Tibilus
reassuringly. "I speak advisedly when I say the .
principles you inculcated hav~ proved the curse of
the age. But that wasn't your fault. In proper
hands your great discoverr would have proved
a blessing instead of a curse." Tibilus leaned
· forward and added in a whisper : "And it is not
too late yet! All we need is a Mos~s to show
us the promised land."
Lumley sat dowri again, leaning back in the
recesses of the easy chair. The subject that
claimed the attention of Tibilus was interesting,
but Lumley was eager to speak of the watch.
Tibi1us; however, was wound up on his pet
hobby-the failure of the year 2000 to make the
best use of its opportunities.
"Every man, Lumley,'1 said he, "is furnished
by the. Creator with two hands as well as a brain.
Those hands ·were given for a purpose, and it is
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my humble opmion that that purpose SJ)ells work.
Muglug~ are the hands of this generation, Lumley. A man of strolig mentality goes into a
closet, and the .subconscious rays of his alert mind
penetrate the length and breadth of the metropolis and keep the muglugs at their various tasks.
,T hat one brain, Lumley, s.aves labor for countless
thousands of human beings, but the saving of
fabor results in a demoralizing expenditure of
idleness."
Lumley, in spite of his eagerness to learn more
concerning the watch, felt drowsiness stealing
over him. The remarks of Tibilus were vital and
profound, no doubt, but Lumley had been through
a series of fatiguing experiences and felt the need
of rest. Courtesy to his host forced him to rouse
up and show some interest:
"E-very man ought to do a certain amou~t of
:work,'' commented Lumley, stifling a yawn.
"Now we are on common ground !" cried Tibifos, springing up and walking back and forth.
'" Without a certain amount of labor, Lumley,
there can be no real happiness; and I aver tha1i
the muglug, as a labor-saver, is the greatest success, as well as the greatest misfortune, everi
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s that
flung in the face of a civilized people. Doe
hine
sound like a para dox ? List en: Any ,mac
any
that ligh tens a labo rer's toil is a blessing, but
e.
mac hine that eliminates the labo rer is a curs
r in"Ta ke you r own times, for instance. You
up for
dust ries called for men, thei r' cry wen t
could
blood and braw n, for the hum an bein g who
, we
·t hink and use his own hands. In thes e days
his
need only one man to do the thin king , and
godless
subconscious rays set in motion ever y
ness.
steel puppet in this city of Splendid Idle
vari ous
Let me adv ert, for the moment, to the
causes tha t-- "
hing
Lumley followed Tibilus that far, . catc
ic efhim self up occasionally and mak ing hero
an to
fort s to keep awa ke; but whe n Tibilus beg
result
plun ge into the vari ous causes of some
over
which was not exac tly clea r to his gue st,
ley
wro ugh t natu re claimed her own -an d Lum
hou rs.
!fell asleep. He did not awa ke for seve ral
him·
Wh en he aga in opened his eye~ he foun d
rious
self in a gorg eou s cham ber replete with luxu
did not
:f urni shin gs. The bed on which he lay
diff er grea tly from the
4
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known, excep t that it was infinitely softe r to
body and limbs.
It was a gilt four- poste r, and had a massive
canopy of purpl e silk. In the footb oard was a
silver butto n, and over the butto n were the
word s: "Pres s Butto n When Read y to Get Up."
It requi red a few mome nts for Luml ey's brain
to pick up the chain of events. This he did mentally, link by link, and when he reach ed the end
he press ed one foot aga,i nst the butto n.
Insta ntly a carve d door shot down and up
again , admi tting a dappe r little mugl ug with
glove d hands and rubbe r-sho d feet.
Glidi ng straig ht to the bed, it pluck ed Luml ey
bodily from his down y retrea t, bore him to a
lavato ry, and souse d him in a perfu med bath.
The dryin g was not by towels, but by a draft qf
hot air.
Luml ey was then hustle d ·into a warm robe,
seated comf ortab ly, and shave d with an electric
mach ine that did the work thoro ughly in less than
two seconds. Next, his hair was dressed, and immedia tely after that the mugl ug endea vored to
put him into a Qair of bloomers, but Luml ey rebelled anq called for help.

TwO' Starthng Transnz£ts.
"What's up?" asked the voice of Tibilus
through the thought machine.
"I want my own_,.clothes," answered Lumley.
Tibilus , laughed till he almost cracked the
transmitter.
"Give him his own suit, mug," he sa:id finally.
In a few minutes Lumley was decked out in
his 1900 clothes. They were worn and shiny,
a button was gone here and there, and the jacket
bore traces of the struggle with Kinch in the
time coupe; but they were a hundred _!imes better
than bloomers.

Lun'lley found Tibilus in the news-room, listening to the latest domestic transmits.
"Greetings, friend Lumley,"
"Did you enjoy your rest?"

said

Tibilus.

'Very much, thank you," replied Lumley. "It
was rath~r rude for. me to' go to sleep while you
were talking--"
"Don't concern yourself about that," interrupted the other. "It was rude for me to talk
tf;o you when you were worn out with your night's
.
ndventures."
~

""

"What's the time, Mr. Tibilus ?"
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"Four p. m. Would you like to absorb your
supper now or wait until the regular hour?"
"I believe I'd rather wait," answered Lumley.
"How do you like being dressed by machinery?"
"It's rather novel."
"This is the age of novel appliances-the mac_hine-made age, Lumley. , From morning until
night it is hardly necessary to turn over a hand.
Muglugs take us out of bed, bathe, shave, and
dress us; they prepare the breakfast vapors, take
us out for a fly, bring us back, regulate the indoor temperature, turn on the novel or the news
transmits, and so on and so on . . The only ~ energetic things these times are the muglugs-'tis
true, 'tis pity, and pity 'tis, 'tis true!"
Tibilus bowed his head with a melancholy gesture. After a brief silence Lumley asked :
"You speak of two sorts of transmits~ novel
· and news. Will you kindly explain what you
mean?''
"I shall be usurping the office of my friend Tiburos, but he has his hands full with the deta.ils
of the thought contest which takes place in the
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iPeristylum this evening, so, perhaps, I may venture to give you a few facts."
"Thought contest?" echoed-Lumley.
"We'll get to that after a while. By the way,
though, before we begin, I want to say that your
return in a steel car, bringing the Unknown a
captive, has made you quite a hero. The News
1Bureau made a thrilling story out of it and sent
the transmit everywhere. Miss Tibijul has been
here three times to congratulate you, and she
wanted me to be sure and let her know the moment you were awake. Perhaps I had ' better do
·t hat now."
Tibilus started toward the thought transmitter, but Lumley sprang up and got in front of
him.
"No, no," said Lumley. "I don't want to see
·M iss Tibijul."
For an instant there was a surprised look on
the face of Tibilus; then it faded into a broad
smile.
"She has set her cap at you, eh? Well, I
don't know as I should blame you for not caring
to receive her attentions. Rest easy, Lumley;
I'll not inform her about you."
,; .
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Lumley sat . down again; immensely relieved .
Tibilus had jumped at the right c;onclusion concerning himself and Miss Tibijul and thus saved
:f urther explana tions.
"One more thing before we get to the subject
of transmi ts," said Tibilus, reclinin g on a couch
opposite Lumley. ~'You are anxious to learn
about that watch and the Osborn e paper s--"
. "Yes, Mr. Tibilus," broke in Lumley , quiveri ng
with excitement. "Those papers mean much to
me, and if you will let me read them I shall be
greatly obliged."
"It is my intentio n to let you do so. Unfortunately , the papers are in Chicago, vhere my
great-g randfat her made his home. I sent a
transmi t to a cousin of mine, in that city, asking
him to forward the chest contam mg the
papers by fast express flier. The chest left Chicago last night and should have been here t.his
mornm g. Someth ing has caused a delay, I suppose, but I am expecti ng the papers at any moment now. Pendin g their arrival we will dismiss
the subject, if you are agreeab le."
Lumley was disappointed. A few minutes on
'

k
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a few hours could make little difference to ·him,
however, and he SD expressed himself.
"Now for the subject of thought transmission," proceeded Tibilus. "In nineteen hundred,
Lumley, news, novels, scientific works, and other
things had to go through a complex process before they could be placed bejore the public. In
our day, events in every part -of the globe are
transmitted to news bureaus, where phonographic
records are made of them.
"When we want the news, we transmit a request to the city bureau, stipulate ·the kindwhether domestic or foreign-and the events are
talked off to us. The ear does for us what the
eye used to do for you.
. "But suppose that instead of the news, we wish
to listen to a novel. We transmit a request to
the Novel Bureau; they ask what kinq of a novel
we want, and it is turned on.
"Just now historical novels dealing with nineteen hundred are quite the go, and there is a big
demand for works by writers of your era who
look forward or backward, as the case ·may be,
and depict life in this age. They are very humorous, very; being of the unconscious, kind, the
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_humor is all the more fascinating . ·Shall I have
something turned on for you, Lumley? A romance, say, or shall it be something heavier· and
,,.. scientific?"
"If it is all the same to you, Mr. Tibilus,'' replied . Lumley, "I should prefer to hear the
news."
"Domestic ?"
"Yes; something about New York."
"Very good."
Tibilus got up and passed over to the newstransmitte r. He struck the knob twice, and a
voice called back to him:
"vVhat will you have?"
"Municipa l. Anything about Everson Lumley."
Before he could get back to his seat city bulletins began to arrive.
Damages to the plant of the Compressed Air Trust,
caused by the wrecking of Tank Five ,,by the steel car
which brought Everson Lumley and his captive, -the UnknO\vn, foot up ten thousand dollars.. As Lumley is the
city's guest, the city has di.scharged the debt.

"See what it is to be great!" exclaimed Tibilus,
;with a smile in Lum1ey's direction.
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Speculation is rife concerning the steel car in which
Lumley reached New York la~t night. The car has been
identified as a projectile invented in nineteen hundred and
ninety-seven, by one Tiblib Ny Twenty-two , who claimed
to have solved the rapid transit problem. The only trouble
with Tiblib was that he failed to invent a cannon that
would hurl the projectile, and no one could be found who
was willing to enter the shell and be shot from .an oldtime gun. Tiblib himself had not the courage to demonstrate the utility of his invention, and nothing came ·of it.

"Nothing will ever come_of it," remarked Tibilus. "Flying machines and pneumatic tubes are
safer, if not quite so swift."
The escape of the Unknown still continues to agitate
Law and Order circles. How the prisoner got away is
a baffling mystery. When the service flier reached the
prison, the officer and the muglug who had charge of him
pair of old-fashwere found manacled together ~ith
handcuffs.
ioned
The muglug was out of order, could not be made to
move, and hung a dead weight on the officer's right wrist.
The officer was dazed and could give no explanation.
There were no other passengers in the car, and all that
is positively knovvn is that the Unknown has escaped.
Extraordina ry efforts are being made to recapture him.

a

"Can it be possible?" muttered Lumley, dropping back in J:iis chair. "Kinch at large! Why,
I won't be safe a minute."
Before Tibilus could reply, another bulletin
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claimed his intense interest. . Looking at Lumley,
he raised one hand to enjoin silence.
Last night the express flier from Chicago was held up
and robbed just over Buffalo. She was air-ship Number
Eight of the New York and Chicago Air Line, and always
carries a valuable cargo. The thieves got everything.
The captain of the Numbet Eight declares the pirate
craft wa,s the Vulture, which, during the same night,
stopped the Explainer General's ship Aurora and took
off Everson Lumley. It is to be hoped that something
will soon be done to cut short the career of this notorious freebooter.

A full realization of the extent of the cala}Ility
set .forth in this bulletin did not break over Lumley until he caught the stunned expression of
·Tibilus~ face.
"Was that chest on the flier that was held
up?" asked Lumley, in a tremulous voice.
"It must have been," replied Tibilus.

CHAPTER XIV.
CONCERNING MUGLUGS.

For years Lumley had been "breasting the
blows of circumstance," but they had n~t hardened him to adverse fortune. The two raps
which he had now received, per transmitter' left
him pale and apprehensive.
"Oh, I wouldn't take it so hard as that," said
Tibilus consolingly.
"You don't know what the recovery of those
papers may mean to me," explained Lumley . . "I
was driven from my own times-hounded out oI
nineteen hundred-by this Unknown, who is none
other than a detective.
, "His real name is Jasper Kinch, and his -es- ·
cape, and the loss of that chest, are doubly unfortunate. The ground is cut out from under me
in both directions. With the papers in my possession, it is proba~le that I could prove my in-'
nocence to Kinch when he takes ~e-for take
me he will, as sure as fate. Do you remember,
what those papers contained, Mr. 'J;'ibilus ?"
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"They contain ed enough to convince me that
my great-g randfa ther was a great rascal. lt
grie~es me to say it, but truth is mighty and 1
ought to P.revail. The paper was a confes sion of
some sort, but I have forgot ten about everyt hing
except the watch. I had given the watch to my
friend Tiburo s, and th' though t that the watch
wasn't rightfu lly mine lo· give made a disagre eable impres sion upon me."
"And you can't remem ber anythi ng else, not
a single thing aside from the watch? "
"No, I'm sorry to say that I can't.."
"Then I'm undone !" exclaim ed •Lumle y m
great dejecti on.

1

"Wait till we have a report from our crimin al
catche rs, Lumle y," sugges ted Tibilus. "That
chest of papers is "o f no earthly value to the outlaws, and it won't be tamper ed with. Keep up
your cour(;l.ge and hope for the best." .
"That' s the only thing I can do," said Lumley.
He pulled a handke rchief from his pocket to
wipe the perspi ration from his face, and a packet
of papers came out with it and fell to the floor.
"My word!" he .exclaimed, staring at the
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I had forpacket. "Do ctor Kelpie's que stio ns!
gott en all abo ut them ."
one o:i
Lum ley picke.d µp the packet, drew out
the pap ers, and looked at it.
Tibilus.
"W ho was Doc tor Kel pie ?" inqu ired
T~mnley exp lain ed.
of an
"Ah , ha! " said Tibilus. "I like a man
of you rs
inqu irin g mind, such as this doctor
question~
seems to hav e been. Wh at is his first
Lum ley? "
at the
Lum ley' s ·face whi tene d as he star ed
to Miss
paper. Inst inct ivel y his thou ghts flew
und er his
Tib ijul , impelled by th.e wri tten wor ds
rt, he obeyes. Com pos ing him self with an effo
serv ed:
ath er
" Doc tor Kelpie's first question is-a h-r
and mar surp nsm g. He asks abo ut cou rtsh ip
Pro gres s
riag e, and wan ts to know how, if at all,
has affected th~ 'ma ster pass ion. ' "
Tib ilus smiled.
frenzies
"Th e mas ter passion, and the vari ous
said he,
and emotions connected ther ewi th,"
ping o
"ha ve been thro w·n enti rely into the kee
our peri
the gen tler sex. So far as the men of
ut propos·
- are concerned. sent ime nt is .a played-o
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tion. Peo ple, nowadays, are divided into
two
classes, the Grin ders and the Gro und
. The
Grin ders are too busy taki ng thei r pou nd
of flesh
from the Gro und to give any time to sent
iment,
and the othe r fellows hav en't any leisure for
such
luxu ries . Wh en a lady becomes enam ored
of a
man , she proceeds fort hwi th to woo him
and to
'pop the ques tion ' just as thou gh it was the
othe r
way 'rou nd."
"A very unladylike proceeding, it seem
s to
me, " aver red the horr ified Lumley.
"Oh , well," replied Tibilus, "I suppose it
take s
time to get accustomed to it. Equ al righ ts,
however, carr y all prer oga tive s alon g with
them.
The re is no law agai nst the man taki ng the
initi a.tive, in thes e cour tshi p and mar riag e
affa irs,
only , as I say, he has become less sent
ime ntal
than he used to be in the year nine teen hun
dred ."
"Is domestic life happy, as a rule ?"
"We ll, yes, gen eral ly speaking. Mug lugs
have
solved the serv ant question, and that mak
es for
peace in the household."
Tibi lus would prob ably hav e cont inue d to
dis~
cour se upo n this subj ect, but Lum ley had
hear d
quite eno ugh and wen t on to the nex t ques
tion .
~
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" 'Cap ital and Lab or,'" "said he, read ing alou
in
from the pape r; "are they frien ds or enemies
the year two thou sanp ?'."
"Th ere, " cried Tibilus, "he' s hitti ng upon the
mug lugs ."
"In wha t way ?"
"Wh en the mug lug came in the wor king man
wen t out. "
"We nt our? "
s
"Fol ded his tents and stole awa y to the plain
near ·
of the Middle Wes t. This is a subj ect very
in
to me; Lum ley. I was a wor king man mys elf;
l
fact, I led the last grea t strik e in the indu stria
world.
"Lab orer s objected to the intro duct ion of mug
man
lugs in the facto ries, for whe neve r a steel
sup· was brou ght in he work ed nigh t and day and
that
plan ted two pair s of hum an hand s. We lost
the
strike, and from the facto ries and shops in. all
the
cities came the men and women who had lost
the
right" to earf f a livelihood in competition with
been
meta l mon stros ity called a mug lug. It had
a bitte r fight, and the only thin g left for those
th
train ed mechanics to do was to get close to
.
soil and dig up the livin g elsewhere denied them
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"They became farmers? "
"Yes, i~ self-defense. They are now scattered
over the agricultu ral districts of Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska , " Iowa., the Dakotas,
.waiting hopefully for the time to come when they;
shail be called back."
Tibilus leaned toward Lumley with flashing
!eyes as he added :
/ "Nor is,.,that time far distant, f-.umley. A cloud
Ii§ already above the horizon, no larger t~an a:
man's hand, it is true, but it will · grow, it will
[grbw !"
"Are the muglugs good workmen ?" queried
Lumley.
"Perfect , if the Head Center is what he o_u ght
ito be. The muglug is an animated machine, tire1iess, sleepless, silent. It neither drinks liquor nor
consumes tobacco; nor does it eat. When not
wanted it is laid away in a box, well oiled to pre1v ent rust.
"When called for it leaps to duty at the tap
of a gong, and on Saturday night does not halt
at the cashier's window for a pay envelop~ A
muglug of the first class, if bought outright,
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is gua ran tee d to
costs five hun dre d dollars, and
you conceive
las t ten yea rs af har d labor. Can
?"
of a finer thi ng for the plu toc rats
ce, and LumTh ere wa s a jee r in Tib ilus ' voi
t his face was
ley was asto nis hed to note tha
aflame wit h passion.
to me," said
"Th at is wo nde rfu l it seems
- Lum ley.
Lumley, 1t is
"Y es, wo nde rfu l, but devilish.
of this republi
the ma n wh o la:;ts, and the wo rk
ney. I_quote th
is the·ma kin g of the ma n, not mo
ow n time. Th
word_s fro m a publication of you r
it keep its plac
muglu g is goo d eno ugh , but let
ht of hum an be
Wh en it inte rfe res wit h the rig
ng of steel is b
ing s to live and let live, this thi
man. As
yon d the jur isd icti on of God and
tha t the monste
say, however, it is on the car ds
the plu toc ra
shall tur n on Fra nke nst ein . Let
bew are of the day !"
makes it su
"W hat ani ma tes the mu glu g and
ser vie nt to the will of ma n?"
u are the a
"A h, and you can ask tha t! Yo
Lumley. Yo
tho r of the ani ma tin g principle,
ilities of the
book on the subconscious possib
le thi ng a fac
ma de this ma rve lou s and dam nab
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"No, no," cried Lumley, throwing his arm
-across his face; "don't say that, Tibilus."
"It is the truth, Lumley. You cast your pearls .
before swine,. and the swine, it seems, have made
the most of them. In the hands of later generations your beneficent discoveries have been made
to do the devil's work. The curse is a phantom
to be laid, and I-I, Lumley -am the one to .exercise it."
"How?" whispere d Lumley. "How will you
do this, Tibilus ?"
"I shall have to explain, so that you may understand . '.fhe principles laid down in chapter
seven of your monume ntal work are brought to
bear. In order that the muglugs may do their
work properly , there must be a strong and aggressive mind known as · the Head Center,
s o -''
"I see!" cried Lumley, slapping his hands together ecstatically. "The Head Center furnishes
the divergen t, subconscious rays, and each ray
animates a correspo nding muglug!"
"Exactly I I knew you would only need a hint
- to understa nd how your theories had been practically demonst rated."
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"As I have shown in my work, a strong,
healthy mind will furnish more than a million of
these. rays, and they reach out into space and animate whatsoeve r the mind desires."
"You have it." ·
"The wear and tear' on the Head Center mus~
be terrific," mtlrrnured Lumley, his eyes fixed on
vaca,ncy, while his mind explored the innermost
depths of his theory. "I shouldn't think he could
last more than a year."
"About six months is the average life of a
Head Center."
"When the Head Center begins to fail," pursued Lumley, "when he finds 1t impossible to
hold a moral rein on the subconscious rays, then
these muglugs might be guilty of any excess."
" ow you've got your finger on the right button," said Tibilus. "The present Head Center
is wearing out. The muglugs are getting away
from him. Yesterday a house automaton knocked
its master to the floor, trod out his life with its
steel shoes, and then jumped from the house-top
and dashed itself in pieces.
"And this was only one of a hundred cases
more or less senous. Signs of disorganiz ation
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are apparen t everyw here, and the ·present Head
Center was forced last night · to call on the .Explainer General and resign. The resigna tion
takes effect to-morr ow."
"Who fills the position then?"
"That is the point. The mayor says that there
are but two individu als in this city capable of dischargin g this iµimensely importa nt office. One
of those is.Tibju r Ny One Hundre d and Seventy eight; the other is-pard on-the seeming concei tmyself. "
"Which of you will obtain the office?"
"That is to be decided by the thought contest
in the Peristy lum this evening . The man with
ithe stronge st mind gets the job."
"How will that point be decided ?"
"In a very simple but effective way. Two trial
muglug s. of gigantic size will meet / on the platform ·in a battle to the finish. These great puppets measur e ten feet over all, are built on exactly similar lines, weigh the same to an ounce, _
and are as near alike in every way as they can
be made. One is plated with silver and the other
with gold. The silver man is mine; the gold
puppet belongs to my antagon ist.

-
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''These two, inert and nothing more than s()
much dead matter, lie prone ·µpon the platform,
side by side. At the hour of eight, .my antagonist
and I enter our boxes beneath the platform. Five
minutes later, at the tap of the bell, we release
our subconscious rays and project them into our
corresponding muglugs. They rise and do battle. I£ the gold puppet wins, my antagonist has
the office; if the silver wins, it belon~~ to me."
"I must see that fight," cried Lumley; "I must
see it."
" You shail, Lumley. As the guest of the city
you will have the place of state, at the right hand
of the mayor. I tell you confidently that the victory will be mine. And when I am once installed
as Head Center--"
Tibilus paused, his hands clenching spasmodically, his face pale, his eyes two sparks of fire, and
his breath coming in short, labored gasps.
"What then?" asked the excited Lumley.
"I can tell you, for you should be even more
eager than myself to have this malevolent order
of things transposed. When I am ·installed as
Head Center, Lumley, look out for a revolt 0£
the rnuglugs ! I shall put them all out of busi-

the factories where they
are made, and I shall mark my course by such
a trail of blood that the plutocrats will never dare
fabricate the devilish things again.
"Then," cried the enthused Tibilus, leaping
erect and pacing the room-"then the Middle
West shall yield up its artisans, its mechanics, its
craftsmen! The times shall chan~e, and life will
once more be worth the living!"
Lumley was swept off his feet by the daring
of this great man. Was he a zealot, a harebrained dreamer, a madman toying with edged
tools, or a benefactor of his race? Time alone
would tell.
Struggling to his feet, Lumley stretched out
his hand. Tibilus took the hand, and Lumley
muttered huskily:
"Success attend you!"
Before Tibilus could reply, a bell pealed out,
announcing a visitor. Almost simultaneously
with the sound, the house muglug appeared with
a card which it handed to its master.
Tibilus read the card.
"Lumley," said he, "Miss Tibijul ts on the
iroof."

CHA PTE R XV.
A

BAT TLE

ROY AL.

Ther e are supre me mom ents in life when two
migh ty think ers like Lun~ley and Tibil us meet ,
converse, and make histo ry. Such a mom ent was
at hand when the gong -rang and the. card was
hand ed in.
Lw11ley's ardo r was gone in a flash . Cling ing
to the back of the chair from whic h he had risen,
he looked abou t him wildly, seeki ng some aven ue
of escape.
' "Fac e the music, Lum ley," smiled Tibil us. "I
know a lot of peop.le who' d gladl y change - ~lace s
with you."
. "You don't know . what you ask, Tibil us," returne d Luml ey, in a hoars e. whis per. "Did you
ever have -a wom an like that -try to make love
-to .you'?" .
"No, Lumley. No lady has ever sued for my
hand . You ough t to feel highl y · flatte red."
"Flat tered ! I wis h--"
The gong at the roof door• soun ded again and
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agam. Another moment and the transmitter
buzzed impatiently.
"I'll have to tell her something," said Tibilus.
"Tell her I'm still asleep-tell her I'm dead!"
"Oh, no; that wouldn't do."
"Then ten her I'm not here."
"But you are."
"I won't be if you give me half a minute.
Where's my hat? Tell the muglug .to get my
hat. Hurry, Tibilus !"
"Where are yotl' going?"
"If you don't know you can't tell."
"But the Peristy1um--"
''I'll be there at eight."
The muglug got the hat. By that time the
,t ransmitter was buzzing continuously.
"The street-door!" cried Lumley.
He was hurried away and quickly found him:
self in the street, his hat on his head and an iron
umbrella in his hand. Once· on the pavement, he
drew in a deep breath alJ..d began to run.
He hadn't any idea where he was going. All
he wanted was to get away from Miss Tibijul.
In his wfld haste he collided with four muglugs
and two citizens. The last citizen wanted to
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fight, and probably would have done so if he
hadn't recognized Lumley.
" Great Scott! If it isn't Lumley f don't want
a cent. H old up, there; what's the harry? Can't
you speak to your friends ?"
It was Jim Mortimer .. Il e had caught Lumley
by the arm and was holding him with a tight

gnp.
"Mort," panted Lumley, casting an apprehensive look over his shoulder , "are you familia r
;with the nomenclature in vogue these days?"
"Sure thing," replied Mortimer.
"What numerals do 'j' and 'l' stand for?"
" 'J' is 'six,' and 'l' is 'five.' "
"Nineteen sixty-five! She's thirty-five if she's
a day, and old enough to know better."
"V\That's the matter?"
Lumley came to himself with a start. He
wasn't a natural dissembler, but he did very well
just then.
"Oh, nothing much, Mortimer. I was just
working out a little problem, that's a.U. Where.
have you been?''
"On a hunt for local color. It's a-govd thing
even in a Utopian novel like mine."
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"Are you going to the Peristy lum to see the
though t contes t?"
"Well, rather. You've been having a high
old time since you broke away from us fellows
at the wak_e, haven' t you? You've got a whole
lot to tell us and might just as well go along with
me and tell it now."
"Do you think we'll get to the colony house
in time for supper ?" asked Lumle y with ill-repressed eagern ess.
"You bet we will ! What have you been living on, Lumley , since we separa ted?"
"Vapq rs."
"Devil ed zephyr s and wind truffles, eh?"
laughe d Mortim er. "They don't set well on a
ninetee n hundre d stomac h. A vapori zed dish -of
pork and beans may go as far as the real thing,
but it isn't so satisfy ing. It was this invisible
grub, togetli er with the melted and deodor ized
tobacco, that made us colony fellows kick over the
traces. Imagin e sitting in a draft of nicotine and
persua ding yourse lf you were having a smoke!
Not any in mine, thanks . Come away, Lumley ,
and we'll descend on the fleshpots of era nmeteen hundre d."
L

•
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They were not far from the colony house, and
when they opened the door a cheerful odor of
frying ham and boiling .coffee greeted their nostrils.
"That's something like," averred Lumley, rubbing his hands; "it's got a substantial smell,
Mortimer, and that's half there is to this eating
proposition."
:'Sure."
There were only three in the dining-room to
welcome Mortimer and Lumley. These were
]ode McWilliams, Ripley, and Lindley.
At sight of Lumley the three colonis.ts leaped
to their feet.
"All hail to our scientific brother," shouted
Rip, flourishing a carving-knife in one hand and
a steel-tined fork in the other. "Greetings, great
and good friend !"
"Greetings," mumbled Jode McWilliams, his
mouth half-full.
"Gentlemen," cried Lindley, raising a stein, "I
give you Everson Lumley, author of 'The Possibilities of the Subconscious Ego,' the hero of the
,hour!"
"Down with it!" returned the other two, and
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Mortime r hastily filled a stein for himself and
Lumley.
The toast was drunk standing . Then they
:filled again and Lumley had the .honor to propose
the colonists of 1900.
After that they all seated themselv es and the
house muglug was ordered to bring on plates and
a generous supper for two.
"Honest, now, Lumley," said Ripley, in a stage
whisper, "what's a subconscious ego, anyhow? "
"Why," answered Lumley, "there's a conscious
ego and a subconscious ego."
"In other words," returned . Lindley, "one ego
knows it's there, and the other isn't quite sure."
"You've got it wrong," growled Mort; "one
ego is on the surface, and the other is down
somewhe re in the Tertiary Period- eh, Lumlley ?"

"You're both mistaken ," retorted Lllm.ley,
:" and, in a measure, you're both right-ju dging
by nineteen hundred standard s. The conscious
mind is limited in its action to the five senses,
while the subconscious mind is all-powe rful, and
can project itself in a million divergen t rays, each
one of irresistib le force and mirrorin g the intel-
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ligence of the brain · that gives it being. Now
the --·"
"Pass the beans to Luml ey," implored Jade
McW illiam s, "and then get him to talkin g about
what happe ned to him. Maybe we could use some
of that in the stuff we're grind ing out."
· "To-n ight, at the Peris tylum ," contin ued Lumley, "you will all see exemplified, · in a startl ing
mann er, this theor y of the subconscious ego and
its diver gent rays. Than ks," said he, as he took
the beans and gave himse lf a liberal portion.
"We will now listen to your adven tures, " said
Ripley, "and give you fair warn ing, befor ehand ,
that the mater ial will be used. You have had
experiences, Lumley, which have not fallen to the
rest of us, and this looks like a good chance to
throw a little ginge r into our storie s."
"You 're welcome to use the mater ial," assen ted
Lumley, "prov iding , if there is a villain in youri
stories, that you name him Jaspe r Kinch ."
"Grea t name for a villai n," rema rked Lindley,
maki ng a note of it.
"He's the last immi grant ," said Ripley, "and a
gentl eman with whom Luml ey had dealin gs in
our own times. I guess he's a crook, all right.

.--
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Two hours after he woke up and got off that ·slab
in the Peristylum he turned pirate-the news~
transmits were full of it."
Lumley went over his experiences in ·detail:,
while his friends made copious notes. He was
glad it was in his power to furnish them with
literary material as a partial offset to the many
kindnesses they had shown him.
Shortly after supper the five of them started
for the Peristylum, on foot this time. On the
way, and while entering the huge building, dimbing the stairs with the great crowd and obtaining
seats in the auditorium, Lumley was "which and
-t'other" on account of Miss Tibijul.
But he didn't see her and his air-meter gradually simmered down to its normal rate. . Whenever he was excited, the meter would tick like a
house afire.
The places secured by the five friends were
again in the front row, where they could see
eve1:ything that took place . . Forty or fifty pedestals pierced the tiers of seats at intervals around
the hall, and these pedestals were occupied by ·t he
mayor and the city fathers and various trust
magnates.
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Lumley looked at the mayor and found the
mayor looking at him. Presently his excellency
came down from his elevated position and picked!
his way through the crowd in Lumley's direction.
"Greetings ," said he to L~mley, when close
enough.
"Greetings , your honor," answered Lumley.
"Won't you share the bench on my pedestal?"
asked the mayor.
Lumley declined, respectfull y but firmly. Seeing that he could not be}1.lOved, the mayor shook
his hand cordially and returned to his seat ot
state.
Lumley appreciate d the honor, but he was of
a retiring disposition and didn't care to divert the
general attention from the other part of the
show.
On the central platform, side by side, lay the
two giant muglugs. They were plated, one witli
silver and the other with gold, just as Lumley '
had been told they would be.
While Lumley was looking at them, and trying
to figure out what share he was entitled to in the
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coming performan ce, a wave of applause rolled
·around the auditorium . From qpposite sides the
would-be Head Centers had suddenly appeared,
standing at the foot of the platform on left and
right.
To the top of the platform the master of ceremonies now mounted. When able to proceed, he
spoke as foHows :
"CITIZENS: -On this side of the platform
.
stands Tibjur Ny One Hundred and Seventy..,
eight, and on that side you observe Tibilus Ny
Forty-eigh t. These gentlemen C\re to strive for
supremacy, and to the victor belongs the office of
Head Center.
"The rules g~erning this thought contest are
simple. At the hour of eight, Tibjur and Tibilus
enter their boxes under the ·platform. Five minutes thereafter the gong strikes and the mind of
Xibjur will animate the gold-plated muglugi
while the mind _o f Tibilus will vivify the silver
.giant.
"The ·fight is to a finish with bare knuckles.
If the silver ·puppet is put out of business, Tibjur becomes our next Head Center. If the gold
muglug succumbs, Tibilus secures the office,

-·
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One-half the gate receipts go to the winner, together with one-half the picture money." ·
The master of ceremoni es subsided, and there
followed prolonge d cheering . When the applause
had rippled out, the master of ceremoni es added,
speaking to the antagoni sts:
"It is eight o'clock, gentleme n. Take your
boxes."
Simultan eously, Tibilus and Tibjur pulled open
two doors and disappea red under the platform .
Then followed a deep and impressiv e silence
while the principal s in the contest were getting
their subconscious rays in shape for the titanic
struggle.
At last the gong! As it boomed through the
hall the glitterin g monsters stirred, rose, and
confront ed each other, the lubricate d hinges of
their limbs working noiselessly and with sinewy
alertness .
They were giants, indeed! Ten feet of steel
underlaid the frivolous gold and silver, reenforced to double thickness in knuckles, head, face,
and breast where the brunt of conflict was to be

borne.
Back of these towering , stalwart figures Lum-.
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ley saw the laboring minds beneath t.he platform,
marshaling every faculty, focusing every energy
in the respective puppets, and goading them on to
destructive battle.
"Time !" shrilled the voice of the master of
ceremonies, who had betaken himself to the
safety of the floor beside the platform.
Sedately the metal giants struck their steel
palms together in a clanging grip; then leaped
back, fists doubled and at guard, feet firmly
planted, · their painted eyes looking into each
other's face.
It was a thrilling instant, that first brief calm
which preceded the ringing din of combat. Every
spectator was breathless, every nerve in that vast
auditorium was strained to tightest. tension.
Then, w_ith a whirlwind rush the steel warriors
eaped to the fray, and the rhythmical clang,
g of mailed fist on iron breast, head
esembled lusty blows of a trip-hamth@ monsters received and deblows; now the gold pupnow the
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came a tremendou s stroke full on the
chin of the Tibjur man, and for an instant the
steel. hulk wobbled- an instant only, then it recovered and came back with a smashing righthander straight for the solar plexus where all
the intricate machinery of the silver warrior centered.
The Tibilus puppet rattled and shivered as
though the hurt of the blow was excruciatin g.
Lumley trembled for his friend.
"The gold muglug!" soouted the frenzied
spectators. "Tibjur, Tibjur, Tibjur !"
"Ten to one on the gold muglug!" bellowed
the mayor, hopping about on his pedestal like a
crazy man.
"Done in thousands !" yelled one of the city
fathers.
"Any-mor e of that?" demanded the boss oft.he
Air Trust. "I'll take you in millions!"
No answer from the mayor.
"Five to on~ in millions !" persist
magnate.
~ The mayor nodded and fell
Even while the plutocr
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gro_und and pressing his gold antagonist with the
fury of a fiend.
" Sixteen to one on the silver muglug!"
whooped one of the canaille.
But, he got no takers. With systematic skill
and un~werving purpose the Tibilus giant was
raining pile-driver blows upon its foe.
The Tibjur representative had slipped a cog
somewhere and its left arm hung and rattled
with disarranged machinery. Next it went lame;
and finally, with a furious uppercut, the silver
warrior caught the gold one on the chin and
fairly knocked its head from its shoulders.
Down tumbled the ill-fated muglug, bent,
twisted and dented murderously in a hundred
places. One, two, three, four, five, and so on up
to ten the gong roared ·out the count. ·
A headless muglug, however, was beyond responding; and .when the tidal-wave of applause
had swept through the Peristylum and spent
itself, the master of ceremonies announced Tibilus the victor.
Tibilus dragged himself through the door of
his box, pale as death, his eytts bloodshot, his
clothing disarranged; and while he stood leaning
~
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against the base of the platform, attend;ants
~arted into the other box and carried out Tibjur
Ny One Hundred and Seventy-eigh t.
He had fainted from the determined effort his
mind had put forth. After ~e had been carried
away to receive proper treatment, · Tibilus
mounted to the top of the platform and stood beside the silver muglug.
''
The cheering was repeated. At last Tibilus
was' able to make himself heard.
"The contest is over," said he, "and it was a
fair fight. I have never combated such power'ful thinking as that delivered by Tibjur, and . to
him all honor. As for myself, standing here before you with a well-earned right to the office of
Head Center, I must not forget one man who
made this battle royal a possibility and without
whom this world would nev er have known the
'muglug. Citizens, I refer to Everson Lumley,
author of that grand work 'The' Possibilities of
the Subconscious Ego' !"
Then thoce was more applauding. But it
could be seen that Tibilus had not finished , and
silence once again reigned.
"How can I _serve Everson Lumley to g reater
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purpose," went on Tibilus, "than by presenting
him with this silver giant, the finest ever fabricated, type and symbol of the marvels of our age?,
This I do."
Tibilus ·1ooked up into the face of the shining
figure.
"Number One," said he authoritatively, "Everson Lumley is henceforward your master. Go to
him' and in all things serve him well."
With slow and stately tread, the victorious
muglug descended the. steps leading from the
platform and advanced to the astounded Lumley,
taking his haqd in its steel palm submissively and
protectingly.
'!'hereupon the gathering began pressing in
upon Lumley with the avowed intention of shaking his hand and congratulating him. And not
twenty feet away, steadily and persistently
crowding toward him, Lumley saw the bobbing
aggressive braids, the box-spectacles, and the exultant and glowing features of Miss Tibijul.
Then his presence of mind completely forsook .
him.
"Take me up," he cried to the muglug, "and
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get me out of this! Anywh ere under the sun,.
but be quick!"
The silver Titan stooped, lifted. Lumley aloft
'Over the heads ~f the crowd, and forced its way
swiftly to the door. Hardly a momen t it lingered
in the entranc e, and then was off and away, only
the rattling echo of its running feet coming back
to the ears of the amazed people.

CHAPTER XVI.
THE STATUE AND CHEST.
I

Lumley's horror of assertive females was simply a crotchet of his otherwise brilliant and wellbalanced mind. He had long since assured himself that the tender passion was not in his line,
and symptoms of the ~alady as displayed by Miss
Tibijul terrified him.
In 1900 the initiative in such matters lay wit11
the sterner sex, and_ this was the cegis which
then prot~cted Lumley. Now that wooing had
become. a distinctly feminine accomplishment he
realized his helplessness, and knew that saf et)'i .
could be had only through retreat.
Hence he retreated. And if his retreat partook of the nature of rout and panic, it merely:
proved the condition of his state -of mind.
Kinch had shouldered him out of the yeati
1900. Was Miss Tibijul now to pursue him beyond the confines of the year 2000?
In that hour of flight, Lumley from his hearti
blessed the thoughtfulness of Tibilus. He , had!
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now the best muglug in ihe country, a warriDr
muglug who had demonstrated its prowess, and
if this ten-foot giant of steel could not save him
from his enemies, what could?
Ten-league boots could hardly have carried the
muglug faster than its metal shoes carried it
then. Along obscure streets it flashed like a ray
of light, and Lumley, his arms about its cold
neck, hung to it like grim death, whispering in
its,ear again and again :
"Faster, faster! Is this the best you can do?"
The giant, of course, could have carried Lumley to the antipodes, or to- a point in that direction where the wear and tear of flight put it out
of order. But it was not necessary to go so far.
Finally tbey reached the shadow of a grove.
Here and there, in the cleared spaces, were beds
of flowers, and now and again a splashing fountain or a spectral ima.g e could be seen.
Although Lumley had no means of knowing
it, these were the Pleasure Gardens. Ali around
was quiet, and the air breathed of peace.
<

"This is far enough,'! said Lumley;
ldown here."
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The muglug lowered him gently upon a convenient settee, but did not sit down itself. Five
hundred pounds of steel and intricate mechanis m
would have smashed the bench like paper.
"You are my good genie," babbled Lumley to
the mug lug; "whenev er you see Miss Tibijul, you
are to get me out of the way; and wheneve r you
see Jasper Kinch, you are to stand between us."
Muglugs had not the ·power of speech, so the
giant could only nod to signify its complete understand ing. So long as friend Tibilus eridued
the silver .monster with one of his million subconscious rays, Lumley could be certain of its loyalty.
As Lumley leaned back on the settee, his eye
roved toward an open space illuminat ed with a
subdued glow from a can of ~ondensed light. In
the center of the space stood a statue, a ridiculous
be-bloomered thing, holding up one hand and
arm in the attitude of Ajax defying the lightning.
.
But this statue could not be Ajax. The uplifted hand held a bundle of forked things thatl
plainly represen ted thunderb olts.
Drawn unconsciously toward the statue, Lum~ ~
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ley looked at the letteri ng on its base. Then the
cold chills began to creep over him.
He starte d and peered aroun d him like some
thief detected at a midni ght crime. The inscrip tion on the pedestal read like this :
"Erec ted to · the Memo ry of Evers on Lumle y,
fo Grate ful Recognition of his Servic es to Humanit y." Then, in smalle r letters : "N. B.-D o
Not Chip for Relics Unde r Penal ty of Fine and
\
Impri sonme nt."
Draw ing back, Lumle y looked at the statue
agam. By what right had the sculpt or put a
1900 man in 2000 clothe s?
He looked a fright , a nightm are! ·And this it
was to be apprec iated! He, who would not allow
his pictur e to be taken for a frontis piece to hia
great work, had whistled down the ages in a pai
of stone bloomers !
The reacti on came, and he wept. Leani
agains t one corne r of the pedes tal he dropped
briny tribut e upon it to the artisti c skill that h
made him ridiculous in his own eyes.
Then anoth er reacti on came and he was fu
ous. He called to the muglu g, and when t
giant stalke d up to him, he said :
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"Yo u knocked the head eff one _imag e to-n ight
-ple ase repe at tP.e perf orm ance and knock
the
head off that !"
The mug lug obliged with chee rful alac rity.
The head was carr ied by Lum ley to a marb
lebord ered pool and thro wn into its very center.
He still felt dissatisfied. An age that coul
d
conceive a statu e of him like that one, coul
d be
guil ty of anyt hing . If his very mem ory was
not
safe in the hand s of post erity , wha t trea tmen
t
mig ht he not expect in the flesh?
Gloom settl ed over and closed him in. Reac
hing up, he caug ht the hand of the mug lug,
and
they wan dere d silently up and dow n the grav
el
walks.
Fina lly it came to Lumley, in one subtle flash
,
that he was tired of the year 2000 . He was
out
of tune with it.
"Old fellow," said he to the mug lug, "I wan
t
you to carr y me back to the ruin know n as Doc
tor
Kelp ie's house. We will get into the time coup
e
and go back. I shal l take you alon g as a. samp
le
of the crow ning achievement of this era -as
a
proo f of the prac ticab ility of my subconsc
ious
theo ries. "
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· It took a ·:little time to reach the ruin, but no
difficulty inter vene d. The difficulties bega n to
prese nt themselves when they arriv ed at the old
hous e!.··
·· The front door was locked, and the house muglug, for some reaso n, would not answ er the ring.
At a word from Luml ey the giant would have
smas hed the door at a blow.
Yet Luml ey did not give the word. He want ed
to steal out of that day and age as silently as a
shado w cross ing the face of time.
He want ed no distu rbanc e to atten d his passing. He came in a breat h, and in a breat h he
would retur n, gentl y and with only the thras hing
of the equa toria l ring to anno unce his depa rture .
Ther efore he chose to have the muglug effect
an entra nce throu gh a basem ent window. The
wind ow was a tight squeeze for the giant , but
even tually it got throu gh and reach ed out and
drew Luml ey after it.
The basem ent was dark and dismal, and clut·
tered with boxes and bundles which made pr~
gress difficult.
"Get a can of light some wher e," order ed L
ley.
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The ~iant obeyed. Wher e it got the can was a
myste ry it, of cours e, could not revea l; ~ut it got
it, and prese ntly there was light in abund ance.
Why were there so many boxes in an old ruin,
deser ted as that one was suppo sed to be? Thus
thoug ht Luml ey in a grum bling spirit as he strug g led over the obsta cles that interp osed thems elves
in his way.
In a few mome nts he stumb led· and fell headfong. The giant lifted him instan tly and place d
him uprig ht.
Luml ey was not addic ted to the use of epithe ts,
a lthou gh there was a scorc her at the tip of his
tongu e at that mome nt. His eyes rested on the
objec t that had trippe d him, and imme diatel y
grew large and wond ering .
The inten ded epithe t becam e an excla matio n of
aston ishme nt. The objec t was an iron chest and
upon the lid was printe d, in starin g white letter s:
"Gab riel Osbo rne, 1900. "
Luml ey threw himse lf on the metal box and
hugg ed it in his arms. He had blund ered into
the cache wher e the air pirate s had stowe d their
plund er!
Could anyth ing more wond erful, or impossible,
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gav e way
hav e hap pen ed? For five min utes he
up and or~
't o hys teri cal . exu ltat ion , then he got
and follow;
der ed the mu glu g to brin g the che st
him up- stai rs.
flight, the
On reac hin g the top of the bas eme nt
in a hostile
house mu glu g confron.ted Lum ley
mug lug ,
man ner . It was a poo r affa ir, this
of a jun k-d eale r at
pr~tty well wor n, and bou ght
ed the ruin.
a bar gai n by the heir s who had inh erit
ley. "I'm
"Ge t out of the way !" ord ered Lum
pe. Don't!
the man tha t cam e in on the tim e cou
[YOU rem emb er me? "
red the
The mu glu g nodded sullenly and clea
din gs with a
path . It con tinu ed to wat ch pro cee
ord ered not
suspicious air, however, hav ing been
~o adm it intr ude rs.
op was
The shelflike pro ject ion at the house-t
thro ugh the
:finally reached, and, on step pin g
sigh t of th
(ioor, Lum ley' s hea rt . thro bbe d at
vehicle w·
tim e coupe. He could get into the
go boomi
the che st and the silver gia nt and
hom e!
proof
He wou ld leave Kin ch behind, but the
. The ch
his innocence he would take wit h him
then
was deposited wit hin the vehicle, and
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other difficulty presente d itself: The muglug
couldn't enter!
If was too big. Neither lengthwi se nor sidewise could it possibly force itself in, and it became apparent to Lumley that he would have to
leave the wonder behind. _
H e shook hands with the grieved muglug,
turned the switch to 1900, and told the giant to
p ress the button when he got inside. Before
t aking his leave, Lumley walked to the edge of
the roof and threw a long, melancho ly gaze about
him.
Away off in the distance he could see the Peristylum bathed in a flood of condense d sunshine .
Above him, in the air, the night fliers were coming and going, and there was an owl-ship carrying home a convivial crowd, every member 0£
which had absorbed· more vaporize d champag ne
than was gqod for him.
Thought s of Tibilus gave Lumley pause. His
was the one great mind of that era. Lumley had
shaken his hand, had converse d with him, had
heard from his lips a fierce arraignm ent of . the
times and a suggestio n for bettering them that
might easily lead to martyrdo m. Lumley's heart
'!
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grew heavy. He would have liked to tarry and
.
witn ess the catac lysm Tibil us was to turn loose
But, no. The year 1900 was calling. Its note
was insis tent, and Lum ley could not, must not,
stay.
In turn ing from the roof 's edge Lum ley stum bled agai nst a chair . Once more his thou ghts
caug ht him up.
That was the very chai r in whic h Jim Mor tiley arriv ed
~er had been sittin g at the time Lum
from the prec edin g centu ry. The chai r suggeste d Mor time r, and Mor time r sugg ested Ripley, McW illiam s, Lind ley, and the rest of the
colonists.
Was Lum ley a base ingr ate that he sh~mld tear
hims elf away with out one word of warn ing or
farew ell to his frien ds? He was sorely troub led.
Seat ing hims elf in the chai r he proc eede d to
think the matt er over.
Even thou gh he was goin g away , wha t was ta
.prev ent him from send ing the time coupe ba
'for the colo nists ? As a matt er of fact, his goin
with the coupe was the one thing that would i
sure its retur n.
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Doctor 1-.::clpic bad declared tli a t he would destroy the machine the moment it had arrived with
the reports. By carrying the reports in person,
Lumley would be able to talk with Doctor Kelpie
and persuade him to · send the coupe on another
round trip to the year 2000.
Yet, although the issue seemed clear in his
mind, Lumley still hesitated. What Mortimer,
Lindley, and the rest would say about him was
the point · he continued to ponder.
While his mind circled about the colonists, his
-· ' - '.11y eyes chanced to wander in the direction
~re lay the Pleasure Gardens. A shiver conised him, and he sprang to his feet.
No! Right or wrong, he would not remain anJther hour in the city that sheltered that hideous
misrepresentatio n of himself.
"Good-by, two thousand!" he said; "I am disappointed in you. I might have borne with the
invis{ble food and your manner of taking it, I
might even have dodged the ubiquitous Miss Tibijul, but that statue was the last straw."
He turned on his heel, walked to . the coupe,
and got inside.
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"Press the button, my boy,'' he said to the
muglug.
I
The button · was pressed and Lumley leaned
back; wondering what the doctor would say when
he saw him step ou_t of the machine after getting
his fill of the year 2000 in less than forty-eight
hours.. In a few minutes he rous.ed up and looked
about him.
What was the matter? Some time had passed,
and the coupe had not start~d.
"Press that l;mtton again!" he called to the
mug lug.
Again was the button pressed! but still no start.
Then, from the opposite side of the coupe came
a mocking laugh-a laugh that only one man in
the whole wide world was capable of giving.
"No, you don't, Lumley!" chuckled a familiar
voice. "You can't leave without me. The machine won't work without the equatorial ring, and
I took that off several hours ago and hid it. Knew
you'd come here, if I gave you time enough."
Lumley looked out of the window on the left
and saw his old enemy, the detective. He was
disguised with a pair of false eyebrows and wore
a diabolical smile.
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Again had his cursed artfulness manifested
itself. But if he could be crafty, so could Lumley, who threw open the door of the coupe and
shouted:
"Take him, rn_uglug ! Take him, boy!"

CHAP TER XVII.
A TRUCE WITH KINCH.

Ah, ha! Jasper Kinch did not know how well
equipped Lumley was for taking care of that
emergency.
Two strides. brough t the silver mug lug around
the end of the coupe, and directly behind the detective. The next momen t the unfortu nate man
was caught by the collar and lifted, squirming
and struggl ing, twelve feet in the air.
The white feather was somethi ng Kinch did
not possess. Consequently, even in. that moment
of peril, it was impossible for him to show it.
·B ut he was agitated . E".'en Lumley could see
that.
"I could draw my revolver, Lumley ," cried
Kinch, in a choking voice, "and shoot you where
you ,stand."
"Attem pt to draw a revolve r," returne d Lum
ley, who had come out of the coupe and was lea:
ing against one of the terrestr ial globes, "a
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the mugl ug will find use for that other hand

which hang s at its side."
"You 're impro ving, Luml ey," observed Kinch.
~'What are your terms ?"
"Do you capitu late?"
"I ask you what are your terms ?"
' "Unc ondit ional surre nder. "
·'Just what does that imply?" asked Kinch
finally.
"Firs t, you are to tell me what you have done
with the equat orial ring."
"Nev er!"
"Tak e him to the edge of the roof, mugl ug,"
order ed Lumley.
"Not that, not that," begge d the detective.
"Tha t collar, Luml ey- it migh t give way! "
"Tha t is your lookout," said Lumley coldly.
The muglug strode to the edge of the roof,
held Kinch over the dark void, and shook him
vigorously.
"If this mugl ug were to drop me, Luml ey,"
chatt ered the detective, "I should be ·killed and
my blood would be upon your hands ."
"You r blood won't be on anybody's hands ifi
you'll be reaso nable ," scored Lumley.
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I sha 'n' t tell you
"T he n hav e me dro pp ed.
wh ere I hav e pu t the rin g."
int ent ion of ha vin g
Of cou rse Lu ml ey ha d no
e. He wa nte d to
the mu glu g com mi t homicid
ch ref use d to be
fri gh ten Ki nch , bu t as--.._ K~n
to ma ke oth er ter ms .
fri gh ten ed Lu ml ey sou gh t
ur old frie nd , the
"I suppose you kn ow tha t yo
d up an air -sh ip jus t
cap tai n of the Vu ltu re, hel
ml ey.
ov er Bu ffa lo? " inq uir ed Lu
"Y es. "
cea led in the base"A nd tha t the plu nd er is con
me nt of thi s h0 use ?"
"I am aw are of the fac t."
e
"D id yo u see me wh en _I cam
mu glu g? "
"C ert ain ly.
yo u."
en no te of tha t fr
, "T he n y9u mu st hav e tak
che st? "
we rs of observa ·
"Y ou un der est im ate my po
er a thi ng like t
if yo u thi nk I could pas s ov
bo rne , nin ete en h
It is ma rke d 'Ga bri el Os
dre d.' "
t ins tea d of ho
"D o you kno w, Ki nch , tha
on account of
ing me fro m pil lar to po st
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bank robb ery, this Gab riel Osb orne ts the
man
you shou ld be tryi ng to capt ure? "
"No n sense !"
"No non sens e abo ut it. Gab riel Osb orne
is
the real thie f; he took the fifty thou sand
doll ars
and mad e way with it."
' "Th at may be; but you wen t to the bank
, brok e
·ope n the safe , and removed the mon ey."
"I was a go-between, that is all."
"Os born e may have been you r accessory befo
re
or afte r the fact ."
"No t at all! It was his brai n that conc
eived
and carr ied out the thef t. I am enti rely
innocent ."
"Ba h!"
"I tell you ," pers isted Lum 1eJ' with all his
energy, "tha t I was hyp noti zed and acte
d upo:q
subconsciously."
"Th at's a subt erfu ge, Lum ley. I can adm
ire
a thie f who does a safe -cra ckin g job as skilf
ully
as you did that one, but whe n the thie f
tries to
beg off by talk ing moo nshi ne he only earn
s my
cont emp t."
Her e was the hard , keen, mat ter- of-f act
1900
min d whi ch Lum ley had tried so hard to
com bat
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in the effort to win appre ciatio n from his contemp orari es. He had antic ipate d this difficulty,
and rathe r than give an expla natio n which he
knew would be scoffed at he had suffe red himself
'
to become a fugit ive and an outla w in his own
times.
"Loo k at that mugl ug, Kinc h," cried Lumley.
"It is holdi ng you over space and shak ing you
as a terrie r would shake a rat. Do you doubt
that it would drop you if I gave the orde r?"
"No, " came the sharp response.
"It is dead matte r, a thing of steel and machin. ery, and has absolutely no volition of its own.
Wha t quickens it to life, Kinc h?"
"I neve r was good at solving puzzles of that
kind. "
"Subconscious rays do the trick. I could give
that mugl ug a drill and a jimmy, send it to a
bank and make it steal for me, if I would. Suppose I did so. Wou ld the mugl ug be the thief?''
Ther e fell anoth er silence. Lum ley proceeded
to clinch his point.
"You just !)aid that if I order ed the muglug
drop you, your blood woul d be upon my han
So, out of your own mout h I judg e.you r ans
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.If I made the mtiglug commit a theft, the crime
would be mine."

"Undoubtedly.
'Lumley."

But you are not a muglug,

"To all intents and purposes, Kinch, I was a
muglug on that fatal night when Gabriel Osborne hypnotized me and made me steal that fifty
thousand dollars. When under the influence of
hypnotism I was nothing more than a mere automaton. And just as that silver automaton is
now acted upon, I was acted upon subconsciously
then. For Heaven's sake," implored Lumley,
"can't you see a thing so plain as that-you who
boast of your analytical powers?"
"There may be something in what y~m say," ·
Kinch at last admitted.
"But that is not all," proceeded Lumley, taking
advantage of the moment to drive every argument home, "if you were to read a confession, in
Osborne's own handwriting, to the effect that he
had hypnotized ·and acted upon me subconsciously, would you not then believe in my mnocence ?"
"I <lon't think I could get around it."
~
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words came reluctant ly, but they were undoubtedly sincere.
"You shall have the proof," averred Lumley
in joyful !ones. "If I am not mistaken , that
chest contains such a confession from Osborne."·
"I should have to read it for myself."
"I hope to give you the opportun ity. If I let
the muglug replace you on the roof, will you
cry truce between us pending my attempt to get
at the confessio n?"
"What will you have to do?"
"I shall have to proceed to the house of Tibilus
Ny Forty-eig ht. He is a descenda nt of this man
Osborne. He will open the chest in your pres·
. ence, and you shall read Osborne 's confession
with your own eyes."
"I shall have to go with you to the house of
this Tibilus, eh?"
"Natural ly."
"And then you will deliver me up to the authorities as you did once before."
"No, no! I promise you that I will not."
"I am a proscribe d man, Lumley, and I can't
afford to take chances. H"owever, as my position
here is not very comforta ble, I am willing t

.
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make a truce with you while you try to get hold
of this supposed confession."
"When I get it I will bring it to you--"
"No. I shall know all about it."
"How?"
"Trust me for that. If ~ou can't prove your
case, back to nineteen hundred you go, a prisoner."
"And if I can prove my case?"
"Then you return a free man, and I shall make
it a point to catch this Osborne."
"You . will take good care of the equatorial
ring?"
"Why shouldn't I? It's my only hope for escaping from the authorities of the year two
thousand."
"I have your solemn word, have I, that you
will do nothing against me until I have a chance
to 'go over the contents of that box?" ·
"You have."
"Set him down on the roof, mug lug," ordered
Lumley, and Kinch was presently in a place of
safe'ty.
"I always knew you had brains enough, Lumley," observed the detective, "but it struck me
)
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that your energies were misapplied. Perhaps I
was wrong. If I was, I shall be the first to
acknowledge the fact."
He held out his hand. Lumley took it cordially; then ordered his muglug to get the chest
out of the coupe an<.!l follow him to the house of
Xibilus.

CHAPTER XVIII.
THE SECRET OF THE CHEST.

Before the sun had fairly risen, Tiburos had
called on his friend Tibilus to offer congratulations. Affairs of state had occupied Tiburos until late the preceding evening, and this early
morning hour was the first opportunity he had
found for a quiet chat with his friend.
"Greetings, friend Tibilus," said Tiburos, entering the room where Tibilus was reclining, and
taking his hand cordially.
"Greetings, Tiburos," smiled the new Head
Center. "I have been waiting for you to come
and tell me what you thought of the fight."
"I had not a moment I could spare until now.
The city has been at sixes and sevens for hours
past, as you must know. The Great Lumley is
giving everybody plenty to do."
"Worrying about Lumley is a waste of time.
trhe silver muglug will take care of him."
Tiburos knitted his brows ominously.
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"I fear, Tibilus, you made a grievous mistake
in presenting the muglug to Lumley."
"Nonsense!" protested Tibilus; "Number One
will protect and look out for him."
"If the present Head Center was what he
should be, yes; but you must have heard how the
muglugs, all over town, are going wrong. Suppose something went crosswise with Lumley's
mug lug! .I shudder to think of what might happen, Tibilus."
Tibilus laughed.
"Is it possible you thought me so careless of
Lumley's safety?" he asked. "Why, Tiburos,
from the moment I gave that strapping automaton to Lumley I have been keeping it on the move
myself! Even at this moment I am holding it
steady and true to Lumley's slightest wish."

.

"Good!" cried Tiburos approvingly. "But,
tell me, have you any idea where Lumley ·is
now?"
"Not the slightest. Wherever he is,, however,
I can promise you that he is in no danger."
"What caused him to leave the Peristylum in
that precipitate manner?"
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Tibilus had his own ideas ,on that point, but
he was not telling them to his friend.
"Genius is eccentric, Tibw-os. There is no
knowing how it will sway a man, or what it will
cause him to do. . If I could--"
At that precise moment the silver muglug
strode in on them unannounced, the iron chest
under one arm, and Lumley, fast asleep, under
the other. The amazement of the two friends
pa~sed the power of words.
Tiburos had been told that the chest, comain'ing the papers so much desired by Luml~y, had!
been aboard the looted flier. So the question
that immediately presented itself to Tiburos and
Tibilus was : How had Lumley .manage.d to get
hold of it?
'

.

· Although filled with curiosity, they did not
arouse the sleeping man, but gave him into the
hands of the automatic valet and had him put to
bed. Lumley's second flight from the Peristylum, even more melodramatic than the first,
had caused-no end of talk and furnished strenuous work for the News Bureau.
Now to see his muglug bringing him m, to-
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geth er with the chest, was all bt1-t a seven-day
wonder.
"Lum ley is a geni us," commented Tibilus.
'" The one black mark agai nst nineteen hund red,
in my mind, is the fact that the people of those
Clays failed to estim ate him at his wort h."
"The y were very prim itive back there ," said
Tibu ros.
"Ma yhap ; yet if there was anyt hing in a man
ithey got it out of him."
"If I want ed to argu e with you, Tibilus, :n
migh t poin t to the treat men t of Lum ley."
"As I just said, he's the exception that proves
the rule. "
"Thi nk of sensible, prog ressi ve people failin g
to unde rstan d and appr eciat e his theories of the
subconscioµ.s ego !"
"Thi nk of the misuse that later gene ratio ns
mad e of the same theo ries !"
"I don' t agre e with you that there has been a
misu se."
"Yo u think jt righ t to replace millions ot
skilled work men with perfe cted muglugs ?"
"Wa s it righ t to replace wireless teleg raph '
with thou ght trans miss ion, auto cars with fly°
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machines, independ ent competit ors with trusts?
Go to,
. demonstrated
- Tibilus. You have recently
the greatnes s of your mind, and why can't you
see these things in the proper light?"
"It is my greatnes s of mind, as you are pleased
to call it, that enables me to see these thin~s fearlessly. The Man is everythin g, Tiburos. In
every invention, every new appliance, let humankind be considered. If creative genius lowers the
standard of nine-tent hs of the race, if greed and
the money power conspire to push such an issue
to its limits, watch out for a catastrop he."
Tiburos shook his head sagely and for ebodingly.
"I have grave fears as to what you are about to
do as Head Center," said he.
Tibilus laughed, but it was not a mirthful
laugh. It echoed through the room belligerently.
"I assume my duties at two this afternoo n," he
returned . "At one-thirt y, old friend, or, at least,
not later than one-forty-five, dismember every
muglug in your household. Take them apart;
separate d they are harmless , but in combination
they are .capable of much evil."
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The utterance was oracular, yet it brought
Tiburos to his feet.
"You mean- -" he cried.
"I mean that only through evil are we sometimes able to accomplish much good."
"What crazy plans are you forming? " demanded Tiburos.
Before Tibilus could reply, a muglug entered
the room. At a glance Tibilus saw that it was
not of his household.
In its hand the muglug carried a card which
it presente d to the new Head Center. The latter took the card and read as follows:
"Muglug Three Thousan d Six Hundred and
Five not respondi ng properly. Replace with the
bearer until put in shape."
"Very good/' said Tibilus. "I had not noticed anything wrong .with Three Thousan d Six
Hundred and Five, but undoubte dly Head Center
knows what he's about. Your number is-let's
see--Six Hundred and Eighteen . Take your
station in the hall, Six Hundred and Eighteen ."
Number Six Hundred and Eighteen stalked
away, and Tibilus gave orders that Number

---
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Three Thousand Six Hundred and Five was to
proceed immediately to the repair-shops.
Meanwhile a reserve, almost a distrust, had
crept into Tiburos' bearing toward his friend.
He did not prolong his interview with · Tibilus,
but started for the roof where he had left his
flier.
"Give this to Lumley when he awakes," requested Tiburos, handing Lumley's watch to
Tibilus. "It was left with me for safe-keeping."
"I sh ail see that he gets it," Tibilus . answered
gravely. "I am sorry indeed that I must take
back the present I gave you ten years .ago. But
I did not then know this watch was not mine
to give.••
Tiburo!i bow~d slightly. When on the roof,
and ready for flight, he observed:
"I shall not dismember my muglugs, Tib~.
If anything goes wrong, you will have to think
that your lifelong friend has suffered through
,
your folly."
"Very well," answered 1'ibilus, very white, but
none the less determined.
There was no exchange of farewells, and when
Tibilus returned to the news-room he understood
0
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that he had sacrificed his first friend to what
he believed to be his duty. ·
For a time Tibilus wande_red moo_dily about
the house, hands clasped behind him and head
bowed in ·deep thought.
"I must not be sanguinary," he muttered at
last, when he again found himself in the newsroom; "Tiburos is the one plutocrat who saves
the others. N evertheless"-an d here he clenched
his fist and brought it down on a table-"the
work shall be accomplished! The loss- will foot
up into the billions, but men shall know the hideous power for evil wit!_i which these muglugs are
endowed. I shall convince them of it! They
shall understand that a reasoning toiler is not to
be compared with these insensat~ things that have
no volition, no will, save that derived from Head
Center. We shall see, we shall see. At any rate,
ithe die is cast. I have set my hand to the plow
and will not tunrback."
As a distraction for his heavy mind, he pressed
the news-transmitter and asked for something;
Gomestic.
Some lawless person or persons, last night, descended
upon the statue of Lumley the Great and decapitated it~
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There is absolutely no clue to the perpe.t rators of the diabolid'I piece of work. What makes the matter worse,
the head was carried away, so that it will be impossible
to replace the statue with another carved in a true likeness of the philosoph'er:
The Pleasure Gardens commissioners have ordered
the headless statue removed. A reward of ten thousand
dollars has been offered for the apprehension of the vandals. '

Tibilus turned off the transm'itter.
"So," he thought bitterly, "even in our age
there are those who do not appreciate the great
Lumley. Times are ripe for a change-never so
ripe as now."
He turn_ed to pace the room and suddenly discovered that Lumley himself had entered the
apartment.
"You heard the transmit, Lumley?" asked
Tibilus.
"Oh, bot~er the transmit!" exclaimed Lumley. ·
"If my fame is not secure in the minds and hearts
of my countrymen, a million statues won't perpetuate it. But tell me, Tibilus, have you looked
into the chest?"
"I was waiting for you, my friend, before I!
opened it.'.'
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"That was considerate. How did I get here?"
''The muglug carried y'o u."
•
"I remember I was somewhat fatigued and it
picked me up. I fell asleep, I suppose, and wasn't
even aroused when put to bed."
"I did not think best to distv:rb you.
did you secure the chest?"

Where

Lumley explained.
I

"Then we must send officers to the robbers'
roost,'' said Tibilus, starting for the transmitter
the moment the explanation was given.
"Plep.se don't,'' said Lumley, interposir?-g. "My
enemy, Kinch,. is at Doctor Kelpie's · house.
There is a truce between us until such time as I
can prove my innocence through the papers in
that chest. If officers were sent for the stolen
goods they might discover the detective, and I
am in honor bound not to have him apprehended."
"All right," said Tibilus; "that matter can
wait. Now to open the chest and look at the
.Papers."
The che&t was not secured with a lock and key,
but by a combination. The combination was set

/
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on figures with which Tibilus was familiar, and
he turned the knob and threw back the lid.
The chest was· not a large one, but it was filled
with bulky envelopes, yellowed with time. Tibilus
knew just which on~ he wanted, dived down and
·brought it out.
"Here we are," said he. "This enveiope is inscribed, 'A confession to be read only after my
and then published, in order that the
demise,
I
name of an honest man may be cleared of obloquy.'"
"When was the confession made?" asked Lumley.
bears the date of nineteen hundred," re"It
•
plied Tibilus, taking a folded sheet out of the envelope and opening it carefully. "Sit down,
Lumley;- and I'll read it to you.''
Lumley sat down and listened with· bated
breath as Tibilus read:
I, Gabriel Osborne, being of sound mind, do hereby
make the following confession, which is to be read and
·
published afte_r my death:
In eighteen hundred and ninety-nine I was engaged
with one Everson Luml~y in conducting a series of experiments along the lines of hypnotism and subconscious
suggestion. Said Lumley was the author of a book, lay:-
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ing down certain principles not well received by the
thought of our time, and we were seeking to demonstrate
the truth of certain theories set forth in chapter seven
of his work.
Simply stated, the substance of this chapter was the
ability of the human mind to infuse dead matter with a
vivifying principle which wouid give it subconscious,
sentient action. I am a proficient in the science of byp:
notism, and Lumley was to be put into a state of hypnosis
and then acted upon by subconscious rays emanating from
my mind.
The experiment took place at night, in my rooms on
Forty-second Street, New York City. I had made cr:minology a study, and the chamber in which the test occurred was filled with all manner of instruments which
had to do with my pet hobby.
This much it is necessary for the reader to know, for
I assert solemnly that I entered upon the experiment
with no criminal thought, and it was only the cornp'.~te
suc<eess that attended our work and the sig ht of the burglars' tools which suggested the crime afterward committed.
Lumley was a good hypnotic subject and went i11to
the trahce readily. Then I exerted the subconscious rays
according to his theories, and the instantaneous way in
which he answered was startling. He was absolutely
unconscious, and yet he moved to my slightest thought as
though the thought was his own.
Then, in a flash, I conceived the robbery. The hour
was after midnight and I armed Lumley with a drill and
a jimmy, taken from my collection, and · ordered him to
!break into a certain bank, no far from where I lived, and
abstract what t.:ash he found in the vault.
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This he did, I rem aini ng in my room
s and givi ng hitn!
the full benefit of my subconscious
pow er, dire ctin g him
out of my crim inal kno wle dge at
ever y stag e of the robbery. In thre e hou rs he retu rned
to me with a canv as
bag con tain ing fifty thou sand doll
ars in ban k-no tes.
I took the money, strip ped my
frie nd of his wat ch
and of the fund s abo ut his pers on,
and weilt away, leaving him recl inin g upo n a couch fast
in a hyp noti c sleep.
\Vhile on the wes t-bo und train , :flee
ing from the scene
of my crime, I awo ke Lum ley -no
grea t feat for a trai ned
hypnotist. In Chicago I assu med
a fictitious nam e and
wen t into hidi ng, while Lum ley
became a fugitive and
wan dere d ove r the face of the eart
h, purs ued by sleu thhou nds of the law.
Thi s is all. I regr et com mitt ing
the crim e and am
dou bly sorr y I took the wat ch, whi
ch was an heir loom
in Lum ley' s family. It is an anti
que timepiece and is
eng rave d whh the initials "E. L."
Thi s confession is
mad e in orde r that post erity may
kno w of my guil t and
of Eve rson Lum ley' s innocence.
(Sig ned )
GAB RIEL OSB
ORN E.

"A t last ," bre ath ed Lum ley hoarsel
y, clas pin g
his thin han ds and pre ssin g the m con
vulsively toget her , "at last ! It took a hun dre
d yea rs for me
to gai n rec ogn itio n . for my the orie
s and just ice
for my self ."
"W hat are you doi ng in here, Six
Hu ndr ed
and Eig hte en? " asked Tibilus, tur
nin g sud den ly
and con fro ntin g the new mu glu
g, which was
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stand ing in the room. "Whe n I want you I will
call for you."
The mugl ug turne d and stamp ed away.
"My congr atulat ions, Luml ey!" excla imed
TibiTus hea~tily. "It is not the first time an advance d think er has fallen a victim to, his own
theor ies."
"Why have the ·facts set down in that paper
never befor e seen the ·light of day?" inqui red
Lumley. "It is expre ssly stipul ated on the en, velope that the paper was to be printe d upon the
death of Gabri el Osbo rne. That must have occurre d long, long ago."
"Perh aps my grand fathe r, who came into my
great -gran dfath er's prope rty; suppr essed the
paper , fearin g the loss of the fifty thous and dollars. It is just as well to call a spade a spade
even if I am dealin g with my -ance stors on the
sword side. My stock, on the spindle side, is as
good as anoth er man's , but my grand fathe r was
the last of a line of pater nal rasca ls, and --"
An unwo nted noise from the upper part of th
house claim ed Tibilu s' attent ion at that momen
and he laid down the paper and hurri ed out oft
room. Luml ey followed him.
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The cause of the commotion could not be discovered, and the two returne d to the news-r oom
not a little perplex ed over the matter .
"The paper is yours, Lumle y," said Tibilus,
taking up the subjec t of the confession where it
had been so abrupt ly droppe d; "I would advise
you to put it in your pocket and lose no time in
return ing to ninetee n hundre d."
"Why do you advise me to go back?" returne d
Lumley.
"Becau se these times are out of joint. Troubl e
is brewin g."
"Will there be danger in remain ing?"
"To you more than to any one else:. Your theories are going to be produc tive of a great amoun t
of good, but not until they have caused some evil.
If you are here, the <:!Vil will be credite d to you
and results might prove disastr ous."
Lumle y's eyes were rangin g search ingly about
the room.
"Wher e is the paper? " asked Lumley.
"Why, " said Tibilus, "I laid it here on this
chair. Didn't you take it?"
"No," said Lumle y in trepida tion; "I didn't
even see it after we heard that noise up-stai rs. "
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"Strange!" exclaimed Tibilus. "There's not a
soul in the house aside from ourselves, Lumley.
Let's look in the chest again; perhaps it got in
there."
But it wasn't in the chest. Nor was it to be
found anywhere; although Lumley and Tibilus
searched high and low.

CH AP TE R XIX .
SIX HUN DRE D AND EIG HTE
EN.

Tha t hig hly imp orta nt 190 0 doc ume
nt seemed
bewitch ed. By its mys teri ous disa
ppe aran ce
poo r Lumley was alm ost pro stra ted.
"Co uld any of the mu glu gs hav e tak
en it?" he
asked fain tly.
"No . Mu glu gs do as they are told
and not hing mor e nor less. Don 't wor ry, Lum
ley. It will
turn up. I am sor ry to leave you at
such a tim e
as this, but I mu st go dow n-to wn
and pre par e
to take my place as Hea d Cen ter. The
re is muc h
to be done bef ore I assu me cha rge ,
and I hav e
alre ady ove rsta yed the tim e at my disp
osal. "
"I suppose I shall hav e to leave her
e?" said
Lumley.
"No t at all. I beg of you to mak e
this house
you r home for the nex t few hou rs,
unt il I find
it convenient to sna tch a brie f resp
ite from my;
dut ies and retu rn for a final wor d with
you.
"In a form er con ver sati on wit h you
I hin ted
abo ut a trai l of blood, For get tha t rem
ark , Lum -

Six Hun dred and Eighteen.
shall
ley. I hav e had a talk with Tibu ros anc;l
cause.
limi t the area of the dest ruct ion I inte nd to
you by,
If I am not able to co111e back and see
to the
six o'clock this afte rnoo n, p1ake you r way
colony house and join you r frien ds ther e.
and
"Al so- and please give heed to wha t I say
e ninemak e no mis take -sen d a tran smi t to thes
trust
iteen-hundred fellows and tell them not to
y, not
themselves in any air-s hip afte r one- thirt
their
to be abro ad, and to keep a shar p wat ch on
mug lugs ."
lus
The grav e face and resolute man ner of Tibi
mad e Lum ley extr~mely apprehensive.
"W hat is goin g to hap pen ?" he deman~ed.
of
"A good gen eral does not reveal his plan
"Here
cam paig n in adva nce, " replied Tibilus.
ght it
is you r heirloom, Lumley. Tibu ros brou
Conand requ este d that I should give it to you.
thirtfi
sult the wat ch freq uent ly, and afte r oneI never.
be prep ared for som ethi ng to happen. If
gave
see you aga in- -'" Tibi lus hesi tate d and
Lum ley a long look, stra ight in the eyes.
sel
"I wou ldn' t do any thin g desp erat e," coun
;Lumley.
"Le t be, friend.

I hav e mad e my bed and pr
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pose to lie on it. For the work man the morn ing
star of Hop e shines in the indu stria l heavens, and
if I neve r live to see the perfe ct day that is to
come, so be it. Retu rn to nine teen hund red as
soon as you can do so, Lumley. It has been your
good fortu ne · to learn that post erity appr eciat ed
and mad e the most ·of your theories. Ever y reform er_,lives for post erity and not for his nativ e
times, so take the scoffs and gibes of igno ranc e
,w ith a seren e soul."
A quick clasp, one back ward look, and Tibil us
was gone.
For some time Lum ley sat in the news -room ,
ielbows on his knees, his face in his hand s.
"The work of this republic is the mak ing 0:6
lthe Man , not mon ey." Ther e was the true evolu
tion, the only evolution.
Lum ley's psychological theo ries had born e bitter fruit . Yet it was not the fault of the theo ries,
but of those who had dem onst rated them.
As in that expe rime nt with Osbo rne the brig ht
success had been deba sed by a deed of crime, so
in this year 2000 had soar ing Prog ress work ed
a griev ous wron g.
Sudd enly risin g, Lum ley kissed his hand to the

...,... _ _
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Power s of Good that hovere d somew here in the
higher air.
"Success to _you, Tibilus !" he cried ecstatically.
"Overt urn the existin g order of things and you
will be a greate r man than I !"
Prosak times could not clip the wings of Lumley' s imagin ation. And as he stood there, head
upthrown back, eyes lifted, and right hand
....
stretch ed, his wheeling fancies mount ed skywa rd
in a fa r flight.
F or a momen t only, then-w hat was ·that?
One of those sneerin g 1900 chuckles which had
so of ten lashed him back to earth?
He turned . Muglu g Six Hundr ed and Eighteen stood in the room, erect, stolid, unblinking.
"Get out of here!" cried Lumley.
The muglu g vanished.
Passin g over to the genera l transm itter, Lum·
Jey struck it twice.
" Give me the ninetee n-hund red colony," he
called.
"Ah, there!" came the reply.
mer."
"This is Lumle y."
"Fond greetin gs, old chap. 'A' e'll ha Ye to
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you Vanisher General, I guess. Never saw a f ellow so given to sudden get-aways as you are.
What's doing?"
"So much that I'm losing track of myself. Are
the boys all in, Mortimer?"
"All otit except yours truly. Why?" *
"\!Vhen will they come in?"
"They'll all round up here for dinner."
"Well, when they do, keep them there. Don't
let them go out this afternoon."
"That's a pretty large order, Lumley."
"Can't help it, Mort. You do as I say. And
another thing: Don't one _of you dare to gef in
an air-ship after one-thirty."
"Great c~sar ! What's going to happen?"
"Don't ask me-I couldn't tell you if you did.
'Also, after one-thirty, be sure and keep a sharp
watch on your muglugs."
"Correct; but I'd give a nineteen-hun dred copper cent to know the whys and wherefores of all
this."
"Good-by."
"Oh, I say," shouted Mortimer, "wait--"
. "Can't wait. Busy." ·
Lumley struck off the transmitter and turned

Sz".x Hundred and Eighteen.

away. He wanted to do sotne more hunting for
that lost confession .
. '
Down on his knees he went and looked under
everything for the twentieth time. Then he once
more hunted through the chest and again looked
throus-h his owri pockets, not knowing but that he
might, after all, have stowed it about his person
in an absent-minded moment.
, But the document was not forthcoming. As
a last resort, he carried his hunt beyond the
bounds of probability and ransacked other portions of the house.
:f"l.e looked into the triclinium, dodged into the
guest parlors, flitted through the bed-chambers
and lavatories, and presently found himself on
the roof. Still no confession, and disappointedly
he turned back.
As he passed through the upper corridor, the
rubber matting muffling his footfalls to silence,
he caught sight of ~nuglug Six Hundred and
Eighteen. At the farther end of the hall, strange
to relate, the automaton was sitting in a chair, its
back to Lumley.
I
Now, since a muglug was incapable of fatigue,
rest was ll:nnecessary and it never reclined.
-

- --- -
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Nu mb er Six Hu ndr ed and Eig hte
en, how eve r,
was a sno opi ng specimen of its clas
s, and Lurrtle}i
stole sof tly tow ard it to see wh at it
was about. ,
Wo nde r of wo nde rs ! On com
ing close
eno ugh , Lum ley saw tha t the stee
l con triv anc e
wa s hol din g a pap er in its me tai
han ds and pre ten din g to rea d it!
An d tha t pap er was the lost doc
ument! Wi th
a quick movement, Lum ley end
eav ore d to sna tch
it awa y.
His atte mp t was not a success, how
ever. Nu mber Six Hu ndr ed' and Eig hte en hea
rd him at the
crit ical moment, ratt led to a stan
din g position,
and thr ust the pap er thr oug h an
ope nin g in the
bac k of its neck.
"Yo u sco und rel! " crie d Lumley.
"H and tha t
ove r this ins tan t!"
Bu t Numbe~ Six Hu ndr ed and Eig
hte en was
in rebellious mood. It did not talk
back, simply
gla red defiance and rais ed its stee
l han ds me nacingly.
..
Lum ley wa s bra ve enougli, but did
not thin k
it nec ess ary to tak e any risks.
~-

"Nu mb er On e!" he shouted.

5£.x .l[undred and Eighteen:.
Instantly the silver giant appeared on the
scene.
"That i:nuglug has a paper belonging. to me,''
said Lumley; "make him give it up!"
Did Number Six Hundred and Eighteen trern~
ble? Lumley was excited, but he could have
sworn it was shaking.
The giant stepped toward it, steadily and deliberately; Six Hundred and Eighteen recoiled a
step; executed a swift gesture with its right hand
and br:ought into sight a six-shooter of ancient
pattern. ' Ping, ping, ping rang out the shots
until the firearm was emptied, every bullet evoking a musical sound like the ringing of a bell.
The leaden missiles struck against the giant's
armor and dropped, flattened and harmless, to the
ifloor. As the last ringing ,echo died a·way, the
· sound was taken up by an unexpected transmit
from the Time Department.
"Two o'clock! The new Head Center is now
installed! Two o'clock!"
From every transmitter ·throughout the city
fell the words, and i.n a flash it darted through
Lumley':; mind that Tibilus was on the point of
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inaugur ating his great reform. The effect on
the silver muglug was surprisi ng.
Turnin g squarel y around, it darted away at a
ringing run. It seemed to know exactly what it
was about, and kept steadily onward .
"Come back here!" cried Lumley, in a stern
voice.
Numbe r One did not obey, but abruptl y vanished from the corrido r. Yet only an instant was
it lost to sight, and when it came back it bore an
ax in its steel hands and was creakin g savagely.
Straigh t for Numbe r Six Hundre d and Eighteen bounde d the giant, flourish ing the ax about
its head. One glance was enough for Numbe r
Six Hundre d and Eightee n, which turned and
fled precipit ately, the silver-plated fiend in hot
pursuit.
Lumley paled and ducked into the news-room.
There he waited in dire apprehe nsion, while from
room to room and floor to floor the clangin g
echoes of the chase reached his ears.
Now the sounds were muffled in the fa.r thest
part of the dwellin g; now they grew louder and
louder as pursued and pursuer drew nearer. At
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last Number Six Hundred and Eighteen burs:g
into the news-room, two yards ahe3:d of the giant.
"Save me, save me!" shrieked Number Six
Hundred and Eighteen, and dropped to its m?-iled
knees at Lumley's back.
Lumley was confounded. As he turned and
fixed his eyes on , Number Six Hundred and
Eighteen, it threw off a metal headpiece and re(Vealed itself as Jasper Kinch !

CHAP TER XX.
~l;IFOLT

OF

TH~

MUGLUG S.

Again :had this 1900 detectiv e disp>layed his
cleverne ss, albeit his success in masque rading as
a muglug was like to prove his undoing . Lumley's curiosit y was equal to his amazem ent, but
'
that was no time for explana
tions.
The silver giant towered aloft1 its ax poised
indiscri minatel y over both Lumley and Kinch. ·
"Don't you dare!" shouted Lumley. "Drop
that ax and get out of here!"
The giant had every appeara n.ce of being astounded . Natural ly, such a feeling was foreign
to it-as was any sort of feeling whatso every~t it seemed very much chagrin ed. .
A rasping grunt, like an ejaculat ion of disgust, broke from its clacking lips. It did not
drop the ax, but laid about it with demoni acal
fury, crushin g every ar:ticle of furnitu re within
reach.
From other parts of the establis hment could be
heard simi1ar sounds; banging , clangor ous blows,
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sodd en falls - the hous e shak ing f rgm basemen
to roof. Pres ently the gian t rush e~ from the
room like an unle ashe d fury , runn ing amu ck and
strik ing and demo lishi ng at ever y step.
"In Heav en's nam e/' cried Kinc h, "wh at does
·all this mea n?"
"Thi s is the begi nnin g of the revo lt, the revo lt
·of the mug lugs ," retur ned Lum ley, cowe ring into
r
a chair that had escap ed the fury of the silve
destr oyer . "The mon ster turn s on Fran kenstein !"
''Wh o's Fran kens tein? " aske d Kinc h, kicki ng
hims elf out of his iron disgu ise.
Lum ley was in no moo d to expla in.
"Hav e you got my pape r?" he dema nded .
"Yes , and I have read it," repli ed the detec tto
ive, pick ing the docu ment up and hand ing it
L umle y.
"It was you who took it, thep. ?"
"Of cour se."
"Wh y?"
"Bec ause I want ed to
word, with my own eyes ."
" Didn 't you hear_ Tibil us read it?" Lumley r
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called that the supposed muglug had been discovered in the room after Tibilus had finished.
"Certainly," said Kinch, with as much compla. cency as he could muster.
"Didn't that satisfy you?"
"No. I wanted to make assurance doubly sure.
I haYe worked like a nailer to get hold of you,
Lumley, and didn't intend to call off my pursuit
until I was certain of my ground."
"How do you like being pursued?" asked Lumley. "Since you took up my trail you have been
to me as that muglug wi_th the ax was to you.
Did you enjoy the sensation?"
"Not exactly." Kinch gave a rueful laugh.
"That's the first time I ever knew I had nerves."
"Why did you masquerade as a muglug ?"
"That is an unnecessary question. However,
I will answer it. Disguised as a muglug, I could
come here and keep an eye on you without running the risk of capture."
"Wasn't the muglug you replaced out of repair?"
"Not that I know of. I pretended that merely
to account for my presence here."
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" i\'here did you secure your disguise?"
"From the m~glug at Doctor Kelpie's old
house. Put the mug out of business, dug out the
machinery, and then got into the steel shell."
"It was a daring expedient!"
"Therefore the more alluring. Commonplace
methods long since paled on my professional instinct."
"The disguise was a fit?"
"It had to fit! I was a trifle cramped, but suf- '
. fe red no discomfort otherwise."
" \i\That do you think now, Kinch? Am I guilty
or innocent?"
"Innocent , Lumley. I beg your pardon for
putting you to so much inconvenience during the
past year-or perhaps I ought to say hundred
and one yea r s."
"I beg your pardon !" Those four words were
all that Kinch could offer in payment for Lumley's days, weeks, and months of artful dodging
and mental torture.
"\iVhat do you propose to do now?" asked Lum•
ley quietly.
"\Ye must return to nineteen hundred; then, as
I ha 'P. already informed you, I shall arrest this
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Osborne and bring him to trial. He cannot deny
his guilt with his own confes sion staring him in
the face. It is for us, Lumley, to--"
The detective did not finish his remark . From
the roof-to p came the sound of a crash that made
the buildin g shiver in every part.
"What in the world is that?" faltere d Lumley.
"Let's go up and see."
• Togeth er they left the news-room. As they
reache d the hall a frantic voice called throug h
the transm itter:
"Every muglug in the city is in revolt! They
are destroy ing everyt hing, even each other!
Head Center must be rhad ! His office is being
besieged by hundre ds of men, clamor ing to get
at the author of this wholesale destruc tion and
kill him! But Tibilus, locked securely in his iron
room, calmly continu es his awful havoc.
"No one can foresee the end. We can only
congra tulate ourselves that not a human life
seems so far to have been sacrificed. The muglugs are not turnin g upon their former master s,
but upon the master s' proper ty. They are- "
The voice died out in a splutte ring buzz.
"The muglu gs at the News Bureau must have
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'damaged the transmis sion apparatu s," said Lumley, in a hollow whisper.
· He and Kinch had paused in the corridor without the news-room to hear the bulletin.
"Let's go up on the roof," returned Kinch,'
'" and see what caused the crash."
Destruct ion was still · the order of the day in
the house. Every muglug belongin g to Tibilus
had entered upon a career of ruinous activity;
and their course was the course of all the other
muglugs of the city.
In chapter seven of Lumley's great work one
may read how impossible it is to different iate the
subconscious rays. There could be no preferre d
creditors in a general bankrupt cy of Head Center.
If one subconscious ray is destructi ve, the otheli
nine hundred and ninety-ni ne thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine are of a like cast. In the
widespre ad devastati on sought by the reformer,
,
there were no exceptions, could be none.
The interior of the house of Tibilus was a
;w!eck. By climbing over the smashed and broken
furniture , Lumley and Kinch finally succeeded in
reaching the roof.

.
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Six mugl ugs were there -five belon ging to the
household, and the giant that had so recently answere d to the order s of Lumley. They had
wreck ed all they could get their hands on, and
were now bent on wreck ing themselves.
A wonderf_ul battle it was, the five inferi or
mach ines hurli ng thems elves upon the silver Titan, seeki ng to make it the · first victim of their
subconscious fury. The broke n helve of the ax
was in the giant 's hands, and it lunge d and countered with the splint ered stick, now left, now
right , now in front, and now behind.
At last, press ed too closely, the Titan hurle d
away the helve, caugh t up the dappe r little valetmugl ug, and whirl ed it in a circle by the heels.
[)own went the autom atons , and when the last
of the four had fallen, the valet was hurle d from
the roof, hea9l ong into the street below.
Stand ing on the parap et, the silver giant
leape d after its last victim, aligh ting on the pavement with a migh ty din. Luml ey and Kinch
crew near the brink and looked over.
To their amaze, the ten-fo ot machine was upon
its feet, stagg ering along the thoro ughfa re, still
fighti ng with every mugl ug chance threw in its
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way. But the end of the silver muglug was close
at hand.
Like a derelict of space, a muglug came hurtling earthward from a capsized air-ship, struck
the giant, and both were smashed to fragments.
Yet even then the wondrous mechanism of the
huge 12uppet gave a last death rattle before yielding up the !>Ubconscious ray that had vivified it
and made it the perfection of its kind.
"There is danger up here, Lumley," said the
detective, white of face and tremulous of speech.
"If one of those steel things were to fall on
either of us, farewell to all hopes of reaching
nineteen hundred !"
"If anything should drop on the time coupe!"
exclaimed Lumley. "That would be the next
worst disaster that could happen to us."
"Let's hope for the best," said Kinch. "There's
no telling what will happen during this reign of
terror; anything seems possible."
"Look up there," gasped Lumley, his gaze fixed
aloft.
Kinch followed his companion's eyes. The air
was swarming with flying machines; some were
darting- in an erratic, zigzag course, some were
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colliding wit h oth ers and dro ppi ng
ear thw ard ,
com plete wrecks, and some wer e pick
ing the ir
way care full y thro ugh the tan gle and
dep osit ing
hum an frei ght on con ven ient house-t
ops, the n
ran gin g craz ily upw ard and cou rtin
g des truc tion.
One cra ft flew for the roo f-to p of the
house of
Tibilus. Wh en it came close Lum ley
discovered
tha t it was the Aur ora .
His app reh ens ion s wer e at once aro
use d, but
became qui eter whe n he saw but a
single passen ger aside from the mug lug . Tha
t pas sen ger
was the Exp lain er Gen eral himself.
At the coping, Tib uro s was mad e
to disembar k by the men acin g actions of the mug
lug . He
stepped to the roo f, and the Au ror a
turn ed her
bea k alof t.
A new ship had win ged into the thic
k of the
clu ster ing machines, a frig htfu l flier
wit h scaly,
glis ten ing sides, pier ced wit h loop
holes from
whi ch peeped the black muzzles of
a dozen cannon . A mu glu g stood at eac h gun .
Pre sen tly fork ed ligh tnin gs sho t from
the muz~les on eitfier side. No rep
ort accompanied the
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terri fie broad sides, and every stricke n ship
plung ed from the vault, torn and riven.
The air cleared, and the winge d destro yer flew
on.
"The muglu gs have stolen a gunbo at belonging to the air navy, and not a machi ne will be
left afloat. 'All our pomp of yester day is one
with Ninev eh and Tyre! ' Gentlemen, gentlemen,
this is a woful day for New York! "
It was the melancholy Tibur os who spoke. His
face was gray with anxiet y and sorrow .
"The muglu g seemed carefu l to put you in a
place of safety ," said Kinch.
"That is the strang e part of it'. So far as I
can learn, the muglu gs have been carefu l to spare
human life. But they rend themselve~ like crazy
animals. This glorio us city will be left a complete ruin!"
"You have yourselves to blame ," spoke up
Lumley. "You nursed the viper in your bosom,
invent ed it into perfec tion, and rende red it capable of all this fearfu l work. A · muglug is a
good servan t but a bad maste r."
•"Tha t comes with ill grace from you,

\ ~· .
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ley," respo nded Tibu ros. "The pr!nciples laid
down by you are responsible for this ha voe."
"The principles are not at fault ," answ ered
Lumley, with wan: nth; " e responsibility rests
upon the shou lders of those who misa pplie d
I
them ."
"You r soph istry, sir- -"
"The re is no soph istry abou t it. If you had
used my discoveries to benefit the whole people
inste ad of a privi leged few, this dread uphe aval
would not have occu rred. "
"It would not have occu rred if that madm an,
Tibil us, had not won the office of Head Cent er."
"Tibi lus," answ ered Lumley, draw ing hims elf
to his full heigh t, "is the great est man of the
age!"
"He' s the great est villain unhu ng !" was the
hot rejoi nder. "He was once my frien d, I am
sorry to say, and .~ know him for what he is."'
"Tim e will rende r a diffe rent verdi ct," said
Lumley, with quiet confidence.
"Irre spect ive of what time may do, the verdi ct
of the people is death , and the hour s of Tibil us
are numb ered. "
"The n he will be a mart yr.",
I
I

~
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"Perhap s not the only 'martyr,' Lumley,"
sneered Tiburos.
"Just what do you mean, Mr. Tiburos ?"
"In the main, I ain done with explanat ions.
The office of Explaine r General has become a
dead-lett er. In the mountain s to the west lives
a _man who is au inventor and who spends his
time lamentin g because there is nothing left to
invent. In my own case, I might lament because
there is nothing left to explain. But there is
this to make plain to you, Lumley, namely, that
Tibilus may not prove the only martyr. The city
holds you jointly responsible with him for all
this devastati on. A mob is now pr,eparin g to
blow down the iron doors leading to the office of
Head Center, and another mob is coming this
way, looking for you."
"For me?"
"Aye! In my official capacity I learned of it.
[)aughte r Tibijui persuade d me to come hither
and warn you. I should not have done it, for
duty plainly points me in an exactly opposite direction. If you are in t11is house .within a quarter of an hour from now, you will t '! taken and
put to death with a thunderb olt hurled from an

...
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electric gun-that is, if the muglugs leave us
any electric guns."
Lumley had a consuming desire to know more
.about electric guns, but before he could put a
question. under that head a chorus of angry cries
floated up to them from the street. Tiburos
peered over the~ coping.
"The mob is entering the lower part of the
house,'' he said coldly.
Lumley started to look for himself, but Kinch
held him back with a firm hand.
"What am I to do?" cried. Lumley, looking
about him in dismay.
"I care not what you do." said Tiburos. "I
hav~ warned you, as I promised daughter Tibi-jul
I would do. Go where you will, but go quickly,
if you would save yourself."
"This way, Lumley," said Kinch. "I can do
you a good turn now, and I welcome the oppor~
tunity. The mob will never get you-trust m~ to
prevent that." .
Catching Lumley's arm, the detective hurried!
him to the adjoining roof-top.

\ .

CHAPTER XXL
THE RESOURCES OF KINCH.

Through the roof door of the neighboring
house Kinch and Lumley made their way. If
was no time to stand upon ceremony, as they .
both realized.
Lumley was bewildered by the peril which so
suddenly confronted him, and yielded himself
wholly into the detective's hands. Nothing ever
bewildered Kinch.
Even when the giant muglug chased him with
an ax Kinch was nqt bewildered. He was simply out of expedients, that is all.
The house in which the two found themselves
was wrecked as completely as the one they had
just left. No one interfered with their passage
through th~ dwelling; in fact, no one even appeared to speak tp them, although they heard occupants in one of the rooms.
When near the street-door, Kinch tore down
a silken hanging, and muffled Lumley in it from
head to heels.

The Resources of Kinch.
"Thi s is the time a costume of the perio d
would be a decided benefit to you, " rema rked the
detec tive; "but as you aren 't equipped with one,
we'll have to mak e shift to get alon g with out."
The detective still wore his bloomers and dimim:!:ive hat- the mug lug disgu ise not havi ng interfe red with them to any appreciable exten t.
"We 'll have to put up a bold fron t," said he,
"and I think the colony house is the best port we
can mak e for in this storm ." .
He was on the poin t of pres sing the sprin g
that shot the door dow nwar d when some one on
the othe r side save d him the trouble. Lum ley's
hear t drop ped into his shoes like lead when he
saw some of the mob in fron t and half a dozen
men com mg m.
. "We 're afte r Lum ley," pant ed one.
"So? " answ ered Kinc h coolly. "Do n't you
know he's stay ing with Tibil us ?"
"Yes , but we wan t to get to the roof of the
hous e of Tibil us from the top of thjs orie. Can
we?"
"Yo u can; go alon g the corri dor and righ t up
the stair s."
"Dow n with Lum ley!" screeched the crowd.j
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push ing into the house on the heels of the six
leaders.
"Dow n 'With Lum ley!" roar ed Kinch. "Say
it," he whis pere d in Lum ley's ear.
•
"Dow n with Lum ley!" falte red the philosopher."Now , then ," mutt ered the detective, as the
last of the men dash ed past them, "out we go.
Brac e up, Lum ley! They have n't got you yet,
and they 're not goin g to get you -my word for
it."
Lumley neve r knew exac tly how they reac hed
the colony house. He relied wholly Upon Kinch,
and Kinch did not fail him.
The people they passed on the stree t were too
much excited to pay any atten tion to the figure
shro uded in a silk portiere, perso nally conducted
by a man ostensibly of that period. Publ ic attenti on was not to be cajoled by trifles on that
day of tremendous happenings.
The door of the colony house flew open in
fron t of Kinc h and Lumley, Jim Mor time r show1ing hims elf acro ss the threshold. The newspa1per man was arme d with a weap on shaped
like
a broom, but made of metal.
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"Hal t!" he comm anded . "Ano ther step this
way and I'll open on you with this electr ic gun.
Who are you?"
"Frie nds!" cried ·Lumfey, show ing his white
'face.
"Lum ley, by all that's good! " excla imed the
astou nded Morti mer. "Com e m, gentle men.
Pardo n the some what irregu lar way in which you
were received, but this is a day of irregu laritie s,
and we can't be too caref ul."
Luml ey and Kinch stepp ed into the house, and
Mort imer closed the door and locked it after
them.
"Who 's your friend , Luml ey?" inqui red Mortimer , castin g a suspicious look at the detective.
"You 've seen him befor e," replied Luml ey.
"He's the Unkn own who awok e in the Peris tylum. Mr. Jaspe r Kinch , Mr. Jame s Mort imer. "
The two salute d each other .
"Glad to meet Mr. Mort imer, " said Kinch .
"I'm a little at sea," obser ved Morti mer. "The
other time I saw Mr. Kinch he was so anxio us
to be with Mr. Luml ey that he chase d him out
of the Peris tylum ."
"Tha t was durin g the perio d of our misun der-
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stan ding ," laug hed the detec ~i ve, with a frat
erna l
wav e of the hand. "Mr . Lum ley has conv
inced
me of my erro r, and I am hap py to thin k
that I
hav e alre ady been of some service to him
and
shall be able to assi st him even mor e befo
re we
are out of these tryi ng time s."
"Mr . Kin ch has a very reso urce ful min
d,,,
put in Lumley. "I don 't kno w how I
should
have got alon g with out him. Are the othe
r ·colonis tl' here, Mr. Mor time r?"
"All but Mc Williams. He didn 't come to
dinner, and we'r e a little unea sy abou t him.
Wh at
in the wor ld has happ ened ? I alwa ys knew
the
mug lugs had wheels, but I didn 't thin k they
wer e
capable of any thin g like this. Come out
into the
othe r part of the house."
The rest of the colonists, McW illia ms,
of
course, excepted, wer e in the dini ng-r oom
, smoking thei r pipes and disc ussi ng the situ
atio n.
The arri val of Lumley, drap ed with the
curt ain
and accompanied by the Unk now n, arou sed
thei r
inte nse curiosity.
Kin ch was pres ente d and the colonists
inform ed of rece nt events. Two extr a pipe
s wer e
then furn ishe d the newcomers, and u1,~rr
the po-:
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ten t spell of nicotine Lu ml
ey' s ner ves rap idl y
att ain ed the ir no r·m al condit
ion.
"I' m gla d you fellows heeded
my advice and
sta yed at hom e thi s aft ern oo
n," rem ark ed Lu mley. "D id you hav e any tro ubl
e wit h you r mu glug s ?"
"D id we ?n echoed Rip. 1'W
ell, . rat her ! On e
of the flying-machine mu glu
gs had been sen t to
the rep air -sh ops , so the re wa
s only one on the
roo f, but, Lo rd! it wa s a hos
t in itself. Af ter
wr eck ing bot h ma ch_ines, it kno
cked its hea d to
Hinders aga ins t the bri ck chi
mney. Th ere we re
tw o in the house, and the y sta
rte d on the ram pag e; bu t we we re wa tch ing
and called the tur n
on the m bef ore the y could
do mu ch dam age .
On e go t aw ay, bu t we took
the oth er dow n and
sat on it. Jup ite r, bu t the thi
ng pu t up a fig ht! "
Lin dle y hu rri ed int o an adj
oin ing roo m and
pre sen tly ret urn ed, dra gg ing
a five-foot-six
mu glu g of the thi rd class.
Th e aut om ato n wa s
bou nd han d and foot, and its
int eri or mechanism wa s sna rlin g wi th the fur
y of baffled rag e:
"M y, bu t it's a vicious piece!
" excla,imed Lin d'ley. "W ha t do you say, fellow
s? Suppose we
tak e it ap art and see wh at ma
kes it act so? "
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Possibly the suggestion woµld have been car1
ried out had not Lumley interfere d.
"You couldn't find out if you did dissect it,'''
said he. "The fault does not lie with the mug~
I
lug, but with Head Center."
"That's what I was telling them," declared
Mortime r. "You were next to this trouble,
Lumley~ or you would not have been able to
transmit that warljling to us. Just what is the
matter with Head Center; anyhow? "
Lum~ey told them, and as h~ finished, hurried
footsteps could be heard on the porch and a loud
tattoo was beat on the frpnt door.
"Let me in!" cried a voice. "Hurry up, in
ther e!"
"There's Mac now!" exclaimed Mortime r, and
rushed away to admit the missing colonist.
McWillia ms was minus his hat, and his clothes
were torn. On reaching the dining-ro om he
fell into a chair with a groan of relief.
"Fill me a stein of Export,' ' he begged.
as near tuckered out as I ever was in my life."
The Export revived him, and when he had regained control of his faculties he caught sight of
Lumley and gave him a long stare.
I

f
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"Y ou her e, Lu ml ey? " he
qu eri ed. "G rea t
Sc ott , thi s is the ver y wo rst
pla ce. yo u cou ld ha ve
come to! "
"W hy ?" ask ed Lu ml ey, sho
wi ng sig ns of collapse.
"I pas sed the ho use of Tib
ilu's jus t ·'a s a ti"iob
wa s com ing ou t. Say;, bu t
the y we re wild, eve ry
ma n of the m! 'W he re' s Ltm
lle y ?' the y yelled,
ma kin g for me. 'Ho w do
I kn ow wh ere Lu ml ey
is? ' sai d I. 'H e's on e of
yo ur colony, an d yo u ·
ou gh t to kn ow .' •
"I tol d the m I didn't;, bu t the
y set on me lik e
a pa ck of wolves. Th at' s
wh ere I los t my ha t
an d go t fra ye d ou t. Ga ve
'em the slip, tho ug h,
and we ha d a foo t-r ace for
abo ut six blocks,
wh en I dis tan ced the m. Bu
t the y'r e com ing her e
-th ey 'll be her e sur e."
Lu ml ey jum ped up an d be
ga n run nin g abo ut
the room.
"D on 't ge t exc ite d, Lu ml ey,
'' sai d Kin ch, in
the cool, me tho dic al ma nn er
he res erv ed for suc h
occasions. "I' m on yo ur
side, yo u know, an d
we 'll dodo-e
'em
."
b
'
"H ow will we do it? " ask
ed Lu ml ey. "I' m
afr aid tha t Tib ilu s an d I
are bo th doo me d."

The Resources of Kinch.
"I don't know about Tibilus, but I can answe r
for you. I shall not return to ninetee n hundre d
until .l take you with me.". He turned briskly
to the colonists. ''Have any of you gentlem en
an extra suit of clothes you could lend Lumle y?',
Half a dozen spoke up, among them Mortim er.
"You'r e neares t Lumle y's size," said the detective to the latter. "Take Lumle y away and
get him into his new outfit, then throw his old
clothes down · to me, hat and all. Look sharp,
now ! There' s not very much· time, and we have
plenty to do."
"I'll fix Lumle y out in a couple of shakes,'"
said Mortim er. "Come on, old man!"
They hurrie d up-stai rs, and presen tly Mortimer sang out from the second floor :
"Here are the clothes, Kinch! " A sound o:B
'falling garme nts was heard in the hall. "I fired
the hat along with. 'em. Want the shoes?"
"Yes."
"And stockin gs?"
"Neve r mind the stockin gs."
The shoes came bumpi ng to the lower floor.
Kinch ran out, gather ed the outfit up in his arms.
and flew back to the dining -room.
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"You fellows can help me," he· said.
'~What are we to do?", asked Ripley.
"Take the ropes off the muglug and hold it."
"You intend to--"
"Di£guise it as Lumley."
A roo.r of laughter greeted the announcement.
and the colonists fell upon the tnuglug. By the
time the two came back from up-stairs the steel
man was completely equipped in Lumley's garments, from shoes to hat.
"A dead ringer for

Lumley,'~

cried Rip.

"Listen!" whispered Lumley, his ears keen
to detect app,roaching danger. "The mob is com-

mg!"
So it was. Kinch raced to a front window and
saw half a hundred frenzied men pouring in at
the gate, traversing the walk, and mounting the
porch.
Their passions were at the boiling-point, and
they were shouting in fierce voices :
"Lumley! Give us Lumley!"
"Down with Lumley!"
"Kill him! Don't let him escape!"
An assault was made on the door, so impetu-. ~

t
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ous that it ,was almos t burst from its hinges.
Kinch opened the window.
"Are you men after Lumle y?" he asked.
"Yes! " whooped a wild choru s of voices. "He's
in there, we know he's in there. "
"Do you wan.t any of the others belong ing to
this colony besides Lumle y?" deman ded Kinch.
"No."
"Then retire to the gate and we'll -push Lumley out the front door."
A consu ltation between the leader s of the mob
followed. Finall y the propo sition was accepted,
althou gh not witho ut .some misgiv ings, and the
mob retrea ted to the' outer walk.
"Open the door and turn Lumle y ioose," called
IKinch, in a loud voice. "We can't allow one
man, to imperil ·the lives of all the others ."
Ripley, Morti mer, McWi lliams , and Lindley
- bore the strugg ling muglu g to the door. Lumley
unlocked ·and opened the door, and the disguised
muglu g was cast adrift .
The very excite ment of the mob aided in the
Cleception. From the windows Lumle y watched
procee dings with the rest of the colonists.
A roar of triump h sw~pt throug h the ranks of
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'the rabble, whi~h behaved very much as a r900
mob would have behaved under like circum$tances. As the muglug raced down the steps
toward the gate, the crowd at the latter precipitated itself in the direction of the fleeing object.
The automaton swerved to the right, swept
four or five of its enemies clear from their feet,
1Vaulted over the fence, and was off down the
street like a shot from a gun. The colonists began to exult, but in the midst of their delight a
heartbroken wail clssailed their ears.
The wail proceeded . from Lumley. He was
staring frantically at Kinch.
"What's the matter now?" queried the deitective.
"That-that confession," returned Lumley.
"What of it?"
"It-it is in the pocket of my coat. I was so
excited that I-I forgot to remove it!"
And Jasper Kinch-well, he swore. Not in a
muffled voice, but loudly and with great abandon.

,
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The astute Kinch rarely gave way as he did
then. Nor was it long befor e he had himse lf
well in hand again .
Rush ing to the door, he threw it wide open.
"Whe re are you going ?" asked a dqzen voices,
in one breat h.
"To get that coat, if I can."
"The y'll kill.y ou when they find out the trick
that was played on them, " said Morti mer.
"No, they won't. I wasn 't born to be killed
by a howli ng mob of the year two thous and!
The rest of you fellows remai n here and look
after Lum ley-I 'm off."
The door bange d and Kinch was gone. Dress ed
as he was in the style of the period, he knew that
he would escape notice in the gener al turmoil.
On reach ing the walk in front, he took after
the mob at his best- speed. The mugl ug was
well in the lead and was incre asing the distance
between itself and its pursu ers.
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Present ly the steel man rounded .a corner, and
up to that moment , so far as the detectiv e could
see, it was anybody 's race. In the year 2000
sprintin g was a lost art, and Kinch was able to
overtak e the mob two blocks after the turn.
Then it was that he discove red a new danger
menaci ng the muglug . A number of citizens
were grouped on a corner, ahead of the automaton, and the shouts of the pursuer s arrested their
attentio n.
Quickly divining what was in the wind, the
group in advance spread out with the evident intention of trying conclusions with the chargin g
fugitive s. Tims, figurati vely speakin g, the muglug found itself between the devil and the deep
sea.
One horn of the dilemm a had to be taken, and
the automa ton quite properl y chose to keep
straigh t on and do battle with the lesser number
ahead than with the horde behind. The detectiv e
heard the clash, and from the swirl of combat
saw the irrepres sible muglug present ly emerge
in its shirt-sleeves, and bound around another
corner into a side street, wher e it hurled itself
'f orward at renewed speed.
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Four of the group that had tried to stop the
mechanical figure lay on the pavement in various
stages of dilapidation; the others joined the rest
of the mob and plunged on.
Kinch paused long enough to pick up the coat,
trans£ er the precious document which he found
in an inner pocket to his own person, then
dropped the coat and continued the chase, to see
what fate finally overtook the muglug.
The latter was making for a ~tone tower in
an open plaza, three blocks away. Kinch had
no idea what this stone tower was until the panting cries of those around him furnished the clue.
aThe Universal Tube! He's making f~r the
tube station! Now we'll get him."
Kinch chuckled. Even that hand-to-hand setto had not revealed to the excited people the fact
that they were pursuing a counterfeit Lumley.
As the detective drew nearer the tower he saw,
in letters ' so large that he who ran might read,
this inscription above the open entrance way :
'" Universal Tube Station," and underneath, the
words: "Daily Drops by Comfortable Cars to
China and Way Stations."
In the center of the tower. was a great cage,
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thirty feet in diameter, enclosing a platform. The
platform was ten feet wide, and bordered the
twenty-foot opening of the great bore that
pierced the earth from surface to surface.
What was the mug lug intending to do? Already the crowd was beginning to exult over the
anticipated capture.
"He can't catch a train," shouted a man on the
detective's left; "there's only on~ train a day,
and it dropped this morning. We've got him,
sure."
The muglug, "'as before, seemed to know exactly the course it intended to take. Reaching
the cage, it made a breach in the woven wires
with its strong ha~ds, leaped through, sprang
across the platform, and stood on the brink of
the yawning chasm.
A moment only was it poised on the edge.
Then, lifting its hands above its .head, pali:n to
palm, it dived head downward into a dizzy depth
of eight thousand miles!
The pursuing mob halted in awestruck wonder.
The tumultuous shoutings died away as by magic,
each man peering into the face of his neighbor
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and marveling at the frenzy which could inspire
such a deed of self-destruction.
Lumley was gone! The great Everson Lumley, author of "The Possibilities of the Subconscious Ego," whose discoveries had worked such
wonders and such havoc in that year of grace
2000!

."What will become of him?" inquired Kinch
of a stunned ·individual who was looking unspoken things into his face.
"Why," answered the man, brushing one hand
across his forehead, "if he is unaccountably alive
when he gets four thousand miles down, the conflict of gravitation will hold him pendent until
the rushing cars strike him full-tilt and force
his frayed and lifeless form -back to the surface
again. The man was mad, mad!"
"Better that than a thunderbolt from an electric gun," retu:ned Kinch, then whirled and made
his way cheerily back to the colony house.
"Did you get it?" cried . Lumley, as the detective appeared.
"I always get whatever I go after," was the
complacent response, as the important paper was
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handed over. "Take better care of that in the
future, Lumley. It means much to you."
"It shall never go out of my possession again,"
said Lumley, as he. pinned the document into the
pocket of his borrowed coat. "I mustn't stay
here any longer," he added. "'i\Then that m~p
of people finds out what a trick has been played
on them they'll return."
"They won't find it out, Lumley; consequently
they'll not pay the colony house another visit."
"What's the. reason they won't find it out?"
asked Ripley.
"Because Lumley's dead."
"Dead?" Lumley exclaimed. "How did it happen?"
"At the Universal Tube. You fought your
way through your pursuers, distanced them, ran
to the tube-station, crashed through the cage
around the hole, stood on the brink for half a
second, and then threw yourself in, head first."
A gasp of astonishment went up from the
colonists.
"Is that what the muglug did?" queried Mortimer.
"That's what it did; and not a soul in· the moli

,
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found out that it 'Yasn't Lumley. You're a dead
one, Lumley, so far as this age is concerned. If
you want to live once more you've got to g.o back
to nineteen hundred; It won't be safe for you
to come to life agai~ in this day and age of the
world."
"As it is with Lumley," chimed in Mortimer,
"so with the rest of us. If any of us want to
live, we shall have to get back to our own times."
"Is there on~ of us who wouldn't go, if he
could?" asked McWilliams.
l

.

"Not a soul," added another.
"I've had my fill of this blooming era," said
Lumley. "It's an acquired taste, and a man from
'way back can't jump in -on it and appreciate it.
Old nineteen hundred is good enough for me."
"Me, too," came from the others.
"If we could only get back," sighed Mortimer.
"You can," spoke up Lumley.
"How?" came the breathless chorus.
"Why, I invite you all to go back with me."
"If that's a joke, Lumley," growled McWill~
i.ams, "it's a joke of doubtful taste."
"It's no joke, gentlemen, I assure you," per-
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sisted Lumley. "All I have \o do is to reverse
t e movem ent of the time coupe in which I atri ved."
\

"And you can really "take us back ?" cried
Lindley.
"I can, and I will!"
The deligh t of the colonists knew no bounds.
In the midst of the genera l rejoici ng the detecti ve
found it necess ary _to impress a !orgot ten fact
upon their minds.
"Luml ey's intenti ons are good, but he's not able
to take you all back with him."
"Not able?" echoed the colonists, in sudden
Ciismay.
"That' s what I said. The capaci ty of the time
coupe is limited, and no more than four can crowd!
into it."
, .
,.
. .\
"Could n't we get on top," sugges ted McW1lliams desperately, "or hang undern eath, or some1
. thing? "

I

"Impossible! Your brains would be dashed
. out by the equato rial ring."
"How about this, Lumle y?" came an aggrie ved
chorus .
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At that moment Lumley's great mind was at
work leveling the unforese en obstacle. He took
several turns about the .room, hands clasped behind him, and chin bowed on his breast-a ll in
the most approved manner characte ristic of deep
thinking.
"There's a way!'" he cried, at last, facing the
colonists with sparkling eyes.
"\Vhat is it?" came hopefully from the derelicts.
"It takes the coupe only teP minutes to travel
through a hundred years of time. Kinch and I
and Mortime r and Mc Williams will return to
nineteen hundred and then send the machine back
after the rest of you."
A whoop of delight interrupt ed Lumley.
"That's the ticket!"
"Easy enougp !"
"Hurrah for Lumley! "
''Three cheers for the time coupe!"
The colonists caught hold of hands and danced
around and around, Lumley and Kinch in the
center. Then once more the detective had to
inject a little hard reality into the proceedings.
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"Every muglu g in the city went on a smashi ng
expedi tion this afterno on," said he, "and who
knows but that the time coupe has shared in the
genera l destruc tion?"
"Oh, say,'' growle d Ripley, "for a cold-w ater
throwe r you take the bakery ."
''Do you think anythi ng could possibly happen
to the machin e?" asked Lumley , in a nervou s
chill.
"Ko, I don't think so,"" answer ed the impertur b ble Kinch; "the only muglu g qualified to
do ;my devast ating wo k at Doctor Kelpie 's is
the one I waylaid, imocked down, and strippe d
of its works when I disguised myself for the purpose of follow_ing you to the house of Tibilus.
But other rnuglu gs may have entered the ruin,
or a muglu g may. have iiroppe d on it from an airship-t hey were fairly raining down this after- .
noon- or an air-shi p may have fallen on it, or
one- -"
"Oh, bother !" cried Lindley. "Let's not cross
any bridge s until we get t.o them. The way to
find out whethe r this time annihi lator is all right
or not is to ·go to Doctor Kelpie 's and see for
our:elves."
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"And when we go," added Ripley, "let's go
prepared for the trip."
"That's the idea!" cried Mortimer, starting
from the room. "Get your books, fellows! It's
now or never!"
As one man the colonists rushed away. They
returned presently, each with a manuscript .under his arm.
"All ready?" inquired Lumley.
They were, and so expressed themselves.
"Don't you want to take leave of the old
house?" asked Mc Williams.
"Take leave of it?" echoed Mortimer. "Why,
we shall see it again back where we're going.
Don't waste any time in useless sentiment. The
quicker we start the better."
As a precaution 1\fortimer locked the front
door on the outside and put the key in his pocket.
In order to reaclJ. Doctor Kelpie' s house it was
necessary to pass a great square, the remains of
what had once been Central Park.
As he was thought to be dead, Lumley could
not feel any great misgivings so far as his own
safety was concerned. He was disguised in Mortimer's best suit, and the only way he could be
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identified was by an actual count of the colonists
'
by one who knew their number.
It was not to be supposed that any one would
make such a count. As before stated, the mighty
events of the afternoon had excluded the consideration of trifles.
In proceeding toward the square-which was
situated at about the spot where the swan-boats
used to rendezvous-the party observed a gene10al movement of people in the direction they
were taking.
Mortimer asked one of the citizens what the
trend squareward betokened? The citizen gave
him a surprised look.
"Why, I thought everybody in the city knew
that," was the reply. "The Law and Order men •
have sucoeeded in getting hold of Tibilm; and are
about to make an example of him. The Head
Ceqter ruined more property this day than a gericr.ation can replace-and . it was .all done in less
than three hours. Transmits are going to the
Middle West in a flood asking for mechanics of
all kinds, and they'll be here to-morrow by the
million--"
Lumley could not repress a faint cheer. The

-- ,
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citizen gave him a quick look, but the sound 0£
many voices from the square called his attention
and he hurried on.
"Careful, Lumley," warned Kinch, in an undertone. "You came within one of giving yourself away then." ,
Lumley repressed his exultation. But he could
not help marveling that in the very breath in
which .the citizen told of the fate to be wreaked
on Tibilus, he had also told of the success of Tibilus' cherished plan. The Head Center was noti
to die in vain!
In the middle of the square a high platform
had been erected, and a vast crowd was surging
about the beams that supported this temporary
. stage. Upon the platform, in plain view of every
eye, stood Tibilus, his head bare, his arms bound
at his back, confronted by a firing squad with
electric guns.
There was not a sign of nervousness or fear
about the great man. In every resped he bore
himself like the triumphant general he was.
What he had set out tq do, he had accomplished. In that city of New York his daring
course had proved an entering wedge that was
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to split apart the hideous fallacies of the whole
country.
Lumley, Kinch, Mortim er, and the rest of the
party pushed and elbowed their way to within
fi{ty feet of the plat~orm, and were so close that
they could hear and see all that was said and
done.
~ peculia r exaltat ion thrilled throu.g h every
fiber of Lumle y's body. There, on that rude
stage, was about to occur the greate st demonstratio n and test his theorie s had ever received.
A human life was to be yielded up on the altar
of the subconscious ego. The ecstasy of the moment was in Lumle y's soul, and he felt as though
he should like to stand should er to should er with
Tibilus.
Carrie d away as he was, he might have been
guilty of some rash step had not a diversi on been
caused. Presen tly Lumle y saw anothe r man on
the platfor m besides the firing squad and the condemne d reform er.
This man was Tilmro s !
He had not come there out of a morbid curiosity to see how his friend should die, but to act
in an official capacity. Besides the title of Ex-
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plainer Generaf, Tiburos bore several others
which gave him a more intimate connection with
affairs of state.
Destiny had so thrown the cards that Tiburos
was called upon, ex· officio, to witness the execution of his bqyhood friend, and to make affidavit
thereof for filing in the state archives.
To 19ok al the two men one wemid have
thought Tiburos the condemned and 'Fibilus the
overseer of the execution. The former wa.s pale,
weak, and wretched of mind, wfiile the b.earing
of the latter was lofty and fearless, and he met
the sh ifting eyes of his friend with a genial smile.
"Have you anythin~ to say, Tibilus," inquired
Tiburos, in half-audible tones, "before the deat~
sentence is carried out?"
"A few words only, Tiburos," was the calm reqponse; "I want to go down with the sun."
Tibilus turned an instant toward the west, but
quickly again faced the front of the platform.
"The day is dying, citizens, but we are at the
threshold of a newer and a better day. As for
myself, I have no complaints. Sentence of death
has been passed upon me, and it is right, perhaps,
that this is so. One who Fras defied the laws,
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howsoever righteous his aim, should suffer by
the laws.
"I hold it a crime, in this age, for a man to
I die rich"-he drew from his bosom a packet of
p~pers-"and I have executed a number of deeds
which leave me penniless. Much of my property
I have this day destroyed, but there is nearly a
billion dollars still left in real estate.
"The artisans who have been summoned fr om
the Middle West will bring little with them a side
from ·the clothes on their backs, and to these men
I shall not give libraries, nor for them sha ll I
endow universities, nor build art-galleries. Culture comes from within, not from witflout, and
the libraries would not be appreciated, the cost of
a university education would be beyond the reach
of the toiler, and there would be no time to loll
on cushions and enjoy the works of old masters.
"What real estate I · leave is to be converted
into cash, invested in Sunshine stock, and the income is to be divided pro rata among the laborers Df New York. If they want books and
pictures they can buy them for themselves, and
if they want a university education I give them
the means. Tiburos I appoint my executor."
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He turned and gave the deeds into the han~
of his friend.
"This," he went on, "I believe to be the only
true method of giving, for I do not give the laborer what I want him to have, but what he
himself wants. That is ,all I care to say, and I
thank you for your attention. I am sorry if I
have caused you any inconvenienc~, but you must
all learn the God-given truth that Man, not the
Machine, is paramount; the human being and not
the muglug. The work of this republic is the
making of the Man, not money."
H~ signed that he was done, and the ropes,
which Tiburos had for the moment taken from
his hands, were replaced. Amid the solemn hush
he was placed at the edge of the pfatform.
The guns of the firing squad were at their
shoulders. Twice ·did. Tiburos attempt to give
the signal that was to end his old friend's life, but
he could not.
"Fire!"
It was Tibilus himself who spoke the word,
and the lightning leaped from the gun-muzzles,
the reformer fell to the platform, and the tragedy was consummated.
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Then, from somewhere, a shrill voice broke
the silence:
"Lumley-Everson--"
Every man in the party of colonists gave a
startled jump.
Who was it that had pierced the disguise and
identified Lumley? The crowd began to murmur, and th~ murmur grew into a roar.
Off to the right, over the heads of the people,
Lumley saw a pair of bristling braids, surmounted by red ribbon bows, and rising, after
the prevailing fashion, over a small hat of the
period. He turned.
"Get me out of this," he whispered to Kinch,
"or there'll be more work for those electric
guns."

CHAPTER XXIII.
BACK TO TH:e OLD TIME:S.

Kinch was at his wits' end. Hemmed in by
the vast crowd as they were, how was Lumley to
be rescued?
It was generally understood that Lumley was
'f our thousand miles away, su~pended somewhere
about the center of gravitation, midway b_e tween
the United States ahd China. He was not expect~d back until the next train in the Universal
,T ube arrived from the other side.
It was this general understanding that saved
Lumley, aided and abetted by the reluctance of
Miss Tibijul to follow up her slip of the tongue
and point him out to those around her.
Like the public at large, Miss Tibijul had beHev~d Lumley dead. The unexpected sight of
him had brought the words unwittingly from her
lips.
The colonists, in hollow square with Lumley in
the center, fought their way through the press.
rthe hostilities in which they were forced to m-
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dulge aroused anger, and anger brought reprisals
in kind.
Fists were freely used, and the give and take
was kept up merri1y until the edge of the dense
crowd was reached.
"Take to your legs," said Kinch.
me!"

"Follow

The detective was too shrewd to run in the
direction of Doctor Kelpie's house, but made in
the direction of the colony dwelling.
"What are you going this way/ for?" askedl
Ripley.
"To throw 'em off the track. They're after;
us, hammer and tongs."
The wisdom of the move was soon apparent.
A large crowd had started in pursuit, voicingi
.
.
menacmg cries.
"Kill the aliens t"
"Down with the rainbow-chasers!"
"They were friends of Lumley's t Open on
them with the electric guns!"
At the last shout, a thunderbolt · hissed pas~
!Kinch' s head, almost blinding him.
He whirled around a corner, traversed the
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block, and whirled again. Next he darted down
a byway, and had soon evaded the clamorous
crowd.
Darkness was falling, and this was a great
help to the fleeing colonists.
"It is now time to make for Doctor Kelpie's
house by the shortest cut," said Kinch. "I'm a
little mixed, myself. Can you guide us, Mortimer?"
"Sure!"
"Then take the lead."
Mortimer sprang to the front, and in fifteen
minutes had his panting and perspiring friends
at the old r.uin. Bursting open the door, they
rushed in in a body.
"Wait here," said Kinch, halting at the top of
the basement stairs. "I'll have to get the ring."
"What ring?" queried Mortimer.
"The one that belongs to the time coupe. The
machine won't run without it."
Kinch bounded down the stairs. He was gone
an age, it seemed to Lumley and his friends,
and at last they heard a baffled shout from below.
"vVhat's wrong?" cried Lumley, his heart in
his throat.
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. "I had hidden the ring among all this plun. "
der belonging to the air pirates-"Well?"
"The plunder is gone and so is the ring!"
Lumley dropped to the floor with a hollow
groan.
"Did the pirates take it~ do you think?" asked
Mortimer.
"Don't know. It's dark as a stack of black
cats down here, and I can't see a thing."
Mortimer had a pocket-can of compressed
light. He opened it and leaped downward. In
a few moments a cry of triumph floated up to the
breathless men above.
'·'Have you found it?" shouted Ripley.
"Yes; it was leaning against the wall. The
pirates probably didn't think it worth taking."
Lumley revived at once and got to his feet~
Presently Mortimer and Kinch appeared, bearing the ring between them.
"Now for the time coupe," said Lumley, vaulting up the other flight.
"What if it shouldn't be there?" asked McWilliams.
Lumley groaned again at the dire suggestion,
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but flew onwa rd. He was quickly on the rooflike
projec tion, and a thank ful excla matio n dropp ed
from him when he saw the dark outlin es of the
mach ine stand ing uninj ured in its old place.
The ring was soon adjus ted, and Luml ey
poppe d into the coupe and then poppe d out again .
· "It isn't fair," said he, "for me to go first.
Some of you other fello ws-- "
"No, you don't ," Mort imer flung back; "you' re
in more dange r than any of the rest of us. In
with yo1:1, and be quick."
"Show us how the thing is opera ted befor e. you
g et inside ," said Lindley.
Luml ey show ed them how to turn the switc h
and press the butto n; then he and Kinch and
Mort imer and McW illia,w s entere d the coupe.
They fom'ld they could squeeze in two more, and
Lindl ey and Riple y followed.
"Pres s the butto n," said Kinch. "The quick er
:we're off, the better for all hands ."
"In twent y minut es, gentlemen,''. rema rked
Luml ey to those outsid e, after the butto n had
been pressed, "the coupe will be back for the rest
of you."
"In case anyth ing shoul d go wron g," rctun 1ed
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a voice from the roof, "you might take our books '
on the first load. Accidents are ah ays liable
to happen, you know."
"Hand 'em in," said Mortimer.
The books were pushed into the overloaded
machine. W h en the last manuscr ipt had been r eceived, the buzzing began and the equator ial r ing
started to revolve.
The sensations experience d by Kinch and
L umley on their fir st trip in the coupe made themselves felt in the nerves and brains of all the
passengers . It was fully two minutes before a ny
one recovered and was able to speak..
"It's a big load for the coupe," said Mortimer. "\Vhat if it should break down?"
"\Ne' d be left stranded somewhere this side
of the place we're aiming for ," returned Kinch. ·
"What a re those flashes?" asked Ripley.
"Each fl ash represents an interval of twenty1
£our hours."
"Jupiter !" exclaimed Mortimer. "There's a
whole lot going on outside. vVe're going so fast
I can't make out what's happening . \i\' hen we
came over the route we came blindfolded , 9o to

speak."
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On this back ward trip, the chai n of events was
followed from the othe r end, the trail bein g
reversed.
"Wi ll it be nigh t or day when we reac h nine
teen hund red? " inqu ired Ripley.
"Th at's hard to tell," answ ered Lumley. "We
aim to cover just a hund red year s, but we
may
be a few hour s ahea d or behind schedule. Whe
n
I mad e the trip out I left Doc tor Kelpie at nigh
t
and got to two thou sand in the earl y mor ning
,
but was only ten minu tes on the road ."
Whi le they were talki ng, the machine cam
e
to a shiv erin g halt. Thro ugh the windows
they
could see noth ing but pitch y dark ness .
A zigz ag flash suddenly ligh tene d the scen
e,
and a terri fic cras h followed. Aga inst the
windows of the coupe drov e slan ting lines of rain
.
"We 've reac hed home in a stor m," said Ripley," that is, if we have reac hed home."
Lum ley push ed open the door near est him.
"Hel lo, the hous e!" he called. "Do ctor Kelpie ! I say, doct or!"
A patc h of ligh t show ed itsel f in the wall behind the coupe, and in the glar e stood the
misshapen form of the doct or.
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"Vv' hat !" cried Doctor Kelpie. " Is that you,
Lumley?"
"Yes."
"Back again? You don't mean to say you
have come back?"
"Yes, I do, and I'm glad to get b<Lck. Kinch
is 'vith me, and four other gentlemen. How long
ha Ye I been gone?"
"About three days. ·well, well!" The doctor ~eemed greatly surprised. "Come into the
house, Lumley, you and your friends. It's an
awful night. This is one of the worst storms
we have had in a long time."
The passengers in the coupe got out, ran swiftly through the torrent, and reached the study.
Mortimer, Mc\!Villiams, Ripley, and Lindley took
the precious manuscripts with them under their
coats.
"Oh," cried Lumley, as the study door closed
behind him, " I forgot! We must send the coupe
back after the other fellows."
"\,\That other fellows?" asked Doctor Kelpie.
Lumley explained hurriedly. When he had
fin ished he turned to open the door; with the intention of returning to the coupe, shifting the
1
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switch, and sending the machine off on its second round trip.
Before he could open the door, however, ai
livid bolt shot out of the heavens, followed by a
crash that shook the h0J.1se and threw every one
in the study to his knees.
"Th~ h".:!1.!Se

:s' gasped the doctor, as soon as he

was able to speak.
ning!"

"It has been struck by light-

"It hasn't been hurt much," spoke up Kinch.
"This building was standing_in a tolerable state
of preservation a· hundred years hence, so that
bolt couldn't have caused much damage."
Lumley was again on his feet, his hand on
the door-knob.
"I must make haste," he said. "If anything
should happen to those fellows over there in the
year two thousand, I should never forgive myself."
He opened the door, and a flickering glare
struck on his eyes. With a cry of dismay, he
drew back.
"\Vhat 1s the matter?" asked the doctor anxiously.
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"The coupe!" faltered Lumley, in an agonized
tone.
They all hastene d to the door and looked out.
On th~ roof lay the coupe, riven and torn asunder. Blue flames were licking at every part,
hissing savagel y as they fought with the rain.

CHAPTER XXIV.
COMFORTING REFLECTIONS .

Two days later Lumley sat in the doctor's
study, on the ?ame couch where he had reposed
when the doctor had rescued him from Kinch
five days before.
Lumley was dejected. There was a look of
melancholy on his face.
"So you cannot build another time coupe?"
asked Lumley, - in spiritless tones.
" Jo, my dear fellow," answered Doctor Kel-.
p:e. "Thirty years of my life went into the
h1ilding of that masterpiece."
"Couldn't I h~lp you build another? Between
n s, perhaps, we could do the work in fifteen
''C:1 r s."

" It could not be done. Aside from the meck mical labor, other things went to the building
of that machine-ce rtain things, Lumley, which
I ransacked the world to find."
" I will get the materials! Tell me where to
go and I--"
"Impossible! I secured the last of them."
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"And is there no hope for those men, lost in
those trying times of the years to come ?"
"Non e. They must adapt thems elves to their
envir onme nt."
"\!Vhat will they think of me?" cried Lumley.
"The y will think, a~ one of them sugge sted
when you and the other s starte d, that some accident befell the coupe and made it impossible for
you to carry out your plans. Rest conte nt with
what you have done, Lumley. Take refug e in
philo sophy. You have done your best, and angels could do no more ."
Luml ey sighed.
"I must be conte nt, I suppose. Those lost
rainb ow-ch asers sent back their manu script s,
and, if they are not reject ed by the publis hers,
the book s--"
"The re you have it, my friend . Poste rity will
know these lost men throu gh their writin gs. The
fame shoul d suffice ."
"Fam e," said Luml ey, think ing of the statue
to himse lf that was to be erecte d in the Pleas ure
Gard ens in time to come, "is not alway s what we
would like it to be. Some phase s of it, in fact?
are worse than no fame whate ver."
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"True. But things are as they are. You
have everything to content you, so do not be cast
down. You snatched four. of these wanderers
back to their own times."
"But I did not write out answers to your questions. "
" One of the four will answer those questions
for me. Mortimer has already proffered his
services."
"You can depend on Mortimer, Doctor Kelpie.
He's a newspaper man, aind hiis mind has probably stored away all that you care to find out."
"I think so. But your greatest triumph, Lumley, was in proving your own innocence of that
bank robbery. Kinch has captured this Osborne,
confronted him with his own confession, and the
fellow has acknowledged his guilt. Don't you
think you were well repaid for your trip to the
year two thousand?"
"Yes," answered Lumley, "but I cannot recall
the year two thousand without a shudder."
THE END.
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121-Frank J\feniw<'ll'~ P\·ide . . . . . . . . . : ... . .. Ry
122-Frank Merriwell's Challengers . .. ...•... . n.v
12a-Frnnk Mrrriwell's Endurance ....•.. . .... By
124-Di k l\Ierriw<>ll's Ci e l'rrness . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hy
. . . .. . . . . . .. . B.v
12 :.-~-..,rank Meniwr ll'< ~fnrriaf:!e
12G-Dick Me ·riwell. !hr Wizard ... . .. . ...... By
127-Di<-k Mrrri wrll'e Rtroke .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . By
! :lS-Dirk M~rriwell'~ R etu rn . .... .. . . . ...... By
]2[)- Dl<-k !-. ' ,. •. ,.i ,~:c·11's R!'son rce .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . By
130-Dick ,, __ ,.,..,,1,ll's Fh·e ........ ... • . ..•... By
1
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RAT TLI NG GOO D ADV ENT URE

SP O R T ST O R IE S
Stor ies of the Big Out door s
There has been a big deman d for outdo
or storie s, and a very con·
eldera ble portio n of it has been for the
Maxw ell Steve ns storie s about
.Jack Light foot, the athlet e.
These storie s are not, strict ly speak ing,
storie s for boys, but boys
every where will find a great deal in
them to intere st them.
ALL TITLE S ALWA YS IN PRINT

1-Ja ck
2--Ja. ck
3-Jac k
4---Ja ck
5-Jac k
6-Jac k
7-Jac k
8-Jac k
9-Jac k
10-J ack
11-Ja ck
12--J ack
1S--J ack
14-J ack

Light foot, the Athle te ..... ..... .....
By
Ligh tfoot' s Crack Nine ..... .. ... ...
... By
Light foot Trapp ed .. ... ••..• ..••.
... By
Light foot's Rival ...•. .•••. •..•.
.... By
Light foot in Camp .....• .•... ••..•
... By
Light foot's Canoe Trip .. . ..... .. ...
. By
Light foot's Iron Arm ..... ..... .
... . By
Light foot's Hoodo o .. .....• .. ..... ...
By
Light foot's Decis ion .. ..... . ....•
.... By
Light foot's Gun Club ..... ..... .....
. By
Light foot's Blind ..... ....
······ '··.B y
Light foot'• Captu re . ······
······ ···.B y
Ligh tfoot' s Head Work ..••• •••.. .•..
By
Light foot's Wisdo m ..... ..... .....
.. By
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BOOKS THAT NEVER GROW OLD

A.lg er S e r i e s
Clean Adventure Stories for Boys

The Most Complete List Published
The tollowlng llst does not" contnln all the books that Horatio Alger
wrote, but It contains most of them, and certainly the best.
Horatio Alger is to boys what Chnrles Dickens is to grown-ups. His
work Is Just as popular to-day as It was years ago. The books have
a quality, the value of which is beyond computation.
There are legions of boys of foreign parents who are being helped
along the r oad to true Americanism by reading these books which are
so peculiarly American in tone that the r eader cannot fall to absorb
some of the spirit of fair play and clean Jiving which Is so characteristically American.
In this list will be ln clu( ed certain books by Edward &tratemeyer,
Oliver Optic, and other authors who wrote the Alger type of stories,
which are eq ual in Interest and wholesomeness with those written by
the fnmous author after which this great line of books for boys Is
named.
ALL TITLES ALWAYS IN PRINT

1-Driven From Hom e . ............. . ..... By Horatio
2-b. Cou~in's Conspiracy . ..... ..... .. .. . . By Horatia
8-Ned Newton . .... . . ..... .. . .. ......... By Horatio
4-Andy Gordon . .... .. ....... ...... . .... By Horatio
Ii-Tony, the Trnmp .............. , .. , . ... By Horatio
6-The Five Hundred Dollar Check ... . ..... By Horatio
7-Helping Him self . ...... . ...... , ....... By Horatio
8-Makiug His Way ... .... ... ............ By Horatio
9 - Try and Trust ..... ..... ... .... .... ... By Horatio
10- 0nly an Irish Boy ............ ... ....... By Horatio
11- J ed, the Poorhouse Boy .......... ....... By Horatio
12-Cheste r Rand . ... . ......... .. ..... . ... By Horatio
1 3-Grit, the Young Boatman of Pine Point . . . By Horatio
14- Joe's Luck ..... . .... ........... ... .. .. By Horatio
15-From Farm Boy to Senator .............. By Horatio
l G-The Young Outlaw . .. . .. ......... . . . . . By Horatio
17- Jack's Ward .... ..... .. ....... . ... . ... By Horatio
18-Dean Dunham .. .... ................. . Ry Horatio
lfl- ln a Nt>w World . ... . ... . . ............ . By Horatio
20- Both Sides of the Continent . .. .. ........ By Horatio
2l-The Store Boy ......... . ..... . ........ By Horatio
22-Brave and Bold .. .......•.... . . ..... , . By Horatio
23-A New York Boy ...... . ..............•. By Horatio
24-Bob Burton ......... . .. . •.... .. ....... By Horatio
25-Thc Young Adventurer· .........•.. , .. •. By Horatio
26-Juliu s, the StrePt Boy ... ............••. By Horatio
27- Adrlft in New York .•.....•.... , .... ... By Horatio
28- Tom Brace .. . ................. ....... By Horatio
29-Struggllng Upward ...... . ............. By Horatio
80-'-The Adventures ot a New York Telegraph Boy .
By Horatio
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ALGER SERIES
31-Tom Trac,. ••. . .. .••. . ..........• . .•• • By
32-The Young Acrobat . .. .. ......... . .. . .. By
33-Bound to Rise . ........... . ........... By
34--Hector's Inheritance . ... .. .. •. . ...... .. By
35-Do and Dare .. . • ................• ..•• By
36- The Tin Box .....•. ... . .......... . . •. • By
37-'.l'om, the Bootblack .. ....• .. . . . ..... .. . By
38- Risen from the Ranks .................. By
39-Shift!ng for Himself ..... ......... . .. . . By
40-Wait and Hope .. . ... ...... . .. .. , .. . . . By
41- Sam' s Chance . ..... . . .. .. ... . ...... .. . By
42-Striving for Fortune • ............. ..••• By
43-Phll, the Fiddler ........ .. . . . .. . .. .••. By
44--Slow and Sure ... . . . . .. ...........•••. By
45-Walter Sherwood's Probation .. ... .... . . By
46- '.l'he '.l'rials and Triumphs of Mark Mason . By
47- The Young Salesman . . ...... . ...... ... By
48-Andy Grant's Pluck ....... . .......... . By
49- !J'acing the World ... .. ........ ....... . By
50-Lukc Wa lton ...... . ..............• ... By
51-S trive and Succeed •............ . .. .••• By
52- From Canal Boy to President . . .. . ... . •• By
53-The Erle Train Boy .......... . .. ....•.• By
54-Pa ul, the P eddler .... . ......... .. . ..•• By
55-The Yo ung Miner . . . . . .... . .... .. . . .. • By
56-Charlie Codman'a Cruise . . . . .... . . .. ... By
57 - A Debt of Honor ..... ..... . ......... . . By
58-'.l'h e Young Explorer . ... .. . ...... ...... By
59- Bcn's Nugget .. • .. ... .. . .•..... ....... By
60- - Th e Erra nd Boy .. .. .•... .. . ... .. ... . . By
61-Frnnk and F earless •.....• .. . .... . .. .• . By
62--F rank Bunter 's Peril •.... .. ........ ... By
63-Adrift in the City •. . .. . . . ........ . . ... By
64-Tom Thatcher's Fortune . ....... ... ... . By
65-Tom Turner's Legacy .. .. .. .. ... . ...... By
66-Dan, the Newsboy . .. .. ....• . .. . ....... By
67- Digging for Gold ... . .... . ........ . .• . . By
68-Lester's Luck .. .... . .. •............... By
69-In <;earch of Treasu re ... . .............. By
70-Fra nk's Campaign . ... . ................ By
71-Be rna rd Brook's Advent ur~s ............ By
72-Robert Coverdale's Struggles .. • . ... . .. .. By
73-Paul Prescott's Charge . . .. ...... .. ..... By
74-Mark Mann Ju g's Mission . . ......... . ... By
75-R uper t's Ambition ....... . ••... . •.. . ... Ry
76--Sink or Swim . .. . .. _, .... . . . .... . •. ,.,.By
77-The Backwoods Boy ... , .... . ... .. . . , . . By
78- T om T emple's Career .• ................ Ry
79-Ben Bruce .... . .... . ..• ... . ....... . ... By
80- Tbe Young Musician . ............... . .. By
81-The Telegraph Boy ••. , ........... . .... By
82-Work and Win • . . , , . . . . . . . . . .... ... .. By
83-Tb e Train Boy . ............... . . . ... . . R y
84-The Cash Boy .. . ..................... By
85--Herbert Carter's Legacy ................ By
86-Strong and Steady .................... Ry
87-J,ost nt Sea •.......................... By
88-From Farm to Fortune ............. . ... Ry
89...:.....Young Capthin Jack . . ............. . ... Ry
90-J oe, the Hotel Boy .... .. ...•.•.. ..... . By
91-0nt for Business ........ . ••. .. • . .•.... p._,.
82-Fnlllni.: In With Fortune •••• . . ,,, .....• . By
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ALGER SERIES
93--Nelson , the Newsboy •........ . ...•..... By Horatio Alger, Jr.
94--Randy of the River ..... , •..•.......... By Horatio Alger, Jr.
· 9:i---Jerry, the Backwoods Boy •. ... ... ....... By Horatio Alger, Jr.
9&-Ben Logan's Triumph •••••........ ..... By Horatio Alger, Jr.
97-The Young Book Agent •••.......... .... By Horatio Alger, Jr.
98---The Lnst Cruise of The Spitfire . • ...... By Edward Stratemeyer
99-Reuben Stone's Discovery ...•..•..... By Edward Stratemeyer
100---True to Himself ..•.....•.•.. ....... By Edward Str.J!_temeyer
101-Richard Dare's Venture ••.. , ....... .. By Edward Stratemeyer
102-0!lver Bright's Search , ..... . , ... . ... By Edward Stratemeyer
103-To Alaska for Gold ......•...... ..... By Edward Stratemeyer
104--The Young Auctioneer .............. . By Edward Stratemeyer
105-Bound to Be an Electrieian ... .' . . • ..... By Edward Stratemeyer
1'06-Shorthand Tom •....••...... .... .' ... Uy Edward Straterneyer
107-Fighting for His Own ...•..•... .• .... By Edward Stratemeyer
108-J oe, the Surveyor ••.••...• .......... By Edward Stratemeyer
109-Larry, the Wanderer .• , .• , .. .. . •.... By Edward Stratemeyer
110---The Young Ranchman ••..•.•...... .. By Edward Stratemeyer
111-The Young Lumberman •• , •.. .... .... By Edward Stratemeyer
112-The Young Explorers ••••••.• , . ... . : . By Edward Stratcme_yer
113-Boys of the Wilderness . •••.... . • .... . By Edward Stratemeyer
114-Boys of the Great Northwest •.•...... . By Edward Stratemeyer
115-Boys of the Gold Fields • •••••. , . •.. ... By Edward Stratemeyer
116-For His Country , , , • ; , ••••••....... . By Edward Stratemeyer
117-Comrades in Peril ... , ••••••• , ..... .. By Edward Stratemeyer
118---The Yonng P earl Hunters •••••••...... By Edward Stratemeyer
119-The Young Bandmaster .••.••..•.... . By Edward Stratemeyer
120-Boys of the Fort. ... •• , ••••.. . .... .. By Edward Stratcmeyer
121-0n Fortune's Trail • .•••••. , •.. , ..... By Edward Stratemeyer
122-Lost in the Land of Ice .•••• , ... . .. .. By Edward Stratemeyer
123-Bob, the Photographer •••-. •..•....... By Edward Stratemeyer
124--Among the Missing ••••••••••••• ... .... . . . .. By Oliver Optic
125- His Own Helper ..••••••••••• ••••.•.... ..... By Oliver Optic
12G-Honest Kit Dunstable •••••••••••. •........ .. By Oliver Optic
127-Every Inch a Boy ••••••••.•••• ..•••.... .. ... By Oliver Optic
128-The Young Pilot •••••••. , • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . Ry Oliver Optic
129- Always in Luck .••••••••••. ...•........... . Ry Oli ve r Optic
130-Rich and Humble .•••.•.•.•.. • • , . .. , ... .. ... By Oliver Optic
131-In School and Out.. . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • ... Rv Ol iver Optic
132-Watch and Wait •... .... . . ........ ... ...... By Oli..-er Optic
133-Work nnd Win .. .... . . . . . .... . ....... . ..... By Oli..-er Optic
134-Hope and Hu ve . . . ............. ............ By Oliver Optic
135-Haste and Waste ... . .. ... . ..•. . .... ... ... .. By Olive r Optic
136-Royal Tarr's Pluck .. ...... . ... ............. By Ollvcr Optic
137- The Prisoners of the Cave .... . ....•........ . By Oliver Optic
138- I,ouls Chiswick's Mi ssion ... .........• .. . .. .. By Olive r Optic
139-The Professor's Son ••••. ............ . .. .. . . By Olive r Optic
140-Tl!e Young H e rmit . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . .. . .... By Oliver Optic
141-The Cruise of The Dantty . ••........... .. . .... By Oliver Optic
142-Bullding Himself Up • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... By Oliver Optic
143-Lyon Hart's Heroism . .............. ... . . . .. By Oliv~r Optic
144--Thr~e Young Silver Kings .. . .............. . . . By Oliver Optic
145- Maklng a Man of Himself ........... . . ....... By Olivpr Optic
HG-Striving for His Own.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . By Oliv ~ r Optic
147-Tbrough by Daylight •.•... .. ........ . . ..•. . . By OllvH Optic
148--I,Jgh tnlng Express • • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . " ..... By Oliver Optic
149-0n Time .. , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . .
.. . By ()]h•e r Optic
150-Swltch Oft' .•••• , ••••• , • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . .. . H-y t)ltver Optic

NICK CARTER STORIES

New Magn et Libra ry
Nick Carter stands for an interesting detective story. The fact
that the books in this line are so uniformly good is entirely due to
the work of n specialist. The man who wrote these stories produced
no oilier type of nclion. His mind was Cfillcentrated upon the creation of new plots and situations in which bis hero emerged triumphan Uy from all sorts of troubles and lAn.ded the ctlminnl just where
be should be-behind th e bars.
The author of these stories knew more abont writing detective stories than any other single person.
Following is a list of the best Nick Carter stories. They have been
selected with ex treme care, and we unhesitatingly recommend each of
them as being fully .as interesting as any detective story between cloth
co rs which sells at ten times the price.
If you do not know Nick Carter, buy a copy of any of the New
Magnet Library books, and get acquainted. He Will surprise and delight you.
ALL TITLES ALWAYS IN PRINT
850- Wanted : A Clew ................. ....... By
851-A '!'angled Skein ...•. ............ .. . . ... By
852-The Bullion l\Iystery .... .... . .......... . By
8'53-The Man of Riddles ......... . ...... . .... By
854-A Miscarriage of Justice . ..•........... .. By
855-The Gloved Uand ...... . .... ............ By
85G-Spoilers and the Spoils . .. .......... . ..... By
837-The Deeper Game . ................. .... By
858-Bolts from Blu e Skies ..•......•....... . . By
85!l-Unseen Foes ............•.... .......... By
860-Knaves in High Places ..... . ............. By
8Gl-The J\Iicrobe of Crime .... . .. ............. By
862-In the Toils of 1!'ear ................. .... By
8G3-A He1·itnge of Trouble ..... .. ....•....... By
8G4--Called to Account. ........... . ..... ..... By
865-Tltc Ju ·t nncl the Unjust ..... . ..... ...... By
8G6-Instinct at Fault. .. . . . .. ........ . ....... By
887-A Rogue Worth ·rrapping ..... . .......•.. By
868-.\ Rope of Slen der Threads .............. By
86!l-T11e Last Cnll ........... . . . ... ... ..•... By
870-The Spoils of Chance ..... .. ...... . . .. ... By
871-A Struggle With Destiny ......... .... . ... By
87.2-'.l'he flla,·e of Crime ........ . ............. By
873-The Crook's Blind ... .......... .. . . ..... By
874-A Rascal of Quality . .' ................. .. By
875-Witlt Shackles of Fire ...... ... .......... By
876-'.Phe Man Who Changed Faces ...... ... ... By
87'7-Tbe Fixed Alibi .. ... ............ ..... .. Ry
878- 0 ut With the Tide ............... ..... .. By
87!l-The Roul D es troyers .......••••..... ..... Ry
880-Th.£ Wui;es of Rascality •••••••••••• ,.,, • . By
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NEW MAGNET LIBRARY
Nicholas Carter
881-Birds of Prey .......... ...•..... .... . . . By
882-When Destruction Threatens . .. .. .. ...... By Nicholas Carter
By
Yicholas Carter
...
........•••
Ilounds
Black
of
Keeper
883-The
884--The Door of Doubt ..... . ....•..... ....•. By Nicholas Carter
Nicholas Carter
By
...
..........
..........
Within
Wolf
885-The
·
886-A Perilous Parole .......... .......... .. Bv Nicholas Carter
By
Nicholas Carter
..
.
.....
.
.
.
Prints
Finger
the
of
Trail
887-The
Carter
Nicholas
888-Dodg ing the Law .......... . .........• ... By
Carter
880-A Crime in Paradise ......• '. ....•....• .. By Nicholas
Nicholas Carter
890-0n the Ragged Edge . ........ . .......... . By
Carter
By
1\icholas
•.•..
..........
.
•
Tragedy
of
801-The Red God
892-The Man Who Paid .... .. ••. . ...•...... . By Nicholas Carter
Carter
By
Nicholas
..•.....
.
....
.
.
Daughter
893-The Blind Man's
894-0ne Object i n Life •....•. . •..•. . .... .• .. By Nicholas Carter
Carter
Nicholas
By
.••..
.
•
.•.
.••.
..
805-As a Crook Sows ... . ....
Carter
806-In Record Time ........ •.. .....•. . . . . . . By Nicholas
Carter
Nicholas
By
.
••••.•.
.
.
.•
.
..
89 7-Held in Suspense .. . . ...•
Carter
898-The $100,000 Kiss .. .•. ... • . • • .. •.....• . By Nicholas
Carter
Nicholas
By
.....
.
•
..
•
.
890-Just One Slip ... . ....... .. .•
Carter
Nicholas
By
..
.
.
.
••
.
.•
.
.•
.
..
.
Trail
lnr
Million·dol
a
900-0n
Ca r tel"
Nicholas
By
•...
.
901-A Weird Treasure .. . .. .... •... .. •••
Carter
902-The Middle Link ... . .. .. ....•..... .. . .. By Nicholas
Carter
Nicholas
By
..
903-To the Ends of the Earth . . . ..••. .•.. ..
Carter
004--When Hono rs Pall ...... . .......... .... By Nicholas
Carter
Nicholas
90li-The Yellow Brand .. . .. .. ... . .. . ... .. ... By Nicholas Carter
By
.
....
.
...
.
..
.
....•
Eden
in
906-A New Serpent
Carter
Nicholas
907-When Brave Men Tremble .. .. ..... . ..... . By Nicholas Carter
008-A Test of Courage ........ . ..•....... . . . By Nicholas Carter
909-Wher e Peril Beckons ........ . .... . ...... By Nicholas Carter
By
910-Th~ Gargoni Girdle ... . .•......• ........
Nicholas Carter
011-Rasca ls & Co. . . . • . •.. . ..... . .......... . By Nicholas
Carter
By
•.....
.......
.
012-Too Late to Talk .. ........
Nicholas Carter
913-Satan 's Apt Pupil ..... .. .......... ..... By Nicholas
Carter
By
......
.
.....
.
01-1- The Girl Prisoner . . .......
91ii- 'l'he DanJ!er of Folly .......... .......... By Nicholas Carter
Carter
OlG-One Shipwreck Too Many.'. . . .•........ .. By Nicholas
Carter
917-.Scour gNl by Fear ........ . ....... . ...... By Nicholas
Carter
Nicholas
Ry
....
018-Thc Red Pl ague .......... ..........
Carter
Nichohs
By
...
..........
.
......
Rampant
clrcl•
!)10-Scoun
Carter
Nicholas
By
920-From Cll'w to Clew . . .. . . .......... .... .
Carter
Nicholas
By
.
.......•••
.
......
Conspire
921-When Rogues
Cartr
922-Twclv e in a Grave. . . . . , ... . ......... By Nicholae Carterr
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Not How- Much
But

HOW GOOD
In the edito rial preparation of the STREET
& SMITH NOVEL the q uestion of how much
in money we were going to get fo - each volume
never really ·occurred to us. Vve lost sight e11tirely of the fact that these books old at
· ,, the copy. and g·ave as much serious consideration to the selection and pr epa ration oE
the stories as thoug'h they were going to sell for
ten times as much .
We thi nk, '<titer all, that this is the real test
of service. Tl!a<t we arc performing a service
to mill ion s of America n reader,;, there can be
no doubt.
r e,·cr before has such readi ng matte1· been placed '.\·i~hin the 1«"1ch of the 111ocle~t
purse. \Ve lw.Ye s r iven to keep our line clean
and {eel con liJc11t fhat -.1·e have done ~o.
The very nature of the sto ri es publi ~he d in
the TREET & S:'.1ITH NOVEL' insu res them
cor,sicleration f mm people who have 1 o time nor
incli nation to read the classics . and who pr bably wou cl not read anything else i f they did
not have th e :-:;TRr.lt:T & SMIT H hooks.
Any decent literature that in,;tills a desire on
the part of the general public to read is, in our
opi ni on, performi ng a real service.

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79 Seventh Avenue

New York City

Th e Dea ler
who handles the STREET & SMITH NOVELS
is a man worth patronizing. The fact that he
does handle our books proves that he has considered the merits of paper-covered lines, and
has decided that the STREET & SMITH
NOVELS are superior to all others.
He has looked into the question of the morality 'Of the paper-covered book, for instance, and
· feels that he is perfectly safe in handing one of
our novels to any one, because he has our assurance that nothing except clean, wholesome
literature finds its way into our lines.
Therefore, the STREET & SMITH NOVEL
dealer is a careful and wise tradesman, and it
is fair to assume selects !:'he other articles he
has for sale with the same degree of intelligence
as he does his paper-covered bookis.
Deal with the STREET & SMITH N OVEL
dealer.

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79 Seventh Avenue

New York City
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